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Abstract 
Learning to Solve Problems within a Pharmaceutical Organization: Designing 
problem and story-based constructivist e-Learning environments 
Gayle E. Shaw-Hones 
Elizabeth Haslam, Ph.D. 
 
 This case study investigated how the instructional design of an e-Learning program 
facilitated the learning of problem-solving skills within a pharmaceutical company. This 
research focused on instructional design utilizing story, scenario and simulation to 
support the learning of problem-solving skills for those providing medical review of 
materials used in the promotional of pharmaceutical products. A mixed methods 
approach was used to capture qualitative and quantitative data on the effectiveness of the 
instructional design from e-Learning program participants. Data collection included a 
single learner observation, a seventeen- question survey of forty-six participants and 
subsets of that group participating in four, 1-hour focus groups.  
 The participants responded favorably when asked about how well the instructional 
design of the e-Learning program supported their learning of problem-solving skills 
needed for their role in the promotional review process. Participants ranked the most 
helpful design elements as scenarios, then related cases, scenarios, and simulation ranked 
and finally story.  Participants provided insights about (1) how the instructional design 
addressed time constraints and the learning of problem-solving skills, (2) a lack of 
available tools, (3) the validation of their own roles through role-based problem-solving; 
and, (4) how the use of problem-solving activities “just scratched the surface on how 
tough this is.  
xiv 
 Conclusions were drawn from the results including that the organization lacked a 
constructivist mindset that would allow for individual problem construction, an 
instructional design approach that incorporates scenario, simulation and story minimizes 
the use of story and the user experience related to the perception of instructional design 
effectiveness. This study (and other case studies with similar findings) would suggest that 
following the research recommendations for designing on-line learning environments and 
considering the learner’s needs affects a positive outcome by the participants. The 
participants completed all the e-Learning practice activities successfully and scored 100% 
on the assessment. The e-learning effectiveness was reflected in learner-centered 
pedagogy, a lack of technical problems and an appropriate length of time for completion. 
Additional research seems needed on the use of instructional design models within non-
academic organizations and specifically those instructional design models that center on 
problem solving. 
  
 
 1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The Problem and Its Context 
 
Organizations are facing numerous challenges that force them to seek alternative 
ways for achieving continued success (Hayes, 2002). As organizations experience 
change, new problems arise. The problem may be new, require new knowledge for 
solution generation, or require the utilization of those experienced with the problem type 
to share means for problem solving (Nicani and Rajamanickam, 2001; Brown and 
Denning, 2005; Jonassen, 2000).  
Problem solving is a sought after skill for organizational members because of the 
rate at which problems arise and the evolving skill needed to solve problems. Successful 
problem solving is essential for organizational success. Because of this change and 
complexity, organizations attempt to solve problems that result in wasted time and 
resources and fail to deliver successful solutions (Hoenig, 2002). 
Most organizational members possess traditional educational backgrounds where 
problems were approached from an abstract level. In these traditional settings, problems 
are clearly presented and constructed and broken down into manageable facets that result 
in successful solutions (Jonassen, 2000). When these members engage in solving 
workplace problems, the problems are often ill defined and complex making the 
challenge of solving such problems difficult. Employees do not always have the needed 
skills to solve such problems successfully (Brockman, 2004). 
Organizations continue to neglect the use of experience as a teacher, stories from 
employees that are solving the problems brought on by change, and neglect to devise 
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effective frameworks that allow for the capture and dissemination of knowledge for 
organizational members (Gabriel, 2000). In response to the need to generate solutions 
that result in successful problem solving, organizational learning employees have 
examined the use of story to achieve this goal (Arnette, 2002; Siegel, Ellis, Lewis, 
(2003).  
The use of story has been found to support the sharing of information and 
knowledge, examine organizational culture, influence behavior and attitudes, release 
emotion, uncover norms, resolve conflicts (Hansen and Kahnweiler, 1993), train new 
hires, gain acceptance of new initiatives, sharing experiences on the job  (Gabriel, 2000; 
Denning, 2001), demonstrate leadership (Mumby, 1988), make sense of the workplace 
(Hurt and Metzger, 2000; Kleiner and Roth, 1997), and relate to others in social 
situations ( Gabriel, 2000).  The use of story as a learning vehicle also embodies adult-
learning principles, active learning, self-development, reflection and social 
constructivism (Gabriel, 2000; Hannabuss, 2000; Arnette, 2002; Hertz and Metzger, 
2000; Cortazzi, 1993; Vygotsky, 1978). Research however is lacking in the use of 
organizational stories in on-line contexts to support problem solving. Outcomes of such 
research have value for organizations in terms of access and sharing of knowledge 
contained in the story while also utilizing multimedia technology to engage with the 
story. 
Many organizations utilize technology to disseminate information across the 
organization ( Hoenig, 2002). When an individual is able to take the information and 
convert it into ways to use that information in their jobs and understand why that 
information is needed, a conversion from information to knowledge is thought to occur 
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(Polanyi, 1983). When more members are able to do this and share that knowledge, the 
level of organizational knowledge increases and may provide advantages for the 
organization ( Senge, 1990).  If organizations were then able to leverage technology to 
pull the knowledge contained in a story from individuals to the organization, a means for 
disseminating the knowledge across the organization may be possible. If stories are also 
able to benefit the organization in ways listed above, the rapid deployment or access of 
such knowledge contained within a story may also benefit an organization. 
In many instances, it is impossible to bring members of global organizations 
together to share stories face-to-face. An on-line deployment of stories containing rich 
experiences can increase the rate of experience sharing across an organization. Global 
members can also access the story at any time regardless of time zones and geographical 
locations. The use of technology also provides levels of interactivity and engagement by 
utilizing multimedia. Using digital media allows a person to engage in a higher level of 
learning because of the ability of technology to support  the learner’s reflection on the 
learning, and provide visual support by utilizing graphics and animations to support text 
on screen (Jonassen, 2002). The pharmaceutical industry provides an excellent context 
for this study because of its current use of on-line learning, constant change and needed 
complex problem solving. 
The pharmaceutical industry has experienced constant change to respond to 
research and development issues and costs, governmental regulations and other imposed 
requirements. At the same time that these factors are requiring change, the industry must 
continue to deliver high quality innovations that promote professionalism and customer 
loyalty (McCormick, 2003). The medical staff at Wyeth Pharmaceuticals has been 
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particularly challenged with new roles, such as co-leading Global Brand Teams and 
continued pressure in performing existing roles such as managing issues, supporting drug 
efficacy and patient safety. These roles involve solving complex problems, which require 
skills for effective problem solving and means for sharing solutions. 
The purpose of this study will be to explore the affect of a constructivist, e-
Learning platform, and utilizing story, to support the solving of problems. This study will 
be conducted in a pharmaceutical organization, specifically, the global medical affairs 
department, consisting of healthcare providers such as physicians and pharmacists.  
 
1.2 Background of the Problem 
As new problems emerge, new ways of solving problems are needed. Hoenig 
(2002) discusses the need for new problem solving methods that involve non-linear, 
opportunity-oriented, and strategic work approaches. Why are organizations having 
difficulty finding ways to solve problems? First, those skilled at problem solving often 
cannot explain how they arrived at a solution. Second, only some employees learn 
problem-solving approaches in privileged mentoring sessions. Third, outside consultants 
gather problem-solving approaches from employees and disperse them to other clients at 
an hourly rate. What organizations need to move towards is common knowledge on how 
and when to solve problems, which are then shared across the organization.  In essence, 
people are paid to solve problems (Hoenig, 2002).  
When a problem occurs in an organization, approaching the problem is dependent 
on the situation and context in which the problem occurred and finding the correct 
solution in a timely manner has true consequences for the organization. As a result of the 
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need to be effective problem solvers, organizations must change their learning approach 
from “content-centered, explicit knowledge to problem-centered, tacit 
knowledge”(Siegel, 2002, p.3). This quest begins to allow employees to realize when 
scientific or statistical means have not resulted in the learning outcome that was needed 
(Brown, Denning, Groh, & Prusak, 2005). In respect to learning, organizations often do 
not even know where the knowledge truly exists or what exactly is required in the way of 
knowledge for employees to be successful problem solvers. Knowledge in fact lies not 
only within individuals but also within groups of people who share common experiences. 
 Knowledge capital is one of the greatest tools needed for competitive advantage 
among organizations (Davis and Botkin, 1994; Drucker, 1992, 1993; Thurow, 1996, 
1999). Supporting employees in developing and sharing knowledge may in turn dispense 
the knowledge across the organization. Knowledge sharing and management is a result of 
employees learning information and converting it into knowledge. Learning within an 
organization comes from a combination of employee’s previous experience and 
knowledge and situations encountered in the workplace. Knowledge and learning are key 
issues for all organizations. Many organizations are focusing on learning and sharing 
information and knowledge, it is reflecting on that information and knowledge is that 
often missing from organizational practices. Organizations need to un-learn practices that 
have not proven effective (Brown, Denning, Groh, & Prusak, 2005). The frameworks 
used to understand learning and knowledge dissemination within an organization have 
been challenged. Models examining social relationships, and cognition have emerged in 
response to the need to change frameworks (Hutchins, 1991; Kogut and Zander’s, 1996). 
Structures must exist to support relationships and dialogue so that it can be stored and 
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dispersed throughout the organization (Gnyawali and Stewart, 2003). Researchers in the 
instructional design field struggle to identify models and theories that support the 
changing learning environment.  The result is a continued reliance on previous 
instructional models that may not support the work of today (Jonassen, 2001). 
 Organizations are managing this dilemma by deploying facts, figures and data 
anticipating that the employee will convert that information into usable knowledge. The 
information available is overwhelming and employees need support in deciphering 
information and translating it into knowledge and then applying it in a meaningful 
context (Wang, 2002).  The information overload in organization makes it impossible to 
traditionally teach employees in classroom settings. Individuals must develop skills to 
access and interpret information needed to approach and solve problems. This pertains to 
problems identified but also to building skills for problems not yet encountered. It also 
encompasses the construction of knowledge by the learner not provided through an 
instructor, referred to as constructivist learning. These skills support learners in 
continuous learning (Laffey, et al, 1997). 
The role of the learner in constructivist environments is challenging. It is now the 
responsibility of the learner to use tools and resources while learning. This is at times 
frustrating especially for learners who are not used to managing their own learning 
processes. However, this is necessary if learners are going to become independent 
thinkers and learners. Many learners may resist this approach to learning because of the 
amount of work required on the part of the learner. The correct amount of supportive 
resources must be available to guide but not control the learning, making this approach 
successful (Perkins, 1992). Ways to achieve this include engagement in meaningful 
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activities that allow a learner to work through problems, consult tools and resources and 
collaborate with others (Brown, Collins, and Duguid, 1989). Technology can provide a 
support system to the learner as they begin to construct new knowledge. 
 Traditional use of instructional technologies is to instruct the learner. Often, 
information is presented and the learner is to interpret and navigate through the program. 
Interaction is equated with advancing through the screens. Feedback is given in response 
to correct or incorrect answers (Jonassen, Carr, Yeuh, 1998).  Jonassen et al., (1998) 
argues that instructional technology should not be used for purposes of instruction, but 
should support the learner to construct his or her own knowledge. The learner assumes 
the role of designing and the computer technology provides the support needed. 
Organizations that utilize traditional on-line learning design focus on displaying and 
navigating through information. While this design conveys information, it does not allow 
the learner to reflect, make decisions, solve-problems or develop other skills needed to 
work with the information and utilize it within the organization As a result of the 
increased need to have learning outcomes that improve skills such as problem solving, 
instructional design models for learning via story have emerged. The use of stories within 
these problem-solving models have yielded positive outcomes towards learning because 
of story’s natural ability to convey insight and experience, drawing the listener into the 
details and making the story a shared experience (Siegel, 2002).   
 Reviews about the role of stories’ benefits to organizations began to catch attention 
from organizational leaders. Organizations have begun to move from the metaphor of 
approaching problems like fixing a machine by replacing and moving new parts to 
weaving a social fabric that is connected by people and stories containing needed 
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information and knowledge to solve problems (Brown, Denning, Groh, & Prusak, 2005). 
Storytelling will gain an accepted position in the organization when it is positioned not as 
the enemy to the organizational machine but as a compliment to constructively solve 
problems.  
 Story in an on-line context within non-academic settings has been scantly 
researched. The combination of story and on-line contexts used to teach problem-solving 
skills in non- academic organization has been studied even less (Jonassen & Hernandez-
Serrano, 2002). Whether the use of story in on-line contexts effectively supports the 
solving of problems within non-academic settings has yet to be determined. Wang (2002) 
reports that little research is available on digital learning in the corporate environment 
versus academic settings. Corporate organizations unlike students in academia must 
consider culture, work stresses, industry and economic factors that may impede learning 
or make it difficult to adapt to changing influences. 
Distance education research has been criticized for lack of rigor (Murphy & 
Cifuentes, 2001). The research that does exist, only 23% focused on the instructor and the 
technology (Mc Isaac and Gunawardena, 1996). Only one-third of the literature was 
primary research and the remaining two-thirds were theoretical and anecdotal research 
with a focus primary on positive aspects (Anglin and Morrison, 2000; Hara and Kling, 
1999). More research has been called for using quantitative foci (Windschitl, 1998). 
There is still a limited amount of research studying learning on-line (Web-based 
Education Communication, 2000). The use of story in an  on-line context may benefit 
learners within an organization. Medical Affairs members of pharmaceutical companies 
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may find it particularly valuable because of the challenging problems and the need to 
access stories that provide means to solve ever-changing dilemmas. 
The Medical Affairs Staff within this pharmaceutical company has evolved from 
a support function to co-leading global brand teams, in which marketing teams and 
medical division heads partner to lead the brand. Previously, when problems relating to a 
product arose, the marketing team solely led the initiative to resolve the issue. Because of 
medical gaining importance, it is now documented and procedural to consult, medical, 
legal and regulatory when an problem arises and before issuing communication. 
Combating these new problems and succeeding in this new role involves learning how to 
successfully solve new problems. The focus of this study will be on learning to solve 
problems during the review of materials used in the promotion of products. Those 
experienced in this review have developed great expertise in reviewing content for not 
only medical accuracy but also for regulatory compliance. Stories exist of successful and 
unsuccessful review cycles. These stories shared among others may provide a foundation 
for learning improved techniques for solving problems that arise in this process. Using 
on-line contexts would enhance the interactivity and the accessibility of such stories for 
use in learning this problem-solving technique.  
1.3 Purpose of the Research 
 The purpose of this study is to analyze the effectiveness of instructional design 
using story in an on-line context to support problem solving in a non-academic setting. 
This may provide value for non-academic organizations in two ways. First, it may allow 
for a comparison of study outcomes within academic settings versus non-academic 
settings examining and which approaches can be leveraged or need alterations for 
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successful use in organizations. Second, it explores a unique alternative of story in an on-
line context, which currently is not widely researched, as a learning intervention to 
possibly result in additional means to support problem solving within organizations. 
 A case study approach will be used to study the effectiveness of a story in on-line 
contexts to support problem solving in the medical affairs division of Wyeth 
Pharmaceuticals. The collection of data, analysis of data, and the creation of an on-line 
learning intervention will evaluate story in an on-line context to support problem solving.  
1.4  Research Questions 
 In spite of the great need to manage change and solve increasingly complex 
problems, there is a limited amount of research with the use of story in a on-line contexts 
in corporate settings. This case study will be conducted in a large pharmaceutical 
company, to examine the effectiveness of the use of story in an on-line context to support 
problem solving. 
The major question that this study will attempt to answer is:  
• How effective was the instructional design incorporating story and problem 
solving, in an on-line, constructivist environment for training medical reviewers 
within a promotional material review process?  Other sub questions that the 
researcher will attempt to answer include: 
• How did the use of story contribute to successful problem solving? 
• How effective was the use of story in an on-line context in supporting 
problem solving? 
• How did the learner use the design elements to construct their own 
knowledge/learning? 
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• How successful did the learners feel they were in solving the problems 
encountered in the on-line context? 
The answers to these questions may provide alternatives for traditional 
approaches for designing on-line problem solving support and achieving organizational 
successes through learning within corporate organizations.  
1.5 Significance of the Study 
Primarily, this study provides insight into on-line learning environment design 
that incorporates story and its effectiveness in supporting problem solving. In a larger 
scale it also serves to provide outcomes as to the effectiveness of new and innovative 
approaches for designing support for problem solving. If traditional approaches are not 
supporting the needs of organizations, new approaches must be studied to determine 
alternatives. Results of this study will support future research for alternative approaches 
learning within organizations.  
Results may provide value to non-academic organizations. Exploring new and 
alternative ways of learning is risky and may prove to be costly when centered in an 
organizational process. Data that is available in the form of research helps to guide 
organizations when they decide to look for alternatives and need direction. There may 
also be applicability to pharmaceutical organizations that have a promotional review 
process and have a need to utilize problem-solving skills as pieces are reviewed. These 
processes are highly regulated and require great skill and precision. Means that have 
proven successful in helping employees to acquire these skills and precision would be 
very valuable to such organizations.  
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 Those designing learning may also find the results of this study valuable. 
Research-based learning approaches, especially those in non-academic settings are 
valuable assets to designers. The inclusion of a story, within an on-line environment, may 
provide a new alternative to page-turner e-Learning and allow the user to experience 
context rich learning in an interactive manner. This may change the paradigm for e-
Learning design and challenge instructional designers to provide richer, more meaningful 
learning experiences (Siegel, 2002). 
1.6 Definition of Terms 
The following is an alphabetical list of definitions that are used for the purposes 
of this study. 
Clinical Affairs Physician Reviewer is a physician within a pharmaceutical 
organization that reviews an item used in the promotion of drug or product for medical 
and scientific accuracy, keeping in mind patient and treatment considerations, and patient 
safety. 
Constructivist Learning Environment (CLE) is an instructional model based 
on the research of cognitive apprenticeship, activity theory, case-based reasoning, and 
problem-based learning. It supports the use of problem solving through the use of 
scenarios. Components include the problem space, related cases, information resources, 
cognitive tools, and collaborative tools (Jonassen Prevish, Christy, & Stavrulaki, 1999).  
Digital Storytelling is the conglomeration of story and storytelling with the 
addition of a tool to capture the story and storytelling process. The tool may be the 
computer itself, applications or programs used (Lambert, 2002).   
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Explicit Knowledge is readily transferable. Often contained in written 
instructions, numbers and symbols it is easily managed and stored (Polanyi, 1983). 
Global Medical Communications Scientist Reviewer is a PharmD within a 
pharmaceutical organization that reviews an item used in the promotion of drug or 
product for medical and scientific accuracy.  
Instructional Design is the design and development of instructional materials and 
learning activities to meet learning needs. 
Organizational Learning is the extent of number, variety, and effectiveness of 
learning mechanisms operating in different units and at different levels as well 
throughout the organization that contribute to learning as a whole system (Lipshitz, 
Popper& Friedman, 2002). 
Promotional Review Process involves the review of all materials containing a 
claim about a product or materials used in the promotion of a product or drug. It was 
instituted to ensure compliance with FDA regulations on all promotional materials.  
Story is “anything told or recounted in the form of casually-linked set of events.” 
(Denning, 2004, p.1). 
Storytelling is “A traditional means of sharing information which enables the 
capture, coding and validation of knowledge born of experience, observation and 
intuition” (Stockhausen, 1992, p.9). 
Tacit Knowledge is encompasses personal insight and experience and know-how. 
It is difficult to convey because of its intuitive nature (Polanyi, 1983). 
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1.7 Delimitations of the Study 
The case study method will include stories in an on-line, constructivist 
environment and the measurement of the effectiveness of the instructional design for 
supporting problem solving in the medical affairs department within a pharmaceutical 
organization. 
1.8 Limitations of the Study 
 The use of a case-study method, as does the use of purposeful sampling, limits the 
results of this study being generalizable (Creswell, 2003). The focus on a process with a 
medical affairs department at a pharmaceutical organization also limits the 
generalizability for this learning intervention to be utilized for other learning needs. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 The complexities within organizations and the external pressures to consistently 
succeed force organizations to become excellent problem solvers, knowledge generators, 
and fast learners. This chapter contains four sections providing a review of theory and 
research that discusses how organizations are managing the changing environment and 
how those charged with supporting organizations in learning and performance embrace 
story for learning how to solve problems across an organization.  
 The first section of this chapter will begin with an overview of organizational needs 
for learning and sharing knowledge. This includes a review of the environment and 
culture needed for organizations to successfully learn and how organizations usually 
approach problem solving. This also includes a discussion of the types of knowledge, 
sharing knowledge and leveraging the knowledge from the individual to the organization.  
  The second section of this chapter will cover how problem solving requires social 
constructivist methods. Defining meaningful learning, theories supporting social 
construction of knowledge, and how learning is situated will also be discussed. Also 
included will be how employees solve problems and the different problem types.  
 The third section entails instructional design strategies and models for designing 
problem-based learning.  Five instructional design models that incorporate problem-
solving methods will be compared and contrasted, as well as a detailed review of the 
models chosen for this study.  Strategies used by instructional designers to create on-line, 
constructivist environments that support problem solving will also be discussed.  
 The fourth section includes an overview on the use of story and its role in providing 
context and supporting learning across the organization. 
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2.1  Organizational Needs for Learning and Sharing Knowledge 
 2.1.1  Environment Needed for Collective Problem Solving 
 Learning as a means to direct the information and knowledge to support a changing 
organization has generated a need for research how on organizations learn (Argyris and 
Schon, 1978,1996; Kim, 1993; Senge 1990). If organizations need to share and learn 
collectively they must first create a culture that fosters collaboration and sharing. The 
organizational environment affects the ability of the organization to capture and share 
knowledge and learn from it in times of change.  Solving problems begins with an 
organization that is supportive of collective problem solving. Those within organizations 
reflect on the culture and environment as main influences to problems and solutions. The 
culture of an organization is grounded in systems of tasks, roles and rules all affecting 
problem solving. Achieving sharing and reflection are only possible if flexibility exists in 
people, processes and systems that are grounded in quantitative as well as qualitative 
measures (Schon, 1983). Holtshouse (1999) conducted research examining 40 case 
studies of organizations from a broad range of industries including, healthcare, 
government, and manufacturing for approaches to knowledge management.  A key 
finding was that a supportive culture for knowledge sharing must exist due to resistance 
of people within the organization withholding information.  
 2.1.2  Individual and Organizational Knowledge Types 
Tacit information within an organization lives in processes, know-how and 
frameworks that are controlled by management and human resource layers. The tacit 
knowledge that is most valuable is stored in the members of the organization (Collins R, 
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Dunne T, O’Keeffe, 2002). The type of knowledge that organizations need to respond 
and manage change is not explicit facts and figures as much as it is tacit knowledge or the 
know-how behind what to do with facts and figures (Polayni, 1966). Very early works of 
Barnard (1938) discuss the concept of knowing-in-action, in that people perform in non-
logical ways to arrive at solutions.  Polanyi (1983) to whom the phrase “tacit knowing” 
belongs did his work on identifying human faces.  Persons cannot explain how they 
recognize a face, but are able to recognize people. Individuals use this tacit knowledge to 
piece together the actions and situations termed, bricolage (Levi-Strauss, 1966).  This 
bricolage process involves taking the pieces of situations objects, conversations, and facts 
and using them to arrive at a particular goal.  In some situations it is identifying the 
problem and then using the situation and items at hand to move toward a solution.  
Schon’s (1983) work observed professionals piecing together information to solve 
problems using an example of a workplace bricolage. They construct a solution using 
bricolage supported through story.  According to the participants, stories make sense out 
of the pieces because it is situates the piece in context.  Those hearing a story take the 
story and use it to interpret the pieces, and represent the world. 
 Organizations must understand how individuals learn and collect knowledge.  In 
organizational systems and members contain levels of knowledge. People possess 
cognitive knowledge or knowing facts, advanced skills and/or knowing how something 
works and/or a systems understanding and/or knowing why (Quinn, Anderson, and 
Finkelstein, 1996). Basic or introductory knowledge, the knowing what, is often the most 
explicit in organizations. An example of knowing what, is, knowing the hours of 
operation of the cafeteria. Knowing how would build on the knowledge of when the 
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cafeteria operations and determine that the chicken wrap station moves the fastest. 
Knowing why would combine the knowledge of operational hours, identification of the 
fastest station, and the understanding that the cafeteria plans for many orders of chicken 
wraps so there is more staff and food supply to accommodate the employees. 
Organizations must also understand how individuals share knowledge with the 
organization. Knowledge and knowing in many research studies focuses on what the 
individual possesses and how that knowledge is transferred into the organization. 
However, knowledge is also defined as practice with that information and practicing with 
others (Sveiby, 2001). It is this interaction with each other and our environment that 
produces knowledge. Knowledge stemming from this situation is powerful for the 
organization. Suggestions from the literature have been to examine all the factors 
contributing to organizational learning including the individual, groups and the 
organization (Cook and Brown, 1999). Cook and Brown (1999) suggest looking at each 
of the factors in a separate manner, allowing for the view of enabling one another and not 
in competition with each other, thereby reducing limitations that result previously when 
components are all viewed together.  
Cook and Brown (1999) discuss the Cartesian view of knowledge as driving the 
focus on the individual and the explicit knowledge that person can provide. Traditionally 
tacit has been portrayed as the hard to reach information. Cook and Brown (1999) focus 
their research on changing the focus of traditional research to the role that tacit and 
explicit both play within a practice or action-oriented setting. Researchers have been 
studying ways to convert tacit to explicit and to interview people to get them to explain, 
explicitly how they do something without any success. First, focusing on individuals 
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versus groups, it should be mentioned that individuals and groups perform work 
involving knowledge that is different. The individual may possess particular knowledge 
and then share that with a group. The group then generates shared knowledge. 
The Dewian concept of productive inquiry focuses on knowledge as the 
anticipated outcome of such inquiry. It is the knowledge, tacit or explicit, during such an 
inquiry that allows the learner to achieve a state of knowing. Getting to knowing involves 
interaction with others and the organizational environment. 
Cook and Brown (1999) also discuss the term dynamic affordance. This term 
encompasses the changing interactions and environment within organizations that causes 
people to use and acquire new knowledge alone and with groups that gets the 
organization more to a sense of knowing. So, the question now becomes, how does an 
organization bridge together the different types of knowledge, individual, group, explicit 
and tacit to form organizational knowing? What they suggest is to understand the 
relationships between all the different types of knowledge and refer to all the knowledge 
sources collectively as genre. This genre provides the framework or schema for an 
organization to get the knowing. For example, text or information within a shared genre, 
such as a story, creates the ability to make sense because they know the history, context 
and use for the organization. The culmination of this research focuses on bridging the 
epistemologies of knowledge and knowing through the creation of organizational genres. 
The generative dance has now begun and new ways of gaining knowledge and knowing 
are possible. An example of this is seen when an organization that produces bread-
making machines, sends an engineer to spend time with a master baker learning how he 
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manipulates the dough so that she can then generate a better design for the bread machine 
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995, p.104). 
2.1.3  Leveraging Knowledge Across the Organization 
 Finally, organizations must understand how to leverage that knowledge across the 
organization. Frameworks are needed to capture information and knowledge and share it 
as a means to learn as an organization. A framework must exist for the organization to tap 
into such knowledge. Cook and Brown’s (1999) framework separates explicit from tacit 
and individual from group. They focus on possession of knowledge, and practice with 
that knowledge through actions and connecting between using and acquiring knowledge 
when knowledge is used as a tool for interacting in social and physical environments.  
 Knowledge sharing and knowledge management is another challenge currently 
facing organizations. The types of knowledge, tacit and explicit are both difficult to 
capture, with tacit being the more difficult of the two. Since it is a continuum that flows 
back and forth between members of the organization, knowledge mapping of experts has 
proved useful for providing tacit knowledge. Using the tacit knowledge from 
organizational members to create and deliver projects and products drives the values of 
that knowledge because it drives the value of the organization’s outputs (Hall, 1999).  
 When an organization has a mechanism for mining tacit or intangible assets 
because a learning culture, leadership support, and individual development exist, a 
learning organization is said to evolve (Senge, 1990).  What an individual does is 
contribute to the larger body of knowledge and skills within the organization.  Learning 
support is needed in organizations to allow employees to accomplish such tasks without 
leaving the workplace (Jarvinen & Poiklea, 2001). As work environments are changing, 
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how and what employees learn has become a critical variable for organizational success. 
Successful knowledge sharing practices involve the both blend of technology and social 
consideration (Holtshouse, 1999). Holtshouse (1999) researched knowledge sharing in 
practice with Xerox technicians. This project allowed tips contributed by technicians to 
be uploaded to a digital environment for instant sharing. These tips were examples of 
tacit knowledge, data that is outside of a standard technical manual. Acknowledgment of 
the tip contributor was crucial to others offering up tips. The database was decentralized 
and owned and managed by those contributing to the knowledge base. Many 
organizations identify their needs for learning, sharing and solving problems. However, 
organizations first need to understand how they can support their employees by using 
constructivist and social constructivist approaches to learning.  
2.2  Problem Solving Requires Constructivist Methods 
2.2.1  Meaningful Learning 
Organizations require their employees to solve problems. Employees are not 
rewarded to score well on tests; they are rewarded for solving problems that result in 
continued success for organizations. Solving problems is a meaningful task. Some 
person, either the employee or an organizational member believes the problem is worth 
solving. While organizational members must acquire new knowledge and skills, 
completing tests and quizzes does not demonstrate that learning has occurred. The 
solving of real organizational problems connects to employees in that they can see how 
the time and effort in solving a problem can directly benefit themselves and the 
organization. When the information suddenly means something to the individual or 
organization, meaningful learning is said to take place. Meaningful learning involves 
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activity around (a) manipulating and observing, (b) constructing knowledge using 
articulation and reflection, (c) purposeful intentions, which involve reflection and 
regulation, (d) authenticity, which involves complexities and contextualization, and (e) 
cooperation which involves collaboration and conversation (Jonassen, Howland, Moore 
& Marra, 2003) 
Effective or meaningful learning involves a more active role by the learner and 
one that is deep, self-directed, situated in experience, and constructive (Entwistle & 
Ramsden, 1983; Boekaerts, 1997; Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Duffy & Jonassen, 
1992). Deep learners go beyond surface learning such as memorizing facts, they seek to 
identify relationships, relate material to previously presented material, and they are 
intrinsically motivated (Boyle, Duffy, & Dunleavy, 2003). According to Jonassen and 
Howland, Moore and Marra (2003) learning is the result of many different factors. It 
often involves both conceptual and contextual change, social negotiation, community 
distribution, remembering and recalling, and knowledge construction. Designers of 
learning use particular theories to create meaningful learning. 
2.2.2  Situated Learning 
Learning is situated. When learning is situated it is said to involve social contexts 
and environmental contexts from which the learning takes place (Greeno, 1997). The 
situation learning theory also embraces learning in a social manner around context and 
cognitive theories (Lave, 1988; Brown et al, 1989). Fox describes context in a modernism 
viewpoint as established before the learning begins and the outcome is that social 
situations bring about learning. “The postmodern view of context is evolving in that the 
unclear, unorganized elements emerging contribute to the language of learning” (1997,p. 
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741). In computer-mediated environments situated knowledge abounds to embrace 
activities and conversations with participants shared within a framework. Individual 
phrases coupled with context and interactivity can be situated learning (Goodwin& 
Goodwin, 1996). Traditional symbolic interactionism and conversation adds context from 
both angles that shape and renew the interaction. Goffman (1971) describes a shared 
environment, even virtually as situational territory because of the combination of context 
and interactivity.   
2.2.3  Constructivism 
Cognitivism, with its roots in cognitive psychology provided much of the 
groundwork for constructivism. The information processing approach (Anderson, 1985) 
focuses on how information and knowledge is acquired and interpreted, stored, and how 
information becomes knowledge that is used in activities. This theory is useful in 
understanding the construction of individual knowledge, but does not incorporate context 
and social situations as influences to knowledge (Chen, 2003).  
Constructivism then builds on cognitivism adding motivation, social context, and 
self-direction (Phye, 1997). Constructivism focuses on learning as a process not an 
isolated event. The knowledge that is constructed is based on perception through personal 
frameworks coupled with experiences (Duffy and Jonassen, 1992).  This learning comes 
from reflections and the use of abstract thinking (Schuman, 1987). Because of this 
process, learning only occurs when learners are involved in construction of knowledge 
(Chen, 2003). Construction of knowledge is impacted from the learner’s environment 
(Duffy & Jonassen, 1992). Constructivists believe in the incorporation of activities that 
call on or generate new experiences for learning to occur (Brown, et al., 1989; Duffy& 
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Jonassen, 1992). For constructivism to work, learners need situations to share text and 
explore ideas. This is the root of constructivism where reflection and the incorporation of 
abstract thought drive learning that ultimately becomes self-directed (Julyan & 
Duckworth; Fosnot, 1996; Perkins, 1992). In a sense, constructivist learning 
environments look and act like communities (Fosnot, 1996).  
Assessing outcomes using constructivism should focus on assessing context and 
the learning process. The learners should be able to demonstrate their acquisition of 
knowledge. A traditional multiple- choice assessment would not accomplish this. 
Examples of constructivist assessment methods are observations, journals, peer reviews, 
or forms of inquiries (Shepard, 2000).  Ultimately, a panel would review the outcomes of 
the learning to allow for multiple viewpoints to be evaluated (Jonassen, 1992). A 
discussion of social constructivism is required to understand the community and context 
portion of constructivism and to further support its viability to support organizational 
learning. 
2.2.4  Social Constructivism 
The roots of social constructivism are attributed to the work of John Dewey. At 
the turn of the century he focused on common childhood experiences as means to engage 
in knowledge acquisition. These experiences should be social in nature and embedded in 
context to help the understanding of the content (Dewey, 1938). His work has led to 
research on the affects of social and cultural influences on knowledge construction. Such 
research outcomes have been the partnering of student and teacher in learning, acting as 
change agents and the use of Vgotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development and 
Communities of Practice (Windschitl, 2002). Vygotsky’s focus on the cultural and social 
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aspect of learning focuses and the whole activity, promotes problem-solving, and 
scientific inquiries as opposed to individual contributions. His zone of proximal 
development is the central concept of this in that it describes novices learning with the 
help of a learned adult. This thinking has led to the formation of learning communities 
and communities of practice in organizational settings (Vgotsky, 1978) . In these 
communities individuals help other community members to learn by the sharing of 
information (Brown & Campione, 1996). 
Rodriquez and Berryman (2002) studied sociotransformative constructivism in a 
high school setting. The concept of sociotransformative constructivism merges the theory 
of constructivism with a multicultural focus with an outcome of transformative change 
through a learning process.  The multicultural focus entails gender, race and equity issues 
that affect learning. The researchers also focused on deep dialogues in an attempt to 
generate deep learning of the subject matter.  
Because of the social construction of knowledge, the researchers believe in the 
using dialogue as a key method rather than individual cognitive processes to measure 
learning.  They utilized Bakhtin’s work on dialogue and conversation. Bakhtin uses the 
phrase dialogicality to describe how individuals when engaged in conversations arrive at 
a deeper understanding. This dialogue creates the context around the words shared in 
conversation to generate meaning (Bakhtin, 1981). Persons sharing this conversion begin 
to understand why the person is saying what they are saying, not just what they are 
saying. A safe space is created through this mutual understanding and learning can take 
place in this socially constructed manner. This space is unique to sociotransformative 
constructivism. The study was conducted at a high school in the Southwestern United 
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States. The participants were 38 tenth-grade students, 2 experienced teachers and 1 pre-
service teacher. Most of the students were Latino/a and spoke English as a second 
language. The research team developed a 2-week curriculum focusing on water 
conservation and management. The two teachers, one science and one english developed 
the curriculum to meet standards for both english and science. They oriented the students 
to sociotransformative constructivism by engaging the students in student-centered, 
hands-on experiences as examples for how the curriculum was going to work. Students 
participated in many field trips to gather information on water conservation and 
management. Students were assessed via concept maps before and after the curriculum 
and each student group had to map out ways to manage and conserve water based on the 
data that was gathered. These maps contained some information and connections when 
given to the students. 
Field notes were the primary source of data collection. The principle investigator 
served as participant observer and other graduate students were asked to assist in the 
observation. Assistance was provided to the teachers and students as needed for gathering 
data and reporting back to the group. Interviews were also conducted with students and 
teachers. Themes were extracted such as, inquiry-based benefits, social influences, hands-
on science curriculum, connections of the curriculum to everyday life, and the 
relationship between school culture and student motivation. 
The quantitative analysis of the concept maps showed statistically significant 
growth knowledge around water conservation and management. The mean difference 
between pre and post concept maps was 6.62 with a dependent t value of 6.51 and a 
statistical significance of p< 0.0001. The maps proved successful but there was still a fair 
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amount of students that faired poorly. It was thought that student’s unfamiliarity with 
these concept maps might have yielded this result.  
Using constructivism and social constructivism for problem solving helps support 
the employee to use current knowledge and build upon that for successful problem 
solving. An understanding of the various types of problems can help instructional 
designers within organizations learn how and when to use constructivism properly. 
2.3  Problem Solving within Organizations 
For the purposes of this study a problem is defined as something unknown but 
with a goal of discovering the unknown resulting in a benefit to the individual or the 
organization (Jonassen and Howland, Moore and Marra (2003). For instance, the 
organization experiences high turnover rates and wishes to reduce the number of 
turnovers. The goal is to reduce the number of turnovers but how to solve the problem of 
retaining talent is unknown. The organization or person solving the problem must place a 
value on the solution of the problem. In this example, if turnover is reduced, the 
organization can retain more intellectual capital and generate more innovative products. 
As mentioned in chapter one, approaches to learning problem solving are not meeting 
organizational needs. A review of traditional approaches to problem solving and the 
foundations for those approaches will be discussed. 
2.3.1  Traditional Approaches to Problem Solving 
Traditional approaches to problem solving involve the separation of scientific 
theory, techniques or models and the practice of problem solving to arrive at the solution. 
This stems from the concept of technical rationality. The concept of technical rationality 
has roots from the 18th century.  It focuses on the purity of science and technology with 
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its separation from religion, myths and metaphysics.  This formed the concept of 
positivism, which is made up of three principles, (a) empirical science is the only source 
of positive knowledge in the world, (b) intention to cleanse men’s minds of mysticism, 
superstitions and other forms of pseudo-knowledge, (c) extended scientific knowledge 
and technical control to human society to make technology extending to politics and 
morality.  Disagreements about aspects in the world can be resolved by reference to 
observable facts.  Positivist acknowledge the art of practice, however, it does not clearly 
fit into a positivist category.  Positivists answered the question of practice placement 
using cause and effect relationships.  Facts cause something and the effects of those facts 
can also be explained in facts.  This thinking transferred over to the structure of 
universities.  Professionals then became part of universities and had to adopt the positivist 
thinking.  When they did this they were forced to abandon the practicing approach and 
adopt the positivist approach.  The university would now be the generators of the science 
and theory and then it would be up to those professionals to determine the knowledge of 
practice.  The relationship was now that the professionals would experience the problem 
and present it to universities and they are to research to find ways to solve the problem 
and present it back to the professional to incorporation into practice.  Examples of this is 
still seen today with military training focusing on science and mathematics then practice 
or application and medical school programs where the first two years are spent learning 
science and theory and the remaining two years are spent interning. Other professionals 
modeled after the approach that brought such success.  Educators and sociologists 
adopted quantitative measure and models to conduct research.  This perspective of 
technical rationality views problem solving as the practice of professionals.  The view of 
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approaching the solution is to use what is available that will provide the best solution to 
the end goal. This approach is still used today when approaching problem solving 
(Schon, 1983). 
Many employees or professionals resort to the see- as, do-as philosophy. As 
others have approached and solved problems, they follow in the same manner. Problem 
solving is a very difficult task. Often problems are connected to other problems causing a 
ripple effect in that solving one problem may not eliminate the others. Increasing 
complexities in the workplace result in employees experiencing difficulty expressing how 
they solved a complex problem. The skill of problem solving is learnable as employees 
solve problems everyday. At times the greatest challenge is finding the problem. Many 
employees approach problem solving using certain techniques of mapping, setting the 
problem, diagnosing the problem and solving the problem. 
Mapping is used to determine if the approach and theories will result in the 
intended outcome.  It also includes mapping cues to the current situation, to see how it 
will assist in arriving at a solution.  This mapping changes in nature when problems are 
new but within the realm of the professional.  For example, when a physician reflects on 
new problems that fall outside of his or her professional knowledge, an art form is needed 
to map the problem in a new light (Schon, 1983). 
As the problem is framed or set it is often compared or examined with familiar 
situations, previously experienced. When a professional sets a problem, he or she utilizes 
communication styles to relay the situation, overarching theories that make sense of the 
phenomena and personal frameworks used for self-identity with the situation at hand. 
When employees experience this, they believe that their approach is the only way and 
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therefore the correct way to frame problems.  Schon (1983) performed research on how 
professionals framed problems.  Schon identifies that the framing approach does not take 
the context into consideration.  He mentions the professional must search for the problem 
first situated in uncertainty.  These situations engage more of the professional’s time then 
in the past.  
 The setting of the problem is becoming crucial for solving the problem.  Setting 
the problem involves identifying the aspects of the situation needed and the framework 
for which the problem will be solved.  When solving the problem the professional must 
apply the science and theory in the context of the problem.  How does the professional 
solve problems for which there is no science and theoretical basis for which to solve 
problems?  What is the problem does not present itself as clearly as those following this 
traditional approach?  Positivists view this uncertainty as problematic and discount these 
phenomena as proper knowledge.  Their model for solving problems does not provide 
solutions for the ill-structured problems. What an employee needs to be able to do is 
unmerge ideas to meet the unplanned needs of his system.  An understanding of how 
employees approach problems is important for understanding how to design learning that 
supports problem solving. 
2.4  Problem Types 
Jonassen (2000) identifies 11 different types of problems. While these are 
academic based categories, similar instances of problem types exist in organizations. 
These include well-structured and ill-structured problems. Well-structured problems 
include clear presentations of the elements, organized in a predictable manner and often 
have a clear, correct answer (Jonassen, 1997). Examples of well-constructed problems 
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include, logical and algorithmic problems. Conversely, ill-structured problems have 
multiple solutions, are vague and unclear and often require personal insights when 
solving the problem. Examples of ill-structured problems include systems analysis, 
design problems and dilemmas. Both well-structured and ill-structured problems can be 
complex in nature. 
 2.4.1  Well-structured Problems 
Logical problems are “tests of logic that puzzle the learner” (Jonassen and 
Howland, Moore and Marra p.21, 2003). Examples of logic problems include a game of 
chess. The objective is to employ the most efficient method possible to arrive at a 
solution. Logic problems are the most widely researched problem type in attempting to 
understand the problem-solving process. The abstractness of the approach used is 
difficult to transfer in solving workplace problems Algorithmic problems are commonly 
seen in school settings. In most cases a student is asked to solve a mathematics or family 
consumer science class by following a rigid set of rules and procedures (McCloskey, 
Caramaza, and Basili, 1985). Algorithmic problems are also limited in their transfer to 
workplace settings because of the emphasis on knowledge of the procedure and lack of 
understanding of the concept and objectives involved. It is the understanding of the 
underlying process that is often missing (Jonassen, et. al, 2003). Ill-structured problems 
are most often seen in the workplace and are the type of problems employees must solve. 
2.4.2  Ill-Structured Problems 
Ill-structured problems include story, rule-using, decision-making, 
troubleshooting, dilemmas, diagnosis, design and case/systems analysis problems.  
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Story problems are a type of ill-structured problems. An example is a classic 
mathematical word problem in which algorithms are embedded in context. Learners must 
select the correct process, pulling important details from the narrative and solve for the 
unknown. This approach also does not promote the transfer of problem-solving skills. 
Learners must understand the structure, concepts and the relationship of the two aspects 
to be successful. Story problems have been researched, however the story used in this 
instance does not demonstrate real workplace problems.  
Rule-using problems entail following rules or procedures to arrive at an expected 
outcome. Examples are, conducting a clinical trial or completing income taxes. The 
outcome is dependent on how well the rules are followed. Since in these instances, the 
rules may be open to interpretation, the ill-defined nature is apparent.  
Decision-making problems involve the outcome of arriving at a decision. It entails 
weighing advantages and disadvantages of situations. Depending on the situation, the 
weighing of the choices may make the task complex.  
Next, dilemma problem types are considered the most complex of the ill-
structured category. Potential solutions for these problems will in most cases never 
satisfy all parties involve. Jonassen, et al, (2003) provide the example of the current 
Middle East crisis. If a resolution is ever reached, it is doubtful that all those involved 
will be satisfied.   
Next, tactical/ strategic performance problems involve the application of tactics or 
tasks to meet a strategic goal while maintaining situational awareness.” (p.23). Examples 
would include bringing a new product to market, or landing a man on the moon. There is 
a tactical element necessary, and completion of those tactics result in meeting the 
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strategic goal. Expertise in identifying necessary, unnecessary, additional tactics, or 
improvements on those tactics is a sign of a skilled tactical/strategic performer.  
Another type of ill-structured problem is troubleshooting problems. These are 
very common in the workplace. In these situations the person is asked to find the error 
and provide a fix. Often a system or part of a system is not functioning properly and the 
person must use his/her knowledge of the system to find the problem. Generally, the 
more experience and knowledge of the person has with the system results in more 
accurate solutions. The next type diagnosis problems have similarities to troubleshooting 
problems. 
Diagnosis problems are similar to troubleshooting in that a problem must be fixed 
however with diagnosis more options are available. Schon (1983) observed professionals 
solving diagnosis problems and reflecting-in-action as to how they solved those 
problems. The ways in which professionals display problem-solving knowledge is 
through actions.  When a person reflects back on the action performed a sense of know-
how or tacit knowledge begins to appear in explicit ways.  For example, after a person 
solves a problem he/she reflects on the theory, criteria, protocol and other items that were 
used.  The concept of ‘knowing-in-action’ is the use of common sense in practice.  It is 
also the phenomena of having more knowledge about a subject than one can verbalize 
(Schon, 1983). 
During reflection-in-action the professional interacts with the situation allowing 
hearing its voice and engaging in conversation with the situation to explore the means, 
theory and other variables that were in the situation.   
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Reflecting-in-action allows professionals such as teachers to perform research on 
them as they provide instruction to students.  Instances where teachers felt the students 
did not comprehend instructions because of the student’s lack of ability changed when 
the teachers reflected upon the instructions as it was given and realized that the 
instructions with revisions resulted in better student execution.  When this is done, there 
is not a separation from knowledge and practice or available tools and ultimate goal.  
When Reflection-in-action can be deemed as rigorous research then it has the opportunity 
to become more accepted by professionals who are tackling with the unknown and being 
asked to create solutions for it. The reflection creates an area for practice, in that as the 
professional reflects they can experiment with outcomes and not immediately experience 
consequences.  More experienced professional do this more easily and therefore become 
more adept at problem solving (Schon, 1983). 
 A concept during reflection, Schon also refers to it “seeing as” when new items are 
encountered the person is able to describe it even though it is new.  It is described as 
something familiar and the amount applied to moving the unknown to something solvable 
starts with being able to see it as something that results in solving the problem.  The 
example used is with painters, seeing the paintbrush as a pump that pumps out paint, 
helped new painters apply appropriate brush technique. 
Diagnostic problems lend themselves to reflection-in-action.  Problems arise and 
the professional can ponder and work on the situation such as a physician diagnosing a 
patient and treating him over time.  So the true question is at what point to reflect, not so 
much when.  Reflection upon action actually spurs more action and more reflection in a 
cyclical nature. 
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Support for this practice of reflection occurs when the professional is placed in a 
situation that is unknown or unclear.  In this situation the connection between research 
and practice is clear and the process of reflection becomes immediate research that is then 
immediately used in practice.  Studying this research in practice can help to capture this 
tacit knowledge and bring the knowing-in-practice to the forefront (Schon, 1983). He 
provides two excellent examples of diagnosis problems with his account of an architect 
supervisor and his apprentice and a psychiatric resident and his supervisor. The physician 
account is particularly valuable because physicians will be members of the sample group 
for this study. 
One example is a situation involving the observation of architect and his 
apprentice.  The student is tasked with designing an elementary school on a difficult lot.  
The student produces drafts and discusses problems she encounters as it is produced.  The 
architect engages in conversation with the student helping her to understand why certain 
problems exist given the situation.  He also allows the situation to present “its side of the 
story” to help himself and the student understand, why things are the way they are.  This 
reflection helps the architect explain and the student understand how to combat the 
situation and come to a solution despite the challenging circumstances.  Schon (1983) 
noted that the architect experienced a tendency to quickly explain the problem to the 
student.  By doing this, the architect may deprive the student of learning the process of 
how to arrive at such a solution and as a result may not be able to independently arrive at 
the same solution.   
Shon’s (1983) second example involves a resident psychiatrist with his 
supervisor.  The resident expresses frustration of not being able to help a patient’s 
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progress through her difficult situation.  He speaks with his supervisor to express his 
frustration of the problem.  The supervisor approaches the problem using his experience 
but also approaching it as a new problem.  He attempts to question the resident about why 
the patient is not progressing using known methods, theories and approaches.  The 
resident then begins to reflect on what he has been doing with the patient.  There is still 
frustration on the part of the resident because the resident does not yet actualize the 
insight that the supervisor has, and the resident cannot progress.  The supervisor must 
then help the resident frame the problem so the resident can progress.  The resident’s 
supervisor is actually experimenting as he is solving the problem. 
Orr (1996) also studied professionals through the process of diagnosing a 
problem. Orr’s work (1996) with photocopier technicians detailed how professionals 
diagnose problems. He found that diagnosis of the problem begins with customer call.  
Diagnosis involves pulling data from many sources to derive the true problem, another 
example of bricolage.  It is also these items that will limit the diagnosis and solution. 
Known problems have a solution that has been identified and shared.  A descriptive detail 
of the problem is helpful to provide an accurate diagnosis.   
Difficult diagnoses involve the use of narrative.  The technician begins with what 
is known and possible root causes.  The technician proceeds by sorting out critical facts 
from uncritical facts.  The technician constructs a story of linked events depicting how 
individual components affect the function of the copier.  The expectations of this process 
are to tell a complete story and arrive at a diagnosis.  Logging these narratives proves to 
be helpful for other technicians that encounter similar problems, (Orr, 1996).  Schon 
(1983) describes, “A failed diagnosis is a failure to construct an adequate account of the 
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problem.” (p. 123).  Perspective and interpretation is important to diagnosis, which 
involves gathering additional perspectives and interpretations shared through the use of 
stories.   
The remaining two ill-structured problem types, design and case/systems analysis 
will be the problem types encountered and studied in this study. Design problems 
encompass issues experienced with designing a product. Particular topic or domain 
knowledge must be combined with a strategic approach to meet the end goal. The 
selection for the design of instruction or instructional design is an example of a design 
problem. The options for selecting an instructional design model are numerous. The 
limited amount of research on models in varied settings makes the selection of a model 
even more difficult. Even after a designer makes a selection, justifying the decision as the 
best model to use is often never known. This study will examine the combination of the 
use of models used for designing learning in an on-line context using constructivism 
theory and the use of story to support problem solving. Examining instructional design 
models that incorporate story and are problem based will provide rationale for the models 
chosen for this study. 
2.5  Instructional Design Strategies and Models 
 There are numerous instructional design models and theories that encompass 
learning and constructivism. Problem-solving approaches entail (a) learning by solving a 
series of problems instead of demonstration of memorized facts as found in an exam 
(Brown, Collins & Duiguid, 1989; Duffy, & Jonassen, 1992), (b) using the mistakes that 
a learner encounters while solving a problem as an essential way to identify correct 
solutions (Schank, 1994), (c) learners engage and manage their own problem-solving 
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progression, determining how they would like to approach the problem (Duffy & 
Cunningham, 1996), (d) supporting the learning experience with tools and resources, (e) 
no dependency on a particular computer tool or application to learn and (f) information 
that is easily updated and changed as new problems arise (Sigel, & Sousa, 1994).  
For the purposes of this study, the focus will be on those models incorporating 
problem solving as part of the design. Merrill (2001) compared and contrasted these 
models with his series of ‘first principles’ that he found by researching various 
instructional design models. His principles include, (a) learning from a given program 
will be facilitated in direct proportion to its implementation of first principles, and (b) 
principles can be implemented in any delivery system or using any instructional 
architecture, (c) principles are design oriented rather then learning oriented.  His method 
involved (a) analyzing theories to extract first principles, (b) identifying cognitive 
processes associated with each principle, (c) identifying empirical support for each 
principle, (d) describing the implementation of these principles in a variety of different 
instructional theories and models, and (e) identify instructional prescriptions for 
instructional design associated with these principles. He suggests that most instructional 
model encompass four phases, (a) activation of prior experience, (b) demonstration of 
skills, (c) application of skills, (d) integration of these skills into real-world activities.  
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Figure 1.  Phases for Effective Instruction, Adapted from Merrill, 2002 
 
Merrill states that an increased emphasis exists on the demonstration of skills but 
not on other phases. His top level prescriptions based on his principles are (a) learning is 
facilitated when learners are engaged in solving real-world problems, (b) learning is 
facilitated when existing knowledge is activated as a foundation for new knowledge, (c) 
learning is facilitated when new knowledge is demonstrated to the learner, (d) learning is 
facilitated when new knowledge is applied by the learner, (e) learning is facilitated when 
new knowledge is integrated into the learner’s world. A comparison and contrast of the 
models is depicted in the table below. 
Table 1.  Comparison and Contrast of Merrill’s Instructional Design Models Which 
Incorporate the Use of Problem Solving 
 
Comparison to Merrill’s (2002) Phases for Effective Instruction Model Key 
Characteristics Activation Demonstration Application Integration 
Vanderbilt 
Learning 
Technology 
Center- Star 
Legacy 
(Schwartz et al, 
1999) 
Explicit Learning 
cycle  
 
Software shell for 
instruction 
Generate Ideas Go Public Test Your 
Mettle 
Multiple 
Perspectives 
Reflect Back 
McCarthy 
(1996)- 4 MAT 
Approach from 
student learning 
styles 
Not great emphasis 
on problem 
solving 
Learning cycle 
explicit 
Phase 1: Why? Phase 2: What? Phase 3: 
How? 
Phase 4: IF? 
Gardner (1999) 
- Multiple 
Approaches to 
Understanding 
Focus on 
understanding 
content versus 
problem solving 
Stress importance 
of performance 
Entry points Telling 
analogies 
Approaching 
the core 
Students 
realizing that 
they will 
have to 
demonstrate 
knowledge 
and therefore 
are motivated 
to learn 
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Comparison to Merrill’s (2002) Phases for Effective Instruction Model Key 
Characteristics Activation Demonstration Application Integration 
Nelson (1999)- 
Collective 
Problem 
Solving 
Focus on problem 
solving 
Emphasize 
application, less on 
demonstration 
Nine process 
activities 
Negotiation 
Identify learning 
issues and goals 
Brainstorm 
solutions and 
project plans 
Nelson listed 
items as 
demonstration, 
however, 
Merrill believed 
that it was more 
accurate to 
place the items 
in 
Demonstration 
Identify 
resources 
Gather 
information 
Collaborate 
with the 
instructor 
Select and 
develop a 
design plan 
Conduct 
formative 
evaluations 
Identify 
learning 
gains 
Debrief 
experiences 
Reflect on 
group and 
individual 
learning 
processes 
Van 
Merrienboer 
(1997) - 4CID 
Most 
comprehensive 
and problem 
centered model 
More directive 
approaches to 
instruction in the 
context of 
cognitive 
processing. 
Multiple 
approaches to 
analysis and how 
products focus on 
whole task 
performance 
Analysis Phase 
and various 
kinds of 
knowledge for 
instructional 
sequence 
First problems 
in a sequence 
should be 
worked out 
Examples on 
how to perform 
the task 
As the student 
progresses, 
more 
information is 
presented and 
demonstrated 
Application 
is at the 
center of the 
model. 
Focus is on 
whole-task 
practice 
Sequence of 
problems so 
demonstratio
n and 
application 
are seamless 
phases 
Reflection is 
at the center 
of the model 
Whole-task 
focus leads 
student to 
real-world 
tasks thereby 
promoting 
integration 
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The first model he examines is the Vanderbilt Learning Technology Center, Star 
Legacy Model. This model is very explicit in the learning cycle, making it obvious for 
the learner to know where to begin and end. The stages of the learning cycle include (a) 
challenges, (b) generate ideas, (c) multiple perspectives, (d) research and revise, (e) test 
your mettle, (f) go public, (g) look ahead and reflect back.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Learning Cycle of Star Legacy Adapted from Schwartz, et al., 1999 
 
There is an element of problem-solving during the generate ideas and the multiple 
perspectives stages, where problems are identified and then learners are encouraged to 
find different perspectives as to how to solve the problem. The learners then have the 
opportunity to test their solution using research and resources and then share it with the 
group during the ‘going public phase’ (Schwartz, Lin, Brophy, & Bransford, 1999). The 
phases in this model are not new to this field, but because of the explicit nature of the 
phases Merrill confirms its value. From a story-driven problem-centered learning need, 
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this model would fit well. The generating ideas and multiple perspectives could be where 
problems are identified and stories are mined from different people as to how they solved 
those problems. The ‘go public’ phase can be a place where stories are exchanged. 
Although this model is not demonstrated in an electronic environment, each phase would 
lend itself well to being a link to uploading stories and problems, synchronous exchange 
of perspectives, use of tools and resources, testing your solution, sharing your story and 
solution. 
Next, Merrill examines McCarthy’s (1996) 4-MAT model. Her work is intended 
for use in K-12 education, but Merrill finds it useful in this context. Her focus is on 
preferred learning styles and like Star Legacy is also explicit in its stages.  
 
Figure 3.     Adapted from McCarthy’s 4-MAT Model (1996) 
 
Problem solving is not really a focus for her model. Her four phases involve why, 
what, how and if. In each of the phases the focus is on the learner. Beginning with why, 
the meaning is understood by the learner, next the conceptualizing phase is achieved by 
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acquiring knowledge and understanding theory, finding out the what. The third phase, 
now also called operationalizing, focuses on how the learner tries things out and 
practices, exploring the how. Finally, the learner enters the renewing phase, which 
involves sharing and adjusting and personalizing the knowledge for their own use. 
Merrill notes that McCarthy’s work greatly influenced his own work. 
While McCarthy’s focus on the learner is important when incorporating the use of 
story, because of the personal experience that results in stories, it fails to involve problem 
solving. If Merrill’s principles suggest that real world problem solving engages learners, 
McCarthy’s work fails to embrace this. A thought for this model would be to retain the 
learner focus but combine it with problem solving to make it a more complete model. 
The goal of learning problem solving is to create a mental model that can be 
applied to different problem with the same rate of success. A mental model as define by 
Mayer (1992) is, “a cognitive structure and associated cognitive processing required for 
solving a class of problems.” After Merrill’s review of Schwartz, et. al and McCarthy’s 
models, he suggests improvements or ‘prescriptions’ to include his first principles.  
Revisiting Merrill’s statement of the need for solving real-world problems, he goes on to 
explain how to do this. First, knowing the reason for solving the problem and what they 
will be able to do as a result encourages learning. Second, engaging learners as part of the 
problem identifying phase and not just the solving phase will result in learning. When 
solving problems in a progression that can be compared to each other, learning takes 
place. As mentioned earlier, problem-based learning’s roots are in cognitive psychology 
because of the cognitive domain that is activated during problem solving.  
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Merrill mentions four levels of in instruction needed to solve problems, (a) 
problem, (b) tasks required to solve the problem, (c) operations that comprise the tasks, 
and (d) actions that comprise the operations (p.5). All four levels must be addressed in an 
equal manner. What is often the case is that, too much focus on the action or operation 
level.  
Solving problems should involve beginning with a simpler problem and 
advancing to more complex problems. The most effective learning occurs when there is a 
progression of problems that move from simple to complex. Jonassen (1999) emphasizes 
the need for ill-structured real-world problems for use in learning. Real-world problems 
may not always contain the luxury of starting with a simpler problem and progressing. 
Merrill (2001) suggests that if this is case to support the learner through coaching until 
they are able to solve a more complex problem independently.  
Next, Merrill, describes activation a learner activates previous knowledge for use 
in a new situation. This directly supports constructivism and its reliance on prior 
knowledge. The focus of this phase is providing an adequate foundation for the learner to 
springboard to and also allowing the learner the opportunity to demonstrate previously 
acquired knowledge and skills.  He suggests that this activation phase goes beyond a pre-
test, themes or the use of advanced organizers. It focuses on the richness of experience 
and what that learner brings to the situation because of the experience or knowledge. 
Demonstration is the next phase for focus. Demonstration can encourage learning 
if it is consistent with the learning goal, when learners are provided guidance and when 
relevant media is used (p.6). The use of demonstrating with specific examples is more 
useful then demonstrating with general concepts. Problems can be categorized into 
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categories such as, categorization, design, and interpretation, according to Dijkstra & van 
Merrienboer (1997). Categorization involves finding solutions within the types of 
categories, design involves plans and procedural types of problems, and interpretation 
problems involve principles, models and theories. Within these problem types, various 
skills are required and cognitive approaches (Merrill, 2001). Solving these different types 
of problems requires necessary information that the use must find and use. The goal of 
instruction is to guide the learner towards these sources needed for problem solving, and 
then to gently pull away the support, so the learner can devise his or her own path 
(Andre, 1997). Before the demonstration, multiple perspectives can also serve to guide 
the learner. This can be achieved when asking for people to share a story on a similar 
topic, moral or problem and solution. This multiple perspective is very useful when the 
problem is poorly defined or the skill needed for this situation is unique (Spiro & Jehng, 
1990; Schwatrz, Lin, Brophy, & Bransford, 1999). Next Merrill discusses application. 
Application is focused on the use of knowledge in practice activities. These types 
of practices may involve practice with information, recognizing parts, identifying new 
examples, procedural and predictive consequence. During practice activities, learners 
should be coached and guided for corrective problem solving and provided feedback 
when necessary. This practice time should allow for the user to make errors. What is 
important for the learner is to recognize the error, recover from it and avoid it in the 
future (vander Meij and Carroll, 1998). 
The final phase of Merrill prescriptions is integration. He describes this as using 
the newly acquired knowledge into daily occurrences. This is achieved through the 
learner’s ability to reflect, publicly demonstrate, and personalize the skill to their 
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particular setting. The following theories are better representatives of Merrill’s first 
principles. 
First he discusses Gardner’s (1999) performance approach to understanding. 
Gardner’s previous work is on multiple intelligences. He does not specifically focus on 
problem solving, but does touch on Merrill’s four phases of instruction. Gardner’s focus 
is on engaging the learner and that learning only occurs when the person is engaged. His 
activation, demonstration, and application, take the form of entry points, analogies, and 
approaching the core. Entry points are how the learner becomes engaged in the learning. 
The use of analogies helps the learner transition from activation to demonstration. Next, 
approaching the core calls for some elements of demonstration, but it is the point where 
the learner is using the new knowledge and new skills and getting to the ‘heart’ of things. 
Application is then the final stage, where Gardner emphasizes that multiple opportunities 
should be given for application in public settings. Supporting his previous work on 
multiple intelligences, he stresses multiple viewpoints and multiple presentations for 
demonstrating the learning. He concludes with the good pressure of a public performance 
that forces a learner to prepare when he or she has to present publicly.  
The use of Gardner’s model is story-based problem solving is helpful. He specific 
suggestions for analogies are a direct link to the use of story in that analogies are parts or 
can be parts of stories. The important of performance also aligns to story in that when 
someone shares a story, they are performers. It will be interesting to see how this is 
played in the digital environment. His continued emphasis on multiple intelligences is 
also important, in that people with different strengths in certain intelligences will be 
better at sharing stories. Those with almost any strength or weakness in a particular 
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intelligence should be able to benefit from the use of story because of the ability of story 
to help people make sense and connect. Gardner did not emphasize problem solving in 
this model, which is interesting considering some of his multiple intelligences, such as 
logical-mathematical intelligence; focus on problem solving and his entire premise began 
with learning and knowledge as a means for solving problems. Perhaps his focus on 
understanding is in some way related to understanding of the problem before being able 
to solve it.  
Nelson’s (1999) collaborative problem solving theory’s focal point is problem 
solving but done in a collaborative manner. She speaks about the learning environment 
enabling the learner to achieve his or her goal. Her model involves nine steps beginning 
with (a) build readiness, (b) form and norm group, (c) determine a preliminary problem 
definition, (d) define and assign roles, (e) engage in an iterative collaborative problem-
solving process, (f) finalize the solution and project, (g) synthesize and reflect, (h) assess 
products and processes, and (i) provide closure. Her stage of activation involves, 
understanding the problem, identifying the learning goals and working with others to 
brainstorm ideas. Her focal point of application is when users gather information needed 
for problem solving and to generate a solution. She views that when learners begin to go 
to sources for information to begin to solve problems, this is the first part of application. 
Pulling the plan design together, evaluating the plan, testing the solution, and revising the 
solution if needed, all are part of application as well. Integration activities include 
reflecting and provide feedback on what was learned and the learner’s experience 
throughout the problem solving activity. 
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Nelson’s (1999) strengths in her model involve the problem solving focus and the 
focus on the construction of the learning environment. Her focus on the social 
collaboration is crucial to the success of problem solving in the real world, because of the 
amount of problems solved via teams. The focus of reflecting and critical thinking points 
towards the cognitive focus and support of social constructivism. 
Another model is van Merrienboer’s (1997) Four Component Design Model 
(4C/ID). Merrill identifies this model as the most comprehensive and inclusive of all 
instructional phases, while being problem solving focused. Van Merrienboer explains his 
steps of his model in terms of the support for cognitive processes. He refers to ‘whole 
task’ problem solving as encompassing and approaching the problem and skills, tools and 
resources for solving the problem as one complete entity. Practice is the key to this model 
that allows for whole practicing and utilizing and building on cognitive processes. 
Activation is addressed but not explicitly. Demonstration is a greater focus in this model.  
This begins with appropriate modeling for the learner to see how the problem can be 
solved. Through this modeling, the learner is guided how to apply these new skills to 
solve problems. The information and practice portions of this model influence the whole 
practice demonstration. 
The whole system model blends application and integration, as well as, 
information presentation and practice. The sequence of problem solving allows this 
whole practice to occur. The proper support for the learner through modeling and 
scaffolding allows the skill development for solving many types of problems to emerge. 
Van Merrienboer’s lends itself well to story and obviously problem solving. 
Focusing on the whole system or whole practice support story in its entirety. The strength 
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of story is that is complete and context rich from beginning to end, allow the learner to 
see the entire picture, because it explains the why and how behind the problem (Jonassen, 
1999). The use of modeling and scaffolding can be utilized with storyteller to story 
interactions. The person with the story is actually providing the scaffolding through the 
story. The design model for learning may be used or may be altered for an on-line 
learning environment. A discussion of instructional design approaches for on-line 
learning will be discussed. 
2.5.1  Designing Learning for On-Line Environments 
 Technology-based constructivist environments support elements that further situate 
learning (Harasim, et, al, 1995).  These design aspects should incorporate, situated 
activities, and the Vygotskian theory with a focus on situatedness, commonality, 
interdependency and infrastructure (Hung and Chen, 2001). Researchers suggest certain 
considerations to keep in mind when designing constructivist environments. These 
include collaboration, relevance, learner control and technical preparation (Cifuentes, 
Murphy, Segur, Kodali, 1997). Murphy and Cifuentes stress that learners need to learn 
how to use the tools in such an environment and also learn to collaborate on-line with 
others (2001). 
 Digital learning design is defined as the use of technology to support the 
connection or instructor or instruction to the student or learning. In these environments, 
students must self-register and take responsibility for his or her learning (Ip and Naidu, 
2001, Windschitl, 2002). This leaning occurs when the knowledge and skills is embedded 
in problems that the student must solve (Brown, et.al, 1989). The goal of such 
environments is to situate the learner in a context so that meaning and understanding 
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individually emerge. The design focus is on learning more so than content delivery (Ip 
and Naidu, 2001). 
In designing learning “what if the learning person listened to her customers to 
begin to understand their perspective, or if curricula was a collection of knowledge and 
skills not a set of courses.  The use of technology was a place where “students become 
aware of their own intuitive understandings, to fall into cognitive confusions and explore 
new directions of understanding and action.”  (p. 333).  The organization would be 
supportive of open discussion around conflict (Schon, 1983).   
Supporting learners in knowledge acquisition involves varied techniques 
(Jonassen, 1991, 1992). Know-what or concept-based knowledge is best learned through 
comprehension and feedback. For example, on-line quizzes and tests with feedback given 
would constitute an example. Know-how or process-based is best achieved with 
mentoring like experiences by pairing a novice with an expert. In on-line contexts, 
simulations and case studies are usual strategies used for this type. The learner is guided 
through experiences, as they exist in a true environment with all the complexities and 
conflicts. Within the on-line environment the learner can experiment without any fear of 
repercussions. Knowing –why or experienced-based is built with participation in 
experiences overtime. This knowledge is only tacit and only becomes explicit when the 
expert reflects and shares his or her knowledge in problem-solving situations (Wang, 
2002).  
Wang (2002) suggests that employees need a both an area to practice and 
perform. Practicing areas are where learners work on know-what and know-how. 
Conversely, the performance area is when employees apply their knowledge on the job 
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and join the collective organization as a practitioner. It is important for the employee to 
move between practice and performance as new knowledge and more practice in needed, 
this results in a deeper understanding (Wang, 2002). Conversation and learning as a team 
is vital to contributing to the organization as a whole (Wang, 2002).  
   Schon (1983) supports the use of media as it applies to the profession, as much 
needed skill.  These systems they use allow them to frame a problem, viewing problems 
as processes to support the setting of the problem.  Others are using their own 
interpretations of media, systems and theories to approach a problem thus resulting in 
reflective conversation amongst all the professions. 
 2.5.2  Open-Ended Learning Environments (OELEs) 
 In student-centered learning environments the dependencies of psychology and 
pedagogy lay the foundation for how students learn. This design stems from 
constructivism, links information and context, encourages individuals to derive meaning 
by solving problems a deeper understanding occurs. OELEs support this student-centered 
learning (Hannafin and Land, 1997). 
The inclusion of technology allows the student to interact with these foundations to create 
a deeper understanding. Cultural and pragmatic influences the environment and the 
learner as well. Key aspects of student-centered learning are places where information is 
stored, symbol pads such as notes sections, phenomenaria where the problem is 
manipulated and solved, and task managers that provide support via tools or feedback. It 
is important to note that these aspects must be designed for learning and not for 
information dumps. 
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 Direct environments have a push approach in that objectives, information, 
activities, etc are “pushed” to the student. There are steps and procedures for 
disseminating knowledge and the premise being that students follow the procedures laid 
out for them will result in mastery (Hannafin and Land, 1997). 
 Conversely open-ended environments or OELEs focus on the learner and the 
environment. The approach includes utilizing the environment, context, problems, and 
cognitive skills that assist the learner in mastering their environment, not just assessing 
correct and incorrect responses. Emphasis on thinking and approaching the environment 
as a whole is also emphasized. 
Researchers have elicited unfavorable outcomes with open-ended learning 
environments (OELEs) including, student’s retaining incorrect perceptions, failing to 
reflect on learning, and failure to create explanations for phenomena based on facts. It is 
important to note that OELEs have little external support and requires the learner to 
engage in the learning (Land, 2000).  
The trends of technology, learner- centered and constructivist models have 
provided means for learners to increase more complex skills such as problem solving. 
The use of technology however, cannot be assumed as a conduit to greater learning 
(Land, 2000).  Often referred to as open-ended learning environments (OELEs), these 
environments utilize technology to provide the learner a space to practice complex 
situations ( Hannafin, Hall, Land and Hill, 1994). 
 Ip and Naider (2001) and other researchers question web-based student-centered 
learning environments as efficient and effective. This description assumes that the student 
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is engaging with the World Wide Web solely. In this research, web-based learning 
environments refer to learning launched from a web-browser not searching on the web. 
 OELEs function with assumptions and beliefs that the individual generates 
understanding and can be guided with tools and resources to do this. Also, the goal is 
helping the student to increase his/her cognitive abilities to learn, not only mastery of the 
content. Instructors must also embrace different teaching methods that support 
understanding through experiences “supporting the student with complex understanding 
as the environment becomes more complex.” (p.96). 
 The goal is to understand rather then to recite the facts. To do this, students must 
have appropriate contexts and enough experience. The use of needed information within 
situations can help the learner achieve this (Hannafin, Hill, Land and Hill, 1994). The 
reason for creating such an environment is to support a higher-order of processing skills 
needed for complex environments (Roth and Roychoudhury, 1993). The assumptions that 
context, problem-centered an experience-rich environments support high-order 
processing acquisition. 
 Visual representations in the form of graphics and animations allow users to 
explore situations. For example, the use of characters and conversations in a particular 
work situation allow the learner to hear and see what occurs before they first encounter it. 
Learners are able to reflect and act in these situations without real-life encounters. New 
learners using the visualization may make mistakes because of their inability to correctly 
understand the visual and focus on the correct aspects to gain the learning. Designers can 
help this by focusing the learner on particular cues that aid to learning correctly (Land, 
2000). 
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 The context used in design helps ground the learner using a combination of familiar 
settings and objects and new ones. This may become problematic when prior knowledge 
is assumed or when the design uses in accurate depictions of the situation (Brickhouse, 
1994). Guidance is needed for learners to prepare the learner by providing background 
and orientation and the use of themes and metaphors (Mayer, 1999). 
 The technology that supports the learning is very important to the success of open-
ended learning environments (OELEs) because of the ability to let the learner do what it 
no possible without it. The technology allows the learner to interact, dissect, and alter 
concepts that are impossible in reality (Pea, 1985). The understanding of design behind 
OELEs is imperative to the learner’s success. Designers must understand the goals for the 
learner. Land (2000) implicates the need for design approaches such as encouraging 
experimentation of complex items or situations, use of context, and use of resources to 
support the learner. 
 Within OELEs students must be able to direct his or her own learning, this may be 
a new skill for learners. The cognitive and metacognitive skills needed to function within 
in an OELE must be brought to the environment or supported heavily to help those 
deficient in the skills that acquire them. Learner cognition in information processing, 
metacognition activities for planning and self- directing and motivation play a large 
impact on the success of competency-based learning (Olgren, 1998). Learners possessing 
these abilities may show greater signs of success. Learners without these abilities must be 
supported to acquire these skills in learning environments (Murphy & Cifuentes, 2001). 
Instructors creating and supporting OELEs must realize that feedback is needed for the 
students to be successful (McCown, Driscoll and Roop, 1996). Support for true OELEs is 
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also needed because of the ambiguity on the environment guiding the student but not 
answering the question for them. 
 In Murphy and Cifuentes’ (2001) study of 13 grad students in educational 
technology taking a distance learning course the goal of the research was to answer the 
question how students learn to use technology in the on-line constructivist course and 
how they also learn to collaborate. The course was entitled Applications of 
Telecommunication in Education, spanning over a 15-week period. Conducted at a large 
research-based university in the US, the study began with three face-to-face sessions 
training the students on web tools, answering questions and establishing focus groups. 
During the course the students used a discussion board, chat room and shared workspace. 
Each student had to co-facilitate readings and discussions and also conduct research in 
groups resulting in content to be included in an on-line resource. Researchers gathered 
data from the on-line discussion and focus group discussions. Case study methods were 
used containing student reflections. The data was coded and analyzed using qualitative 
data analysis software to confirm if the data answered the research questions. 
 Results reflected on the varied learner background and experience with distance 
learning courses. Some learners wanted more guidance in the learning environment. 
Others who were more familiar with the content and the tools were relied upon to show 
novices how to use the tools and confirm concepts. Students relied heavily on each other 
to master the tools and content even with the face-to-face sessions. 
 When collaborating on-line the students did not reveal a level of comfort until mid-
semester. They felt that a lack of face-to-face resulted in misunderstandings and lack of 
consensus among the group. They suggested getting to know each other as a team first 
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before beginning work. Reducing frustration according to Land and Greene (2000) can be 
achieved by providing scaffolding and other tools and resources to support and articulate 
what understanding means for the learner. Murphy and Cifuentes and also stress the 
importance of developing a sense of community and suggest that future studies employ 
mixed methods of data analysis (2001). 
 Jonassen, 1998, use the term Mindtools to describe digital tools that provide 
scaffolding requiring the students to think about what it is they are learning. Examples of 
Mindtools include semantic organization, dynamic modeling, information interpretation, 
knowledge construction tools, and hypermedia and conversation tools. Semantic 
organization tools are items such as databases and concept mapping tools used to help 
learners analyze and organize. Dynamic modeling tools provide ways for learners to 
describe the dynamic relationships. Examples include spreadsheets, problem-solving 
systems the mimic human problem-solving, system modeling tools that represent mental 
models of complex problems and microworlds that create actual occurrences in nature 
and allow manipulations such as force and time. 
 Information and interpretation tools support learners in deciphering what tools are 
needed and how to access them. For example, a computer simulation that allows a learner 
to view a chemical bond in 3-D. Knowledge construction tools support learners in 
designing means to learn. Examples of this include hypermedia in which graphics, text or 
audio are actual units of information that a learner may link together. Finally, 
conversation tools support the theory of learning through socially constructed means. 
Examples of such tools include discussion threads, on-line chats and listservs. 
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 The focus of such tools is to support the learner in constructing their own 
knowledge supporting the theory of constructivism. The learner interprets the information 
as it appears to him/her while actively participating. An important distinction between 
learning with computers and learning with Mindtools is that the prior focuses on forming 
a partnership with the computer versus learning with the Mindtools which depends on 
participation of the learner and may enhance the learning as well as what the computer 
does to support the learner. The instructional designer’s role should be to support the 
learner in cognitive processing and allow the computer to do information processing. 
Learners can then leverage these skills for learning other type of information (Jonassen, 
1998). 
 Wang (2002) developed an e-learning system entitled UNCLE- using notes for a 
case-based learning environment. Wang developed this system at an international 
automobile electronics manufacturer using Lotus Notes and the Internet to function as a 
knowledge management and sharing platform. The focus of UNCLE is to enhance 
knowledge of root causes and decision analysis. 
 The use of resources in designing an OELE supports the learner. The learner is 
supported by direction to particular tools needed. If possible monitoring how the learner 
finds tools and how he/she uses those tools is useful. Then, tracking the learner to see 
how the tools were used in learning. The problem arises with the learner, if new to the 
topic, does not possess the domain knowledge needed to use resources properly (Lyons, 
Hoffman, Krajcik, and Soloway, 1997). Land (2000) suggests providing framework and 
scaffolding for the learner for ways to best use the tools and resources. More research is 
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needed on how to provide scaffolding in OELEs (Palinscar, 1998; Lonka and Lindblom-
Ylanne 1996). 
While Laffey et al., (1998) refer to the needs to learn problem-solving skills with 
school-age students, the argument for learning problem-solving skills for organizational 
members is also justifiable. Professionals begin as students and must develop skills that 
will on day be used in organizations. Both audiences must produce solutions that entail 
“shared cognition, tool manipulation, contextualized reasoning, and situation specific 
competencies (p.74, 1998). Professionals realize that they are lacking the time and ability 
to experiment with the abstractions and apply it to out-of-school or real-world situations.  
Learning occurs in environments that are authentic to the situation in which the 
facts or task are applied (Brown, Collins, and Duguid, 1989). Laffey, et al., 1998, suggest 
that authenticity is generated when there is use of open-ended investigations, questions 
with no pre-defined answers, learners constructing his/her own meaning and the use of 
tools used for conversing and sharing solution generating. In traditional learning 
environments problems are assigned with a clear solution, often not reflecting problems 
of the real world. Situating the learning within a project provides an opportunity for 
learners to apply and test theories and facts, however; it creates challenges because of its 
focus on new cognitive processes which create challenges for novices (Laffey, et al., 
1998; Collins, Brown and Newman, 1989). 
 Project-based leaning focuses on finding and framing the problem ( Laffey, et.al. 
1998).  
Student-centered learning has encountered issues such as how to design such 
environments, learner experience with driving own learning and logistical issues. Open-
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ended learning environments OELEs are technology driven systems that provide tools 
and resources supporting a student as they attempt to solve situated problems. In these 
environments the student or the learner determine the learning and what resources to use 
to learn (Hannafin, Hill and Land, 1997).  
 Laffey et al, 1997, studied examples of OELEs.  Their examples include the World 
Wide Web, and computer-based microworlds. On the World Wide Web a person can 
search and discover information, however; guidance for what is important and accurate is 
missing. With computer-based microworlds as programs that enable learners to alter and 
experiment (Perkins, 1991). Rieber (1992) provides an example of students altering force 
and direction of objects while solving physics equations as a microworld example.  
  Systems running the OELE need to support the high-level of interactivity, 
meaning memory and processing speed must support the environment. The design of 
OELEs is as equally important. Interface, user navigation, and user orientation support or 
deter the student’s ability to engage in problem solving. Practically speaking, access and 
upgrades to systems to run OELEs take commitment from the organization to support it. 
The culture of the organization may also not be ready to move from teacher-centered to 
open-ended. 
The learner engages in inquiry, cognitive analysis, and experimental approaches 
with a problem. Laffey at al.1998, conducted research utilizing project-based learning 
entitled Project MOST, in which a group of teachers focused on the advent of project-
based learning in the science domain. They refer to teachers needing guidance in learning 
to become coaches and facilitators, which may be compared to designers of instruction in 
non-academic settings needing to learning how to provide proper scaffolding. They also 
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discuss how students need support for completing an entire project, not just project tasks, 
which also may be compared to professionals within organizations who in a sense are 
also students. The parallel of teachers and designer needing to support projects rather 
than drive projects and the student’s need for meeting curriculum objectives is parallel to 
the organizational professionals needing to meeting organizational goals through project 
completion. 
The Project-Based Learning Support System in influenced by Electronic 
Performance Support System research (EPSS) and work ( Gery, 1991). Learner-centered 
software design (Jackson, Statford, Krajcik, and Soloway, 1995), cognitive 
apprenticeship (Brown, et.al., 1989), and Vygotsky’s (1978) zone of proximal 
development. 
The use of scaffolding where a master completes part of an activity and the 
learner who is new to the task completes a portion is used (Collins et.al., 1989). 
Scaffolding can be explicit such as an expert and novice working together side-by-side or 
implicit in which graphic interface design guides  the user to progress in a certain linear 
fashion ( Laffey, et.al. 1998). 
 Coaching is the second element of instruction, which provides feedback. In a 
computer mediated environment it may entail an explanation as the why something was 
correct or incorrect. The design elements associated with learning support the learner to 
be self-sufficient in learning. These entail planning and resourcefulness which focuses the 
learners to set and frame the situation, communication and collaboration support for 
exchange and sharing of ideas and reflection mechanisms to provide information back to 
the learner to allow them to focus on their decisions. 
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 The pilot study occurred at the end of the school year and included 31 students. The 
focus of the project used problem-based learning support systems in computational 
science. The students entered their own tools to see how the student approaches project 
work. The researchers then deployed the PBLSS to over 100 students for an entire school 
year. 
 Data was collected from the 31 students through the use of a 17-item likert scale 
and short answer questionnaire and semi-structured interviews. The results indicated that 
90% felt the tool was average-to-easy to learn to use and 70% felt the tool was of 
average-use to very-useful and 76.7 said they would like to use the tool again in future 
projects. Ease-of-use was the most commonly reported feature and technical bugs were 
the most commonly reported complaint. Interviews confirmed the survey results. The 
comments in the interview focused on the interface design and how it directed the 
student’s activity. The students also remarked how the tool helped the project completion 
process, but items such as coaching and scaffolding were not noted as enhancements to 
the project.  
 When Laffey et.al., 1998 deployed the PBLSS a second time, they removed all 
technical bugs and added means for communication among team members. With this 
second deployment, the researchers observed students, reviewed artifacts and interviewed 
teachers and students. The students used the tool to complete the project, but did not use 
it for solving problems or supporting team activities. An outcome of the PBLSS revealed 
that such system design did not align with the evaluation strategy used in the school 
systems. The PBLSS needed to be viewed as a tool supporting the curriculum and if not 
students did not view it as necessary for completing curricular objectives. They also 
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discovered that students have little experience self-directing and reflecting on their work. 
Students often focus on gathering teacher opinion and value as to what contributes to 
learning focus. 
For systems like PBLSS to be successful it must better align with evaluations 
from teachers and support needs in the flow of inquiry. Examining the students’ level of 
comfort and prior experience with this type of learning is also important. Traditional 
school settings inhibit, project-based learning because of class periods where learning 
starts and stops and isolating teachers to single classrooms (Laffey, et.al, 2000). 
2.5.3  Simulations 
Within the framework of an OELE the content and context will drive the learning 
experience. There are instances involving the use of cases or scenarios as well as 
simulations. Many people may be familiar with simulations such as Myst and the SIMS 
series. The differences with case scenarios and computer simulations are that with 
simulations the user becomes reactive to the situation, whereas the use of case scenarios 
involves the user experiencing the event as the account is shared and then reflecting on 
the outcome of that story (Charles, Mead and Cavazza, 2002). When a learner is engaged 
in the scenarios or simulation he is involved in the interaction cycle as described by 
Charles, Mead and Cavazza (2002) which includes, (a) role-play by character and action 
occurs, (b) user understanding of plot, where the user can anticipate the overall objective 
of the story, (c) anytime intervention by the user, and (d) dramatization of the specific 
consequences of user intervention (Charles, Mead and Cavazza, 2002). Supporting this 
interaction may be achieved with the use of case scenarios or simulations. 
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Quinn (2005) calls for better ways to engage the learners both mentally and 
emotionally and engage them in the on-line piece. He proposes a specific framework 
when designing on-line simulations. The design includes (a) dramatic introduction, (b) 
multiply represented concept, (c) annotated examples, (d) scaffolded practice, and (e) 
reflection.  Beginning with the objective that is clear, measurable and meaningful should 
be the first step in designing any piece. Next the dramatic introduction draws on the use 
of technology to engage the learner from an emotional perspective and allows him or her 
to understand why this learning is important. Third, multiply represented context means 
to use multiple forms of media, graphics, animations, text, and metaphors to convey 
concepts to people. Annotated examples include providing the thinking or problem-
solving steps behind the scenario that properly ground the situation in context for the 
learner. Gradually increasing the complexity of the scenario and removing support 
describes the scaffolded practice element. Finally, the learner will need time and 
activities to reflect back on the decisions that have been made and tie the activities back 
to the design framework.  
2.5.4  Instructional Models Including the Use of Story 
The review of the instructional design for problem solving in on-line contexts 
provides a rationale for the framework, which will be used in this study. The next step for 
designing learning after deciding on a model is how to incorporate the content. The 
approach that will be used in this study will address the use of story and the final problem 
type, case/systems analysis. A definition of this problem type, review of literature 
discussing this type and the rationale for using story to address the learning of 
case/systems analysis problems will be discussed. 
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Case/systems analysis problems entail that the learner understand systems and 
complex cases collectively. The difficulty with this type is often that the problem is not 
apparent. It is also necessary to understand the impact of the problem on people and the 
organization. A criminal case in which an attorney must understand the history and 
events with the case as well as the justice system to plead his case is an example. Schon 
(1983) supports using this type of problem for application of “science to practice.” He 
cautions however that if the employee is reflecting as he or she is solving a case it is 
difficult to explicitly relay how that person is solving the problem. When problems are 
situated in practice or in a case experience in the workplace, the skills of how the 
employee solves the problem becomes more explicit.  
Merrill (2001) examined two instructional design models that not only included 
problem based but also included the use of stories or scenarios. A comparison of the two 
models is depicted in the table below. 
Table 2.  Comparison and Contrast of Merrill’s Instructional Design Models Which 
Incorporate the Use of Problem Solving and Story/Scenario 
 
Comparison to Merrill’s (2002) Phases for Effective Instruction Model Key 
Characteristics Activation Demonstration Application Integration 
Jonassen 
(1999) 
Constructivist 
Learning 
Environment 
Focus on 
problem solving 
 
Problems drive 
the learning 
Related 
Cases 
Modeling for 
desired 
performance 
Coaching and 
scaffolding 
Reflection 
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Comparison to Merrill’s (2002) Phases for Effective Instruction Model Key 
Characteristics Activation Demonstration Application Integration 
(Schank et 
al., 1999)- 
Learning by 
Doing 
Problem centered 
 
Emphasis on 
application phase 
 
Integration is the 
goal, however 
there is little 
direct instruction 
for this phase 
 
Goal-based 
scenario 
 
Learn by doing 
simulation 
 
Students use skill 
and knowledge to 
achieve the goal 
Limited 
emphasis 
on 
activation 
 
Elicited via 
stories 
Embed 
lessons in 
stories 
Limited 
emphasis on 
demonstration 
 
Use of experts 
telling stories 
 
Feedback is 
given that 
provides 
information 
All activities 
that a student 
completes to 
achieve the 
mission or 
goal 
 
Focus on 
practicing the 
skill to meet 
the goal 
If achieving the 
goal is motivating 
and interesting the 
case should be 
internalized and 
integrated into the 
real world of the 
student. 
 
Schank, Berman, and Macperson’s (1999) model learning by doing, or goal-based 
scenario, emphasizes problem solving, specifically in the application phase. The basic 
premise for this model is achieving a goal by utilizing skills, practice and content in the 
wrappings of a scenario or simulation. Goal-based scenarios utilize the following 
sequence, (a) the learning goals, (b) the mission, (c) the cover story, (d) the role, (e) the 
scenario, (f) the scenario operations, (g) the resources, (h) and the feedback.  Schank, like 
van Merrienboer utilizes modeling and scaffolding through the use of a coach and 
experts. The story is the central point of the model and must be carefully selected for not 
only, providing enough practice and skill development for the learner, but also defining a 
specific role that the learner will play that best allows the skills to be demonstrated. It 
also serves to motivate and provide the background information needed for learning to 
begin. In a sense, it supports the constructivist framework by providing that experience, 
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in the event that the learner does not posses the experience before engaging in the 
learning. Shank supports the use of story as something that engages the memory to 
retrieve prior knowledge in the form of stories and uses that prior knowledge to relate to 
new cases or stories. The demonstration phase is provided via experts sharing stories. 
Those experts then, provide support and coaching for the learner as they attempt to solve 
the problem. They can be used as a just in time resource or to provide feedback on 
actions taken and what the consequences may be. Scenarios or stories should present 
explicit consequences for particular actions, so that the learner may realize these 
outcomes before engaging in problem solving. Practice time is the most important aspect 
of the model, in that giving students adequate practice time with the scenario will allow 
for skill development time that can be transferred in solving real-world problems. 
Finally, Jonassen Prevish, Christy, & Stavrulaki’s (1999) constructivist learning 
environment model encompasses all four phases of instruction according to Merrill. 
Constructivist Learning Environments (CLE) involves the problem space, related cases, 
information resources, cognitive tools, and collaborative tools. The basis for this model 
pulled from the research of cognitive apprenticeship, activity theory, case-based 
reasoning, and problem-based learning (Jonassen et al., 1999).   
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Figure 4.     Model for Constructivists Learning Environment, adapted from Jonassen 
Prevish, Christy, & Stavrulaki, 1999 
 
This was used for the operations management undergraduate course in a business 
administration curriculum (Jonassen, et al, 1999). The study sample consisted of 38 
students, upper-classmen at a university. 21 spreadsheets were submitted from each of the 
2 case scenarios that the students went through. The spreadsheets were used as the main 
support tool and also used to assess the student’s problem solving by appropriate 
completion. The students had one week to go through both scenarios and complete the 
assignment. Students provided a hard copy and also sent the spreadsheet via email. The 
learners had to go to the aggregate planning page to download the spreadsheet and also to 
send the spreadsheet to the professor.   The students spent approximately 2 hours on each 
sheet and demonstrated the aggregate planning process based on the information 
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contained on the spreadsheet. The cases entitled Brilliant Deductions and Bloat Pop 
proved to have different outcomes with the Bloat Pop being much more difficult case to 
solve (Jonassen et al., 1999).   
The problem space according to Jonassen et al is where the problem exists and 
drives the learning to solve the problem for the desired learning outcome. The problem is 
not just used an example, but it is the focus of the learning (Jonassen, et al, 1999). 
Case-based learning, learning is acquired by reviewing cases. The context is that 
of the learner assuming the role of the expert to solve the problem. Project-based learning 
focuses on a project assigned overtime that will result in the learner using the project to 
solve problems. In this study learners had two problems or cases to solve. One case, 
about an accounting firm was the easier of the two tasks and the other case about a soft 
drink company, which was more complicated. The learners were coached on the 
accounting firm case first. The design for this learning involves the problem presentation 
or simulation, the problem manipulation space and the problem context (Jonassen et al., 
1999).   
Context entails all the details around the persons involved, the culture, the setting 
any background information, the story.  In the problem presentation, the problem is 
presented with the entire context. The goal of the presentation is to make the learner 
interested and engaged and situate the problem as to how it would be encountered in the 
real world. The context must be understood to understand the problem; it also must exist 
to frame the problem in the correct manner (Jonassen et al., 1999).   
The problem manipulation space must exist for the learner to alter it if needed to 
make it more meaningful to them. This also allows them to experiment with outcomes to 
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establish ownership of the problem. Jonassen at al. (1999) used aggregate planning 
problems in that the learner in the environment could observe a conversation between 
people as well as select other areas to provide input to the problem. When people are new 
to situations they often do not have the experience to begin to solve problems. Sharing 
experiences from others allows the person new to the situation to use other’s varied 
experiences to begin to solve problems as well as providing support or scaffolding for 
acquiring new skills. This is what is referred to as related cases. In choosing cases it is 
important to consider the complexity and amount of effort required to solve the problem. 
Problems that are complex and take a fair amount of time to solve often result in a better 
understanding of the problem and the process.  Related cases are a natural selection for 
learning because in most cases when a person is presented with a problem they rely on 
past problem solving approaches to help them solve this new problem. These related 
cases provide the learner that does no necessarily have the experience with assumed 
experience to begin to solve the problem. It is important to present problems with 
complexity to mimic the real-world complexities of problems.  The learner is able to 
learn through the different approaches to problem solving. The cognitive flexibility 
theory support this multiple perspective approach through the use of content that shows 
relations to other parts and shows the poor structure of knowledge domain, thus keeping 
it real-world. It is helpful to pull the resources together in one area (Jonassen et al., 1999).   
Jonassen also suggests storing information that is needed for problem solving, 
where the user can easily access it and using information that is most relevant to the 
problem at hand. In a computer-based learning environment, information is available that 
is then intended to drive effective practice sessions afterwards (Jonassen et al., 1999).   
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In the event that most learners are new to this problem, they will lack the skills 
needed to adequately solve the problem. The learner will need support or scaffolding to 
acquire the skills as they process towards solving the problem. After identifying the 
skills, the learning then needs to be designed to help build the skills or build upon 
existing skills. Cognitive tools are recommended for this process. Cognitive tools may 
support the organization of ideas, mental modeling, visualizing, or collaborating 
(Jonassen, 1996). It is also helpful to put all the tools in one area and select tools that will 
help pull it all together. The assessment is then determined by the successful ability to 
solve the problem by demonstrating problem-solving skills. The use of collaboration is 
helpful in problem solving. Problems solved in groups often take less time and are more 
meaningful. Students remarked that the assignment was challenging but like the instant 
feedback as they manipulated the data based on the problem- solving journey.  
An analysis of these instructional design models for problem solving and the use 
of story reveal aspects of importance that should be collectively utilized. Gardner’s 
(1999) public demonstration of knowledge, Nelson’s collaborative approach, Jonassen 
et.al, (1999) problem- solving constructivist focused learning environment, Van 
Merrienboer’s (1997) problem sequence and supporting information, and Schank et al’s 
(1999) emphasis on stories and cases, can be blended as it will be for this study, for the 
most efficient design for a problem-solving story-based, digital learning environment.   
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2.6  Story in Organizations 
 The use of story has been mentioned throughout the review of the literature, 
however further background and rationale for its use in supporting problem solving is 
needed. The following section provides the background and rationale for using story in 
learning and supporting problem solving in on-line contexts. 
2.6.1 Background on Story 
The movement towards the use of narrative to gather and share knowledge, 
specifically tacit knowledge has surfaced. The use of narrative has for years been in 
disapproval beginning from the works of Plato, Aristotle, and Descartes. These great 
thinkers isolated poets and storytellers from true science so as not to have the two 
disciplines connected. Organizations, beginning with early civilizations to current 
business organization have always had a person in charge whose job it is to control the 
machine and eliminate unpredictability (Brown, et al, 1989). Organizations are beginning 
to see that they must work with the world and its constant change and not attempt to 
control it.  
The rebirth of narrative has actually begun quite some time ago. Those capturing 
the history of narrative associated work down by Learoyd, Taylor and Clakins at 
Wellesley College in1895 as major work towards the use of longer narratives and the use 
of sights and sounds. The connection of narrative to myths and folklore in society from 
the works of Jung, Eliade, Campbell, and Propp generated interest in academic study of 
narrative in the first half of the century. Others cite Mitchell’s work On Narrative, in 
1981 as joining accounts from historians, psychoanalysts, philosophers and literary critics 
in support for the use of narrative. The interesting question is how did the movement of 
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narrative from the academic setting move to the organizational setting? Until recently 
organizations have tried to fix their machines when things were going wrong by moving 
processes and parts until things began working better. Adding new parts to the machine is 
not yielding results that organizations need to remain successful. Again more literature 
about sensemaking, telling stories, marketing through stories, and highlights in the 
Harvard Business Review about the role of stories began to catch attention from 
organizational leaders. Organizations have begun to move from the metaphor of the 
machines to that of a social fabric that is connected by people and stories. Positioning the 
use of story not as the enemy to the organizational machine but as a compliment to 
constructively solve problems will be the moment when story or narrative gains an 
accepted position in organizations. 
Scientific discipline trends have generated an interest in story. Cultural 
anthropologists, psychiatrists, and historians utilize story for information gathering and 
knowledge sharing. Organizations examined this methodology as a tool to leverage 
competitive advantage and capture intellectual capital. Organizations have leveraged 
story’s use as a sense-making device. This begs the question, are we hard-wired for 
storytelling (Gabriel, 2000)? 
2.6.2  Uses for Story 
Stories are one of the oldest forms of sense making and knowledge management. 
Cultures have long demonstrated lessons, morals and problem solving, through the use of 
story (Jonassen, Hernandez-Serrano, 2002). The use of story within organizations, has 
supported initiatives such as, tacit to explicit conversion of information (Hannabuss, 
2000), and integrating people into groups (Weick, 1985). Hansen and Kahnweiler (1993) 
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found that stories affect the organization by (a) influencing organizational reactions and 
mindframes, (b) comforting members in difficult situations, (c) helping to understand 
employee perceptions, (d) revealing organizational norms, (e) helping people acquire 
information and what to do with that information, and (e) telling what is really going on 
in an organization.  Leaders can also demonstrate credibility and help build 
organizational identity through story (Gabriel, 2000).   
Sense making is one of the most important outcomes and reasons to use story. 
Story is the gateway to interpretation and relationship building (Gabriel, 2000; 
Hannabuss, 2000). After events, story aids in making sense of the situation. When faced 
with similar situations the story guides behavior because the listener has personalized the 
story to interpret situation details that then allows the story to make sense (Shank, 1992). 
Organizations use this methodology to convey knowledge to employees.  
The reasons for the sense making ability of story involve the use of poetic tropes 
contained in stories that allow story to have its sense-making outcome. There are eight 
tropes (a) motives as defined by motivated events, (b) cause and effect situations (c) roles 
and responsibilities, (d) unity, (e) superhuman powers, (f) emotion, (g) and divine 
intervention. Story types are given different labels. The most common labels for story 
types include, (a) narrative, (b) springboard story, (c) anti-story, (d) account, (e) tale,  (f) 
chronicle, (g) history, (h) news and (i) report. This study will use four of these stories 
(Gabriel, 2000). Story and narrative have already been defined. A springboard story 
enables the understanding of how change occurs through the transfer of information that 
results in visualization for the concept (Denning, 2004). 
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Storytelling has three common delivery characteristics regardless of content (a) 
setting (informal, formal), (b) listeners (one or many), and (c) story (spontaneous or pre-
determined) (McDrury, Alterio, 2001). Storytelling relies on plots, characters and 
motives to make sense of complex content. This provides advantages and disadvantages 
(Gabriel, 2000). If the plot, characters and motives are not well defined and concise, the 
listener may become lost in the complexity of the story. Story then looses its ability to act 
as a sense-making strategy. Storytelling involves, reflecting on your past experiences, 
understanding the meanings inherent in them, and then using stories deliberately to send 
key messages in a variety of contexts and audiences (Hurt and Metzger, 2000). 
2.6.3  Research with Story 
Storytelling has been studied in many organizations for different purposes. The 
United States military is one of the first known organizations to utilize storytelling for 
learning purposes. This technique was in World War II (Schwartz, 1996). The transition 
of the storytelling technique used by the military impacted another major event, the 1973 
oil embargo. Preparing for such an event using storytelling allowed Shell Oil to survive 
the crisis.  Because of the sense making abilities of story, researchers have also studied its 
use in making sense of problem solving (McDrury & Alterio, 2001). 
NIKE is another example of an organization that uses story listening and 
storytelling. The company often solicits stories from its consumers to improve products 
and service. It then used the concept of story for innovations, and new employee 
orientation. Verizon also engages leaders to participate in storytelling sessions reflecting 
on his or her leadership approach. This setting increases not only the storytelling skill of 
the leader but also provides a feedback and mentoring session for the leader on the story 
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(Hurt and Metzger, 2000). Denning also shares his story about work at the World Bank to 
introduce knowledge management to the organization. Storytelling, in particular the use 
of a springboard story, was used to adopt the concept of knowledge management 
(Denning, 2001).  
Boje (1991) recorded 100 hours of stories in an office supply firm. The 
knowledge gathered in that study was mostly interpretations that had evolved into stories 
that created the current perception of the organization. Hansen and Kahnweiler (1993) 
examined organizational stories. They attempted to identify relationship expectations 
between human resource members and corporate executives, seeing if the visions aligned 
through stories. They looked at total of 30 people in 15 large organizations. After 
verbally collecting stories and interviewing subjects, rich sources of cultural information 
and themes emerged. These themes were people and processes, professional control and 
security, and organizational equity.  The stories provided an effective way to reveal 
norms and subcultures in an organization (Hansen, Kahnweiler, 1993). 
Early (1982) medical residents of Cairo use narratives to set illness and treatment 
options into context.   Jordan (1987) studied Mayan midwives shared stories during the 
birth normally not used outside.  Polkinghorne also studied the use of narrative in the 
workplace. He found that employees preferred the use of narrative for explaining tasks 
and concepts (1988). These stories emerged into themes and points of reference in 
comparison to the facts and figures, which were lost in the context. 
Henning used an ethnographic approach to studying refrigeration technicians. 
Stories were the medium through which all technicians not only communicated but also 
solved problems (1992). Orr (1996) studied photocopy technicians. He found that 
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diagnosis began with a story and that the solution was a distributed via story. It was a 
framework used throughout the problem solving process. Lave and Wenger (1991) found 
that stories were highly utilized by people new to settings. The use of reflection and 
interpretation from the sharing of stories allows learning to occur. Klein and Calderwood 
(1998) studied experts in the roles of fire commander, tank commanders and systems 
designers. Stories can provide the context needed to diagnosis, understand and solve the 
problem. 
Orr (1996) focused on the practice of work in his ethnographic study of 
experienced photocopier technicians for a US corporation, Xerox.  As an ethnographer 
Orr’s goal is to interpret what is captured.  Make sense of the technician’s situated 
practice.  In the scope of photocopy technicians problems arose that were not included in 
the standard manual.   
Orr (1996) found technicians using narrative to approach such situations.  
Technicians use narrative to share accounts of the problems arriving at a solution and 
attempt to converse with the photocopy machine.  A community emerged between the 
photocopy machines and other technicians solving problems. Orr’s work involved 
triangulating narratives between technicians’ customers and machines. 
He first spent time in copier school immersing in the technicians’ culture.  He 
observed during field visits with the technicians, conducting informal interviews, which 
were recorded via audiotapes and a field notebook.  He categorized the conversations into 
social, experiential, and existential.  His examined the work as it was situated within a 
practice.  Actions or practices must be understood in reference to the situation they are 
being used (Orr, 1996).   
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Orr (1996) discovered valuable insights into the stories technicians used. The 
ability to solve problems has great value in the technician community. Making a poor 
choice such as replacing parts unnecessarily is discouraged among the technician 
community. He also discovered many factors contribute to causing the problem and 
therefore many sources of information and knowledge are needed to solve the problem. 
When the customer reports the problem, it is often not the actual problem, and the report 
may send the technician searching in the wrong direction. For technicians, finding the 
cause of the problem is half the battle. Identifying data as useful or not is the first step 
towards setting the problem Often the technician must physically observe the machine to 
find the problem. 
Approaching the problem requires a level of intuition such as feeling the machine 
or listening to a noise and following a certain decision-making process. Existing stories 
on a similar problem guide technicians towards a diagnosis of the problem, especially 
when a sequence for problem solving does not exist in the technician’s manual. Some 
problems are never discovered, yet are resolved by such actions as swapping parts. The 
diagnosis is therefore situated in the practice of servicing the machine and is 
communicated within the technician community (Orr, 1996).   
The organization views diagnosis as following the procedure in the technician’s 
manual created by the engineers and the service department. The technical manual is 
useful for structuring work, or browsing the topics looking for suggestions. The 
organization is responsible for solving the problem, if however, the documentation is not 
followed, then it is the fault of the technician.  Technicians feel that their reputation is on 
the line if the problem cannot be solved (Orr, 1996).   
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The belief is that the technician follows the decision tree as laid out in the manual 
and arrives at a solution. The manual fails however, to offer pathways for ill-structured 
problems or when other data points in addition to the machine error code create 
problems. What is also profound is the technicians reported not feeling connected to the 
organization and its procedures, in that the loyalty lied in their work. Solving the problem 
happens when the technician is able to piece together, information from the technicians, 
customers and machines (Orr, 1996).   
The types of stories used to solve such problems by technicians are referred to as 
war stories.  The war stories are technicians’ display of the prize-winning hunt for the 
solution.  Each story becomes a batter scar for technicians.  The storyteller gains status in 
the community as those war stories are shared. These are instances shared among the 
technicians usually told by the technician that experienced the event.  It is naturally 
constructed into daily conversation.  They often contain machine identification, the 
problem encountered, and the solution is highly technical.  War stories focus on control 
and understanding and are also used as a demonstration of understanding, celebrate being 
a technician, failure as a rite of passage into the technician community, present challenge 
to other technicians to see if they can follow the story, the moral or technical approach 
needed to address a problem, instruction, how a problem should be understood, support 
the unboarding of a new technician to a more experienced in building confidence (Orr, 
1996).   
 The stories transition into artifacts that are circulated by the community.  “Stories 
originate in problematic situations and are told or retold in diagnosis when the activity 
they represent becomes problematic again.” (Orr, p.126, 1996).  The war stories are first 
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used as a diagnostic tool when the problem is not yet apparent.  The value of these stories 
is the knowledge from the teller along with the diagnostic data from the machine that 
provides additional insight.  This context provided by the teller confirms facts and 
provides structure for diagnosis for the problem especially in difficult situation.  Purposes 
of a story told during diagnosis included identifying a problem as new or different 
connecting cause and effect as with particular failure codes developing a means to 
diagnose.  Orr describes that “storytelling must be an interaction between the teller and 
hearer (p. 131).   
The community defines what is valuable enough to be included into a story.  
Stories, used to share information, have a very different perception than war stories.  To 
non-field technicians they are a social conversation piece and their value is minimal. 
Stories define who the person is; it provides the means to share identity.  The 
technician stories reiterate the actual work being done.  The process of diagnosis and 
problem solving is what they do and are subject matter of most of the stories 
McDrury & Alterio (2001) studied storytelling’s use in reflective learning 
involving storytelling and story listening and using story to reflect on what participants 
had learned. They discovered eight possible storytelling pathways could be used to 
achieve particular outcomes. Listeners react to the story being told and then share a 
response to the story referred to as a response story. The focus of the dialogue then shifts 
to the new experience being shared between the teller and the listener. Response stories 
occur more frequently in informal settings but can be prompted by asking the listener, 
“what would you do in this situation?” Multiple listeners reacting to a story increase the 
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likelihood of new insights and reactions to stories when compared to one teller and one-
listener situations.  
In their study, they used two of the eight suggested pathways for storytelling and 
story listening. One pathway used a single storyteller and story listener in a formal setting 
with accommodations for spontaneous or predetermined story. The second pathway 
involved a single teller with multiple listeners, a formal setting with accommodations for 
spontaneous or predetermined story. There was a pre-story meeting, support systems 
established, one meeting to tell the story and another to maximize the benefits of 
reflection. A session was audio taped when they decided on a story, told the story and 
reflected individually. In the group storytelling situation, a facilitator asked for stories to 
be told by deciding on a story, reflect individually on cards, then either switch roles or 
stories, and then reflect jointly. The individual process allowed for exploration of practice 
events while the group practice supports collaboration reflection and the generation of 
multiple perspectives (McDrury & Alterio, 2001).  
Swap, Leonard, Shields, & Abrams (2001) also suggest that digital means and 
multimedia may enhance the use and distribution of story. Digital storytelling can serve 
as a means to house knowledge shared through story and provide continuous access when 
stories are needed for problem solving and decision-making. It also brings together those 
separated geographically into a virtual world connected by story.  
As professionals teach others they use stories to help relay meaning and connect 
to other stories.  The professionals use a few elements of the story to repeat, reuse, or 
reconnect back to the main point and can ignore other details as he/she wishes.  The use 
of story can allow for the result of the problem solving to slow and be examined 
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understanding the phenomena as it is happening (Schon, 1983). According to Swap, 
Leonard, Shields, & Abrams (2001), story is appropriate for certain types of knowledge 
gathering. However, they discuss any skills considered being critical for job success such 
as competencies and content mastery would be difficult to relay in the form of story. 
They also suggest that formal methods of educating would yield better results. They state 
“we know of no studies where critical skills have been transferred by stories (p.104).” 
2.7  Summary 
This review of the literature outlined the needs in organizations for learning and 
sharing knowledge, with a focus on solving problems as an organization. For 
organizational members to learn how to solve problems, methods such as constructivism, 
social constructivism and situated learning have proven to support the learning process. 
Specific instructional strategies and models are cited, comparing and contrasting its 
support for learning how to solve problems in on-line contexts. Finally, the literature for 
the use of story as a medium for organizational learning was reviewed. 
Organizations must create a culture that fosters collective learning and sharing of 
knowledge. Regardless of the type of organization, problem solving is a necessary skill 
that is successful when leveraging employees and their know-how. The struggle for 
organizations exists in discovering and leveraging the tacit knowledge, the unexplainable 
intuition that an employee possesses.  Individuals when working and collaborating with 
others will also collectively solve problems. There is power in teams working together 
drawing on rich expertise. The use of technology and knowledge sharing vehicles must 
exist, providing organizations with the means to capture the insight of employees and 
disperse it across the organization.  
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Dispersing solutions to problems across the organization entails expertise for 
methods proven to be successful. An understanding of how people solve problems and 
how they learn to solve problems is essential. Using constructivism and situating the 
learning of problem solving creates learning that is meaningful to the learner and 
therefore may engage and provide context for the learner. This promotes a greater interest 
in the solving of the problem. Utilizing social elements to share and discuss problems 
further supports learning because the elements are confirmed or challenged by others 
causing the learner to continually reflect and adjust techniques. These approaches greatly 
contrast to traditional academia in which facts were taught and then the employee was 
expected to solve a problem using the scientific method. Employees follow traditional 
procedures when attempting to solve problems. This approach however does not support 
problems that are complex and poorly structured. Individuals must find other means to 
learn how to solve such problems. Learning how to solve ill-structured problems is 
needed.  
Schon’s (1983) work with various professionals on problem solving provided 
support for the need to reflect during the problem-solving process. He works with 
architects and physicians illustrating that during the problem-solving process, if people 
can reflect-in-action, they may then be able to share the process with others. 
Professionals often reflect in the form of a narrative. Means to reflect and share how 
problems are solved are needed. Schon calls for the use of context and story as a means to 
solve problems with others. 
Jonassen (2001) presents eleven different problem types encountered and used in 
academia. Because of the workplace setting of this study, it is expected that research 
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participants will be involved in solving ill-structured problems as seen in the workplace. 
Ill-structured problems include diagnosis, design and case study/systems problems. 
Healthcare professionals experience diagnostic-type problems in the clinical setting. 
When they become members of non-clinical organizations they will still need to solve 
such problems but will require new knowledge to successfully solve those problems. This 
problem type is important because the research subjects will be healthcare professionals.  
Design problem types are the current problem type facing instructional design 
professionals. They are challenged with creating the most effective design that supports 
the learning of problem solving.  Merrill (2001) reviewed instructional design models and 
compared them each model to how well they corresponded with his first principles.  He 
reviewed Vanderbilt Learning Technology, Star Legacy (1999), McCarthy’s (1996) 4-
MAT model, Gardner’s (1999) model, Nelson’s (1999) collaborative problem-solving 
theory and Van Merrienboer’s (1997) 4CID.  
The design of an on-line context to support problem solving is also a design issue. 
Designers for these environments need to consider the learner and the learning 
environment. The use of technology should connect and support the learners as they 
learn, keeping the learner in the center of the learning. 
Open-ended learning environments (OELEs) support the learner in situating, 
approaching and mastering the environment. This is in contrast to direct learning 
environments where information is directed at the learner focusing on correct and 
incorrect answers (Land, 2000). This is needed to support increasing complex thinking 
(Roth and Rojchoudhury, 1993). Context is essential to ground the learning (Mayer, 
1999). The difficulty with these environments is that the learner must direct his or her 
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own learning and may lack the needed skills to be successful (Olgren, 1998). Research on 
OELEs by Murphy and Cifuentes and, 2001, Laffey et al., 1997,1998 and Wang, 2002) 
confirm these needed elements for successful learning as well as the difficulties learners’ 
experience.  
Combining the use of a instructional design model, technology and context 
provides a rich learning environment for solving problems. Case/systems analysis 
problems are a type of Jonassen’s (1999) list of problems. These problem types are ill 
structured and require the learners to have systems understanding to solve the case. This 
problem type will be used to support the learner in problem solving. Merrill (2001) 
reviewed additional instructional design models that not only incorporated problem 
solving but also incorporated the use of cases or scenarios. 
Merrill reviewed Schank et al’s (1999) and Jonassen et al’s (1999) models that 
incorporate scenarios. Schank et al., (1999) utilize a scenario or simulation to guide the 
learner through solving the problem. They suggest the use of story as a means to explore 
and solve problems. Jonassen et al., (1999) use a constructivist learning environment 
(CLE) using stories the contain problems. The environment centers on the problem and 
provides tools and resources to support the solving of the problem. This environment may 
be different for students because of its self-directed nature and complexity. Schank et al, 
(1999) and Jonassen et al., (1999) models will be combined to frame the environment, 
supporting problem solving and incorporating story.  
Finally the use of story as a means to learn and share knowledge is connected to 
the instructional design models and on-line learning environment. The re-emergence of 
story in organizations has caused learning and performance professionals to evaluate its 
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use for learning in organizations. Story or narrative is not a new concept, but is being 
used in new ways. Organizations have used story to organize, share and support learning 
across the organization ( Hannabus, 2000; Weick, 1985; Hansen and Kahnweiler, 1993; 
Gabriel, 2000). Story has been used by organizations such as the U.S. Government, Shell 
Oil, ( McDrury and Alterio, 2001). Corporations such as NIKE, Verizon (Hurt and 
Metzger, 2000) and the World Bank (Denning, 2001) use story in their organizations. 
Research from Orr (1996), Boje (1991), Polkinghorne, (1988), and Klein and 
Calderwood (1998) support the use of story with favorable outcomes from their work 
illustrating how story connects and makes sense of complex situations. Swamp, Leonard, 
Shields and Abrams (2001) support the use of story in digital environments. However, 
they call for research that demonstrates that learners actually acquire skills such as 
problem solving though the use of story. 
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3. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Overall Approach and Rationale 
The purpose of this study was to explore the method of story and problem solving 
in an on-line, constructivist-learning environment for training pharmaceutical medical 
reviewers within a promotional material review process. The following research question 
guided this methodology: 
 
1. How effective was the instructional design incorporating story and problem solving, 
in an on-line, constructivist environment for training medical reviewers within a 
promotional material review process?  
 The additional research questions that the researcher attempted to answer include: 
a) How effective was the use of story in an on-line context in supporting 
problem solving? 
b) How did the learner use the design elements to construct their own 
knowledge/learning? 
c) How successful did the learners feel they were in solving the problems 
encountered in the on-line context? 
3.2 Organization of the Chapter 
This chapter is divided into six sections. The first section provides an overview of 
the research approach including, background and rationale for selecting a mixed methods 
approach, research design and research context.  The second section describes the 
population selection, including purposeful sampling. Third, the role of the researcher is 
discussed. Fourth, the methodology of designing and developing the on-line environment 
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is discussed. This entailed designing and developing the content, interface and 
programming necessary to construct the e-Learning. Fifth, data collection procedures is 
discussed, including, database reports, a survey, focus group, observation, expert reviews 
and an on-line assessment.  This entailed a description of an on-line survey tool, survey, 
focus group and observation protocols, on-line testing engine and the use of the learning 
management system. The sixth section included data analysis procedures including both 
qualitative and quantitative measures.  
3.3 Background on Mixed Methods 
This study utilized a mixed methods methodology. Mixed methods approaches 
have roots in psychology and have also been referred to as multi or matrix approaches 
(Campbell, &Fiske, 1959). The use of triangulation, qualitative and quantitative methods 
approaches has influenced the modern mixed methods approaches (Jick, 1979). Mixed 
methods involve “collecting and analyzing both qualitative and quantitative data in a 
single study” (Creswell, 2003, p.210). The reason for this approach was to combine data 
from both approaches to create a more holistic analysis of the study, drawing on the 
strengths on both approaches and using each of the approaches to complement the 
weaknesses. Recently, researchers have popularized this approached because of the rich 
results that may be accomplished when utilizing both methods. Mixed methods, although 
providing richer data, also created new challenges for the researcher. Since the researcher 
collected and analyzed more data, the time for the research increased. This also required 
the researcher to have an understanding of both methods (Creswell, 2003).  
The researcher believed data resulting from the mixed methods approach provided 
a greater contribution to the literature. Focus groups were used to gather qualitative data; 
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however, quantitative data such as survey and learner experience in the on-line 
environment was useful to supplement the qualitative findings. Data collection and 
analysis included both qualitative and quantitative data both in a supportive nature and as 
a precursor and/or reinforcement.  
3.4 Research Design 
 The strategy of inquiry, for this study, was primarily qualitative with elements of 
quantitative methods throughout. This research study employed a sequential exploratory 
strategy beginning with quantitative and concluding with qualitative methods. This 
research involved a combination of case study and action research methodology.  Case 
study is described by Yin as (1989) “An empirical inquiry that investigates a 
contemporary phenomenon within its real life context; when the boundaries between 
phenomena and context are not clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of 
evidence are used” (p.23). Since this researched used stories from a select group of 
participants, during the event of promotional material review, the case study approach 
was chosen. Glatthorn (1998) defines action research as: “how an educational problem 
was identified, understood, and solved by practitioners” (p.37). The researcher chose 
action research because of literature citing an increase need for problem solving skills 
and employees lacking problem-solving skills within organizations. Also, the literature 
identified the lack of research on instructional designs that support successful problem 
solving in non-academic settings. 
 The researcher aimed to answer the following research questions, and utilized the 
methods depicted below in Table 1. 
Table 3.  Research Questions, Methods and Time lines 
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Research Questions Methods Time lines for acquisition 
Main research question: 
How effective was the instructional design 
incorporating story and problem solving, in an 
on-line, constructivist environment for training 
medical reviewers within a promotional 
material review process?  
Interviews 
Surveys 
Observations 
 
12/27/06-08/25/07 
How effective was the use of story in an on-
line context in supporting problem solving? 
Interviews 
Surveys 
Observations 
 
Data Collection: 12/27/06-
08/25/07 
How did the learner use the design elements to 
construct their own knowledge/learning? 
 
Interviews 
Surveys 
Observations 
 
Data Collection: 12/27/06-
08/25/07 
How successful did the learners feel they were 
in solving the problems encountered in the on-
line context? 
Interviews 
Surveys 
Observations 
 
Data Collection: 12/27/06-
08/25/07 
 
3.5 Research Context 
 3.5.1 Site of the study and means of access 
The site of the research was Wyeth Pharmaceuticals, Collegeville PA, specifically 
the global medical affairs department. Wyeth is a research-based, global pharmaceutical 
company responsible for the discovery and development innovative medicines. Their 
products are sold in more than 140 countries, with a product portfolio that includes 
innovative treatments across a wide range of therapeutic areas. Their worldwide 
resources include more than 52,000 employees, manufacturing facilities on five 
continents, and a discovery and development platform encompassing pharmaceuticals, 
vaccines and biotechnology (Wyeth, 2005).  
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Wyeth Pharmaceuticals utilizes a promotional materials review process. 
Promotional material is defined as materials containing a claim about a product (drug) or 
materials used in the promotion of a product or drug. The promotional review process 
exists to ensure compliance with FDA regulations on all promotional materials. All 
materials containing a claim about a product or materials used in the promotion of a 
product or drug must be approved through the promotional review process. Participating 
in this review involves 15 committees divided by therapeutic areas. Serving on these 
committees are representatives from legal, marketing, regulatory, medical, editorial and 
traffic. Legal council chairs each committee. The traffic person is responsible for the 
circulation of the piece to each of the committee members for their review. The 
remaining roles function as the title of the role explicitly states, i.e., marketing ensures 
the marketing direction on the piece, medical provides medical expertise, etc. A policy, 
standard operating procedure (SOP), process flow, and style manual govern this 
circulation process. After the piece circulates, the piece is reviewed collectively at a copy 
clearance committee (CCC) meeting. All representations of the committee attend this 
meeting to discuss comments and approve the piece. 
 The role of global medical affairs throughout this process is divided into two parts. 
First, global medical communications reviews the piece for validity and appropriateness 
of the cited literature supporting the piece. These individuals have extensive scientific 
and clinical backgrounds in pharmacy or therapeutic areas. The piece then goes to clinical 
affairs, which ensures medical accuracy, clinical relevance, inclusion of fair balance risk 
information, and that all medical issues have been addressed. Clinical affairs members 
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are physicians. It is the clinical affairs person who attends the CCC meetings and 
provides final sign-off on each piece. 
 3.5.2 Educational Need 
A multidisciplinary team heads the promotional material review process. The goal 
of this team is to identify process improvements that increase efficiency, and decrease 
time and cost of the review process. Aligning with this goal, the focus of this study will 
be on solving problems existing within the medical reviewer role. Data resulting from 
this study aided in the goal of the multidisciplinary team. 
The organization has already identified some problems existing within the 
medical reviewer role. First, some medical reviewers are new to the pharmaceutical 
industry and are not familiar with guidelines and regulations, governing a promotional 
review process. Second, medical reviewers are not consistently trained on how to provide 
medical review on materials. Third, an understanding of all the roles in the promotional 
review process is needed to better understand how each role affects another.  If following 
the process and adhering to the policy were enough, a learning intervention would only 
involve an SOP, a process and a policy. What remains problematic for the medical 
reviewer, is deciding on the best course of action when problems arise that are not 
addressed in the SOP, policy or process. There is a great level of intuition and experience 
that is utilized by expert medical reviewers. If those problems and how those problems 
can be solved can be captured in addition to policies and processes, performance and 
consistency may increase, and a means of improving problem solving may emerge.  
The choice of an on-line environment allowed reviewers to participate in the 
training at their convenience.  On-line environments also leverage technology through the 
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use of multimedia. The learners will have an opportunity to interact and engage with the 
content through graphics, animations, and case scenarios. 
3.6 Population Selection 
3.6.1 Sample Selection 
The researcher used a purposeful sample approach. This approach is used because 
of the “particular settings, persons [that] provide important information that can’t be 
gotten as well from other choices (Maxwell, 2005, p.70).” At Wyeth, the researcher had 
unique access to problem identification and the ability to implement learning 
interventions for problem solving. 
 The sample consisted of forty-six Wyeth employees that perform medical review 
duties in the promotional material review process. Since the researcher had access to 
names and locations, single- stage sampling was used (Creswell, 2003). Demographics 
within this group included, ages 30-55. Other race and ethnicity data was collected. 
Participants were recruited on a volunteer basis only. Participants discussed with 
supervisors the desire to join these groups and the supervisor determined the feasibility of 
their joining. These medical reviewers participated in the on-line learning piece. 
3.7 Role of the Researcher 
The researcher acted as participant observer. The researcher had full access to any 
and all employees within the promotional review process, assuming supervisory 
permission had been granted. The researcher created and managed the survey and 
conducted all interviews and observations using protocols. The researcher conducted the 
analysis of the data and design of the constructivist-learning environment.  
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Bogdan and Biklen (1992) recommend notifying gatekeepers of potential 
participants or information of reasons for participating in the study. The researcher 
identified such gatekeepers and addressed the following topics, (a) why the site was 
chosen for the study, (b) what activities will occur at the site during the research study, 
(c) if the study will be disruptive, (d) how the results will be reported, and (d) what the 
gatekeeper will gain from the study. 
The researcher obtained permission from Drexel University Institutional Review 
Board to ensure sound research practices and participant protection. 
3.8 Designing and Developing e-Learning Using a Story and Problem –Solving 
Focus 
 Designing and developing for this on-line learning piece involved the use of 
analysis, design, and development.  
 3.8.1 Problem-Solving Stories Collection 
 Stories were gathered that contained current problems the medical reviewers face 
and how they are solving those problems. The researcher aimed to collect stories 
containing ill-structured problems where solutions were not found or instances that 
resulted in failure. Stories were gathered via one-on-one interviews and were open-ended 
and semi-structured. The researcher chose semi-structured to retain control of the 
interview should participants wish to share other problems not related to the focus of this 
study. An interview protocol was used to guide the interview following Creswell’s (2003) 
protocol suggestions. The components of the protocol included, (A) heading, (b) 
instructions to the interviewer (opening statements), (c) key research questions, (d) 
probes to follow key questions, (e) transition messages for the interviewer, (f) space for 
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recording the interviewer’s comments, and (g) space in which the participant observer 
may record reflective notes (p.190). The researcher wanted to record these interviews via 
audio or video recording, but with the sensitive subject matter before review and approval 
this was not feasible. In conjunction with the interview protocol, special story-mining and 
problem-gathering techniques were utilized (Jonassen & Hernandez-Serrano, 2002). 
This interview protocol was enhanced utilizing the PARI technique (Hall, Gott, & 
Pokorny, 1995) for ensuring that all information has been captured. The acronym stands 
for “Precursors (relevant factors that test for requisite prior knowledge) to the Actions 
with an Interpretation of the Results from tests of a system they are troubleshooting.” 
(p.71, Jonassen & Hernandez-Serrano, 2002). The goal of PARI is to identify what type 
of knowledge is needed to solve the particular problem they shared via the story. The 
participant observer utilized the PARI technique within the story-capture protocol to 
work with the employee and the story and identify key components including, (a) the 
goal of the problem and expectations, (b) context in which the problem occurred, (c) the 
solution that was chosen, (d) the outcome of the solution, particularly if it was successful 
or unsuccessful, and (e) lessons that the story teaches.  Stories were collected from seven 
individuals, five physicians and four scientists. 
Table 4.  Story Themes and Categories 
 
Themes Categories 
Roles and responsibilities 1. My role: Many stories included the 
recognition of the role of a physician or 
scientist review as important but not 
always valued by others. Following the 
SOP that governs the process was often 
mentioned as something that only medical 
does. Rejection of pieces: Participants felt 
this was the most necessary yet difficult 
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task to complete. 
2. Others’ roles: Participants shared the 
importance of understanding others’ roles 
and at the same time others must 
understand their role. 
Handling requests outside of the outlined 
process 
3. Gray areas: Stories contained examples 
of situations where there was no clear right 
or wrong decision. Guidance in these 
situations is limited and outcomes vary. 
4. Walk-ons or Walk-arounds: Instances 
where marketing in particular, attempted to 
circumvent the process was common 
throughout many stories.  
Successful meeting participation 5. Scientist / Physician role in concept or 
CCC meeting: Both roles mentioned this as 
a particularly challenging aspect of the 
role. It was often referred to as a time of 
defense and needed compromise to achieve 
successful meeting outcomes. 
 
Roles and Responsibilities 
 As heard through the stories, rejecting a piece is the most difficult problem facing 
the reviewers. Even with reasoning to support the rejection, reviewers do not often reject 
a piece. They feel it shows them as less of a team player. It also stops the progression of a 
piece’s approval through the approval process. Marketing as drivers of this process work 
to avoid rejection of pieces. 
Handling requests outside of the outlined process 
 Walk-ons are situations where a piece has not been reviewed during the normal 
review process of the multidisciplinary team. Here, the piece is brought directly to the 
CCC meeting for review by the team. Walk- arounds entail a piece that is literally 
walked-around by a marketing person and each team member is asked to immediately 
review it and then it is walked to the next person. Both walk-ons and walk-arounds pose 
problems for reviewers. First, there is little to no time to review the piece. Second, it 
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causes them to stop or break the cycle of review and then turn their attention to this new 
piece. Third, what is done is done in haste and without much confirmation.  
Successful meeting participation 
 Finally, attendance and conduction of the reviewer at either a concept review 
meeting or a CCC meeting was identified as a problem. This is the instance where the 
reviewer has the most direct interaction with other roles. It is also where knowing their 
own role is important as well as the understanding of others’ roles. At times, the 
reviewers must defend their argument and be able to defend their argument with data.  
 The next part of the analysis was to analyze the potential learners. First, relevant 
characteristics of the learner pool were gathered. In GMA those participating in 
promotional review all have clinical backgrounds and are either physicians or 
pharmacists. The role of promotional review is one of the many roles they are asked to 
perform. Each GMA person is aligned to a therapeutic or disease state area and then to 
specific product team often based on their prior clinical experience. This 
multidisciplinary team that they are a member of includes legal, regulatory, editorial and 
marketing. The pharmacists, referred to as scientists, review the materials after an 
editorial review of the materials. The scientist then reviews the piece and if ready, passes 
it along to the physician. Promotional review is a large part of the scientist’s job. The 
physician also referred to as a clinical affairs member, reviews the piece and must attend 
the promotional review meeting where all members of the multidisciplinary team review 
and sign off on the piece. This role interfaces with all multidisciplinary, especially 
marketing. In addition to this role in promotional review, they also travel extensively 
presenting on their therapeutic area and also lead clinical trials. Both roles participate in 
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the promotional review process reviewing pieces in their offices and collaborating with 
others in meeting rooms. At the time of this study the process was entirely paper-driven. 
Because the roles vary to a great extent, it was determined to create two versions of the e-
Learning, physician- based and scientist- based. Both e-Learning designs will be 
discussed. 
3.8.2  Design 
The design included key design principles, including identifying relevant 
characteristics of the learner pool, determining relevant characteristics of the work 
settings, developing performance (as opposed to learning) objectives, adapting 
instructional strategies to the needs of the audience, and developing instructional 
materials that comply with learning requirements. 
Included in Table 2 below was the design approach that was used for this study. 
The design entails combining three models.  The researcher used Jonassen et al., (1999) 
to build the framework, Schank et al., (1999) goal-based scenario approach to adapt the 
stories gathered to learning scenarios and Quinn’s (2005) design model to provide the 
structure for engaging the learner with the conversion of scenarios into e-Learning 
simulations. The design outlined Jonassen’s et al (1999) sections of their constructivist-
learning environment and integrated both Schank’s et al (1999) and Quinn’s (2005) 
models within the framework. 
 The e-Learning program was designed from a novice perspective. Two versions 
of this program, one for the scientist role and one for the physician role were developed. 
During this program, the learner followed the new promotional reviewer through a day of 
events and meetings for promotional review. Throughout the day, different characters 
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appear to help guide the learner as well as provide feedback based on the solutions 
chosen for problems encountered. A request from the approvers of this program was to 
make the completion time no more than 45 minutes.  This section outlines the details for 
that design. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Screen shot of main interface, Physician version 
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Figure 6.      Screen shot of characters: Physician version 
 Based on the learner analysis and program goals the scientist role performance 
objectives were determined to be: 
a) Recognize  the value of participation in promotional review 
b) Understand how your role and the roles of other promotional review participants 
fit in the promotional review process 
c) Become familiar with policies that guide promotional review 
d) Have more productive interactions with other participants in the process 
e) Make more informed decisions about promotional pieces 
Based on the learner analysis and program goals the physician role performance 
objectives were determined to be: 
a) Recognize the value of your participation in the promotional review process 
b) Understand how your role and the roles of other team members fit into the 
promotional review process 
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c) Become familiar with the policies that guide promotional review 
d) Have more productive interactions with other promotional review members 
e) Make more informed decisions about how to treat promotional pieces under 
review 
 Learning strategies that were adapted for the audience included a seat time of 
approximately thirty minutes, frequent interaction and the use of story for context and 
engagement and conversion of the stories captured to simulation scenarios for problem 
solving activities. The design of the program combined three models of problem solving ( 
Jonassen et.al., 1999) goal-based scenarios ( Schank, et.al., 1999) and story to scenario 
conversion (Quinn, 2005).   The following table illustrates how the models were 
combined to form the instructional design model for the program. Each of Schank, et.al’s 
(1999) and Quinn’s(2005) elements were framed under Jonassen et.al’s., (1999) 
constructivist learning environment for problem solving. 
  
Table 5. Design Approach for Problem Centering 
 
Components Included in Problem Centering 
Build the Framework Jonassen, Prevish, Christy, and Stavrulaki (1999) 
Specific Components: 
Problem Representation, Problem Presentation, Manipulation Space 
Problem Representation 
 Based on the themes and categories from the stories collected problems concerning (a) walk-ons or 
walk- arounds, (b) rejection of pieces and (c) their role in a concept or CCC meeting was chosen for both 
scientists and physicians. 
In the e-Learning piece these problems were presented as scenarios and simulations in which the learner 
had to use what was learned in the module and then make a decision when the situation arose. The learner 
was first presented with simpler exercises and then graduated to more difficult exercises. The exercises 
prepared the learner with the information needed to solve the problems later encountered.  
Manipulation Space 
 This was limited due to legal and regulatory restrictions. Reviewers of the e-Learning limited the 
ability to design a program where the learner could record thoughts and problem-solving work due to the 
chance that it may be taken out of context and raise questions about the effectiveness of the promotional 
review process. The closest element to the manipulation space as a virtual planner. The planner contained 
key points and facts needed for use throughout the program. The planner was automatically populated. The 
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learner was not able to add or change elements in the planner during problem- solving exercises. 
Adapt to a Scenario Schank, Berman, and MacPherson (1999) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.     Daily Planner Used in Program 
An example of adapting to a scenario is seen below. 
    
Table 6. Example Scientist Scenario/ Simulation for Problem Centering 
 
Scenario  Title: Graph Change: Supporting Theme: Roles and Responsibilities 
Mission Scientists must help Pat who is a new scientist 
reviewer make good decisions during promotional 
review. 
 
Cover Story React appropriately within role. Understand role 
limitations and expectations. 
Role Scientist, Marketing, Editorial, Physician 
Scenario Operations/ Engage with a Simulation Pat notices a graph that is slightly different from the 
reference that supports it. Pat decides to fix it 
herself. Feedback is as follows: 
Ellen, Editorial- Don’t fix it. I checked the details 
on it already. 
Mike, Marketing- Thanks, we’re on track. 
Carl, Physician- You shouldn’t have fixed it, it’s the 
ad agency’s job to provide accurate information. 
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Table 7. Design Approach for Related Cases 
 
Components Included in Related Cases 
Build the Framework Jonassen, Prevish, Christy, and Stavrulaki (1999) 
 
Related cases help the learner identify with the problem- solving skills needed by relating to similar 
problems that have been solved. 
The Scientist version contained three related cases. Each case was introduced by the supervisor to 
provide context for the situation that the learner was to engage in. The three cases included, (a) performing 
medical rounds in a hospital setting in which the scientist had to collaborate with other professionals, (b) 
comparing the 5Rs, right drug, dose, route, patient and time with right promotional piece, audience, 
information, recommendation and rejection, (c) Pharmacy and Therapeutics committee meetings which 
entail deciding which drugs to use in the hospital and using those same skills with negotiations, 
collaboration and communication. 
Physicians utilized three related cases. These cases entailed (a) using good judgment skills as they 
did in clinical practice is also needed for judging medical and scientific accuracy of piece, (b) reviewing 
medical journal articles to see if it was appropriate to patients as review of promotional material must be 
appropriate for patients, and (c) utilization of medical knowledge for treating patients is also used to review 
pieces that may be used for patients. 
Annotated Examples 
Characters explained the thinking or problem-solving steps behind the activity. When the learner 
made a decision, he or she had the opportunity to click on a character to hear what the person was thinking 
and what factored into the feedback that the character gave the learner. 
Adapt to a Scenario Schank, Berman, and MacPherson (1999); Engage with a Simulation 
Quinn, 2005  
The cases themselves were scenarios. There were no simulations for related cases. 
 
   
Table 8. Design Approach for Information Resources 
 
Components Include in Information Resources 
Build the Framework Jonassen, Prevish, Christy, and Stavrulaki (1999) 
The Reference Center housed information and tools needed to support problem solving. This was 
accessible at all time by the learners. Documents such as (a) Criteria for Acceptable References, (b) Policy 
420, and (c) SOP for Promotional Review are located in the Reference Center. 
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Figure 8.     Reference Center 
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Table 9. Design Approach for Cognitive Construction Tools 
 
Components Included in Cognitive Construction Tools 
Build the Framework Jonassen, Prevish, Christy, and Stavrulaki (1999) 
Skills used in solving these problems must be identified. After those skills are identified, support 
for the learner to acquire those skills during this problem solving process must be evident.  A daily planner 
was provided for the learner that listed key points and tools and resources used.  
 
Table 10.  Example of Scenario Using Cognitive Construction Tools 
 
Scenario: Walk-on/Walk-around and Rejection 
Prior Knowledge Policies, process, procedure, medical/ clinical knowledge, references support data, 
your role versus others’ roles 
Actions Needed Follow policy and procedure, make decisions 
Results and 
Interpretation 
Refusal of walk-on and walk-around if procedure not followed. Refusal of walk-
on. Reduce amount of walk-ons submitted, resulting in fewer walk-ons and correct 
process followed. Act within role specifications. Confidently reject a piece when 
needed. Discuss reasons needed to reject piece with marketing.  
Goal Reduce number of walk-ons/ arounds. Follow proper procedure for it when 
deemed necessary. Reject pieces that need major revision. 
Context and 
Solution 
See Tables 5 and 6 
Lessons Learned By not rejecting pieces that need revisions and/or do not follow the submission 
process ti may discourage people to attempt to circumvent the process. It also 
teaches the learner to act and stay within role using the policy and procedure to 
support the decision. 
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Table 11. Design Approach for Conversation/ Collaboration 
 
Components Included in Conversation/Collaboration Tools 
Build the Framework Jonassen, Prevish, Christy, and Stavrulaki (1999) 
Specific Components: Scaffolding, Modeling, Coaching 
These elements surround scaffolding, modeling and coaching for the learner as they proceed 
through the program.  
The collaboration came from the use of the characters providing feedback. There was no face-to-
face collaboration or electronic means to collaborate and solve problems. The planner tool was the only 
means that was approved for support. 
Adapt to a Scenario Schank, Berman, and MacPherson (1999)  
This aspect involved the use of reflection. The learner was able to reflect using: 
a) Voice-overs from characters 
b) Summaries of problem-solving activities 
c) The entry of key points into the planner 
d) Interactivity to check understanding 
There was no free form area for reflection permitted by legal review. 
Engage with a Simulation (Quinn, 2005) 
The learner participated in the story as a new person and was provided with a supervisor to 
support their learning. In most instances the support was seen in the way of coaching as the characters 
would be available for support during problem solving. There was no modeling in this program because 
during action review, physicians or scientists begin participating along with the supervisor instead of 
watching the supervisor. Scaffolding was illustrated in the concept or CCC meeting scenario. The 
supervisors were present to start the thinking process but then stepped back and let the learner make the 
decisions. The supervisor then provided coaching on the performance as did the other characters. 
 
Table 12. Design Approach for Social/Contextual Support 
 
Components of Social/ Contextual Support 
Build the Framework Jonassen, Prevish, Christy, and Stavrulaki (1999) 
Specific Components: Scaffolding, Modeling, Coaching 
These elements surround scaffolding, modeling and coaching for the learner as they proceed 
through the program.  
Adapt to a Scenario Schank, Berman, and MacPherson (1999); Engage with a Simulation (Quinn, 2005) 
The learner participated in the story as a new person and was provided with a supervisor to 
support their learning. In most instances the support was seen in the way of coaching as the characters 
would be available for support during problem solving. There was no modeling in this program because 
during action review, physicians or scientists begin participating along with the supervisor instead of 
watching the supervisor. Scaffolding was illustrated in the concept or CCC meeting scenario. The 
supervisors were present to start the thinking process but then stepped back and let the learner make the 
decisions. The supervisor then provided coaching on the performance as did the other characters. 
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 3.8.3  Developing the On-Line Environment 
After the design was complete, the programming of the content and interactivities 
was outsourced to Performance Development Group (PDG) Wayne, PA. PDG is a 
preferred vendor of Wyeth Pharmaceuticals and an e-Learning vendor with more than 20 
years experience. Kate Wartchow, PhD, Director of Instructional Design at PDG oversaw 
the transition of the design into the development phase. Dr. Wartchow is a skilled 
educational researcher who has overseen the dissertation process for University of 
Pennsylvania students. 
 3.8.4  Storyboard Review 
 After the storyboard was created, a team of each role represented in the e-Learning 
reviewed the piece. At Wyeth, all materials, even those not used for promotional 
purposes are deemed discoverable, meaning that should a litigation instance arise and this 
e-Learning piece is in question, the company would not want any component 
misrepresenting the company or the promotional review process. The team met on two 
occasions while conducting individual reviews that were then shared with the entire team. 
Outcomes of this review involved, (a) minimizing story details that were found 
questionable, (b) re-phrasing text to more accurately reflect the role and minimize risk to 
the company, (c) omitting certain ill-structured stories because of the risk of 
interpretation. 
  3.8.5  Pilot 
 The pilot consisted of twelve persons, six physicians and six scientists. Even with 
two versions of the program, pilot feedback was very similar across the versions. Most of 
the comments were related to navigational elements and learner supports throughout the 
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program. Items such as reference documents were not consistent in both versions nor 
were linked to the Reference Center. The documents were made consistent and links were 
established to the Reference Center. Support tools such as the daily planner were 
enhanced by adding different color tabs. The introduction to the program involved the 
learner clicking different items to advance the screen. This was found to be confusing and 
was simplified. A common compliant was the lack of control of the audio throughout the 
program. As a result, the learners were given more control of the audio and were allowed 
to skip through screens. The navigational icons were changed to be more intuitive after 
the participants noted they could not figure out what they were. Some answers to 
questions were incorrect and these edits were made as well. 
3.9  Data Collection 
 Data collection involved a variety of different means. This collection included, 
story collection, on-line assessment results, survey, a focus group and observations. Each 
of these components are described.  
  3.9.2  On-Line Assessment 
 The learners were asked to complete an on-line assessment after completing the on-
line learning. This assessment contained scenarios or problems that the learner must 
answer correctly. These are well-constructed problems using multiple choices. The 
results were automatically stored in a testing database. The researcher was able to run 
reports to determine overall scores and which answers were selected for each question. 
 3.9.3  Survey 
The survey was used to assess the learner’s experience and effectiveness of the 
on-line design. The purpose of this survey was to gather quantitative data to make 
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inferences about the population’s experience participating in the e-Learning (Babbie, 
1990). Participants included only those that have participated in the on-line learning. The 
researcher used an on-line self-administered, survey tool, Inquisite® to create, send the 
survey and tabulate data. This existing tool is the company standard. Participants have 
completed surveys prior to this using the tool and data is automatically tabulated in a 
database when responses are given. The questions on the survey aimed to assess the 
effectiveness of the learning design and gather information about the type of learners 
participating. Questions contained background on former problem solving and decision 
making training as well as demographics. The survey also contained questions pertaining 
to the effectiveness of the framework, and use of scenarios and use of simulations to 
support problem solving. Continuous scales containing strongly disagree, disagree, 
undecided, agree, and strongly agree were used for answering the questions. Categorical 
scales allowing the participants to rank the most useful aspects of the on-line learning 
were also be included. Open-ended or text entry questions were also used to allow 
participants to add comments not addressed in the survey questions. The data was 
collected only one time after participation on the e-Learning program. 
The survey followed a sequence of five steps, (a) Week one, email sent to 
participants announcing the survey’s distribution the following week, (b) Week two, 
email of a link to the survey containing an introduction, and instructions for completion 
within two weeks, (c) Week three, follow-up email reminding participants to complete 
the survey, (d) Week four email, from department heads, reminding the participants to 
complete the survey, (e) Week five, thank you email sent to all participants and stating 
that the survey collection period is now ended (Salant & Dillman, 1994). 
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   3.9.3.1      Reliability and Validity of the Survey 
 Reliability refers to the tool’s ability to produce consistent and repeatable 
information. Validity of a tool refers to the accuracy of a tool in identifying learners’ 
experiences with the e-Learning (Gately, 1999). Internal reliability involves data 
collection, analysis and interpretations conducted in the same conditions (Wiersma, 
2000). The strategy office team, responsible for survey creation and distribution 
throughout the company field-tested the survey to validate the content and improve 
questions and scales. The researcher then incorporate these comments into the survey and 
send the modified version to study participants. 
 3.9.4 On-Line Learning Observation  
 Learners were selected from those that have volunteered and were observed as they 
navigate through the learning. The use of an observation protocol was used to record the 
observation. The protocol followed the observation protocol as suggested by Creswell 
(2003). The protocol will include, (a) demographic information, (b) time, (c) place, (d) 
date of field setting, and (e) location where observation takes place. The researcher 
designed the protocol as a two-columned chart, with descriptive notes on the left and 
reflective notes on the right. The descriptive notes contained, “portraits of reconstruction 
of dialogue, description of physical setting, and accounts of particular events or 
activities” (Creswell, 2003, p.189). The reflective notes included “the researcher’s 
personal thoughts- speculating feelings, problems, ideas, hunches, impressions and 
prejudices”(Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p. 121). The researcher was unable to record the 
observation, because of the sensitive subject matter. 
   3.9.4.1  Reliability and Validity of the Observation Protocol 
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 The observation protocol was field-tested with e-Learning instructional designers to 
determine the validity and reliability of the protocol. Suggestions and improvements were 
incorporated and a revision version will be used with the study participants. 
 3.9.5 Focus Group Interviews 
 The interviews were open-ended and semi-structured. The group interview protocol 
was used to guide the interview and was structured similarity using Creswell’s (2003) 
protocol suggestions. The protocol used the same format as the observation protocol as 
suggested by Creswell (2003). The protocol included, (a) time, (b) place, (c) date of field 
setting, and (d) location where the session takes place. The researcher designed the 
protocol as a two-columned chart, with focus group questions on the left and reflective 
notes or feedback on the right.  
  3.9.5.1   Reliability and Validity of the Interview Protocol 
 The interview protocol was field-tested with e-Learning instructional designers to 
determine the validity and reliability of the protocol. Suggestions and improvements were 
incorporated and a revision version will be used with the study participants. 
3.9.6  Validity 
Throughout the phases of the data collection, it was important to consider validity 
and threats to it. The researcher employed triangulation to the data collection methods to 
increase the validity of the data. Ways in which the researcher did this included, member 
checking. This included confirming data with participants for correctness. This was 
conducted after, the survey, observation and focus group. As data was gathered in the 
focus group interviews, all data, even negative, was captured and considered for analysis. 
Drexel University faculty will serve as a peer debrief. This aided the researcher in 
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analyzing the qualitative data and provided additional perspectives as to reduce the bias 
brought to the study. The researcher acknowledged her biases through self-reflection 
and/or reflective analysis throughout the research.  
The researcher also acknowledged threats to validity from internal and external 
sources.  Internally, the procedures used during the research and the participants may 
have influenced incorrect conclusions or inferences to be drawn by the researchers.  The 
procedures were well designed and took into account that with a qualitative element and 
no control group, the participants may have spoken with each other or become more 
educated over time about the research and gain differing perspectives than from when 
they were first interviewed. External threats to validity can also result in drawing 
incorrect inferences and also incorrect generalizations to persons outside of the study that 
are inaccurate.  Analysis of the data through the use of statistics, may have also posed a 
threat because of the risk of poor methods chosen or methods followed incorrectly, or 
mathematical errors resulting in incorrect analysis. The researcher consulted a statistical 
expert to review the statistical approach and the results for this study to increase the 
validity of the results Creswell (2003). 
4.0 Data Analysis 
Analysis of data derived from the different collection means was conducted using 
quantitative and qualitative analysis. Analysis of the learning management system, on-
line assessment, survey, observation and focus groups will be discussed. 
 4.0.1 Learning Management System Data 
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 The researcher used the completed status from the learning management system 
using descriptive analysis, utilizing, mean, standard deviation and a range of scores to 
interpret results.  
 4.0.2 On-Line Assessment 
 Similar to the learning management system data, the researcher used the report 
from the on-line testing engine and used descriptive analysis, utilizing, mean, standard 
deviation and a range of scores to interpret results. Graphs and charts were used 
accordingly. 
 4.0.3 Survey 
 The survey data analysis involved reporting the number of potential survey 
participants and actual survey participants. The researcher also determined if a response 
bias had occurred. A response bias involves the case if the nonrespondents had 
responded; their responses would have substantially changed the overall results of the 
survey. The researcher used wave analysis, examining returns each week to determine if 
average responses have changed (Leslie, 1972). Those responding in the last week of the 
survey may be almost nonresponders and may alter the results. The researcher captured 
the results using descriptive analysis, utilizing, mean, standard deviation and a range of 
scores. Graphs and charts will be used accordingly.  
 4.0.4 Observation 
 The researcher first organized and prepared the data for analysis. Gaining a general 
sense of the information is a first step in beginning to analyze it. The researcher posed 
questions about the data. These questions guided the reflection of the researcher. This 
involved transcribing observation data, scanning screen shots and coding and themeing 
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the data gathered. Coding is the process of organizing information in chunks. It involves 
assigning categories and labeling the categories, then assigning data to those categories 
(Rossman, and Rallis, 1998). The researcher used the coding categories to provide a rich 
description of the participants, places and event when the observation took place. A 
narrative was used to pull together the description and the themes that emerged from the 
analysis. Finally, the researcher interpreted the data. A capturing of best practices is an 
example of interpretation. The researcher’s own interpretation and background will play 
an important part in this aspect. 
 4.0.5 Focus Group Analysis 
 The researcher followed the process and procedure for analyzing the observation 
data as noted above. 
5.  Summary 
By employing a mixed methods approach to gain a better understanding of the case 
study, it is important to note that the many variables incorporated while designing an e-
Learning program can alter the perception of the effectiveness of such instructional 
design. Since learning is constructed by the learner, the items he uses to support his 
learning and the success and failure with those items will affect his perception of the 
program. Other learners may vary greatly in their opinions as they may have had a very 
different experience. This study yielded rich data due to a sample size of 46 people, 
employing a survey, a learner observation and focus groups. However, the researcher is 
cautious to not generalize to larger populations, recognizing the limitations of a case 
study. 
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4. RESULTS 
1.  Introduction 
As stated in Chapter 1, the research focus is to explore the effect of a 
constructivist, e-Learning platform, utilizing story, to support the solving of problems. 
The study explored the issue by examining, from the learner’s perspective, the 
effectiveness of the learning and problem-solving activities during the review of 
promotional materials as a result of the design of the e-Learning program. There were 
two versions of the program, one for the scientist role and one for the physician role.  
 
 
 
Figure 9.     Screen shot of main interface, Physician version 
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Figure 10.     Screen shot of characters: Physician version 
Forty-six participants of both roles completed the e-Learning program and 
participated in the survey. Seventeen of that group also participated in the focus groups. 
One physician reviewer participated in the on-line learning observation. The e-Learning 
design, development and learner experience provided a rich and complex examination of 
the research questions. A completion and on-line assessment were provided. 
The use of mixed-methods, with a focus on qualitative elements provided a 
comprehensive perspective on the personal experiences of the organizational employees. 
This method provided a rich and comprehensive investigation of the study’s topic and 
context. 
 Participant’s perceptions with regards to the e-Learning program’s ability to 
support problem solving during promotional review were mostly positive and also similar 
between roles of physician and scientist.  
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 This chapter is organized by research questions posed in Chapter 3. Each piece of 
data, survey, focus groups and observations was triangulated to examine how the data 
answered the research questions. 
 1.1 Research Questions 
 The following research questions guided the methodology of the study. Analysis 
was conducted to arrive at answers to the questions.  
 
1. How effective was the instructional design incorporating story and problem solving, 
in an on-line, constructivist environment for training medical reviewers within a 
promotional material review process?  
 Other research questions that the researcher included are: 
a) How effective was the use of story in an on-line context in supporting 
problem solving? 
b) How did the learner use the design elements to construct their own 
knowledge/learning? 
c) How successful did the learners feel they were in solving the problems 
encountered in the on-line context? 
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2.0 Data Analysis 
 Data analysis included many different sources. Data was derived from the learning 
management system, which housed the e-Learning program, an on-line assessment 
following the completion of the e-Learning program, a survey, learner observation, focus 
group interviews. 
2.1 Learning Management System Data 
 Unfortunately the only data that was able to be captured was a completion rate. The 
program was built for more detailed tracking such as the selection of solution options but 
the enablement of the tracking would have entailed Information Systems Department 
creating a report to capture the data. They were unable to do this. This was a mandatory 
training for all GMA personnel. Therefore the completion rate was forty-six people. 
2.2 On-Line Assessment 
 The participants were required to complete an on-line assessment after completing 
the e-Learning. The questions were scenarios that encompassed many of the details from 
the program that the learner would then have to connect and solve the problem correctly.  
For each role, there were three scenarios with one correct choice. The participants had to 
pass the assessment with a 90% or greater. Since there were only three questions, all 
learners had to successfully answer all questions correctly. The assessment questions can 
be found in the Appendix. 
2.3 Types of Data 
Three different data sources were used to answer the research questions. A survey, 
learner observation and focus groups were. Details for each data source will be outlined 
2.4 Survey 
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 The survey was used to assess the demographics and background of the learner, the 
learner’s experience and the effectiveness of the program’s instructional design. A total 
of 46 responses were gathered. There was a potential for 64 participants, 46 completed 
the survey. Therefore resulting in a 72% completion rate .A response bias did not occur. 
There were 16 participants that responded in the last week of the survey, however the 
overall results did not change.   
However, one participant realized that he had already taken the survey and 
stopped answering questions at question twelve.  Participants included only those that 
participated in the on-line learning. The researcher used an on-line self-administered, 
survey tool, Inquisite® to create, send the survey and tabulate data. This existing tool is 
the company standard. Participants have completed surveys prior to this using the tool 
and data is automatically tabulated in a database when responses are given. The questions 
on the survey aimed to assess the effectiveness of the learning design and gather 
information about the type of learners participating. Questions contained background on 
former problem solving and decision making training as well as demographics. The 
survey also contained questions pertaining to the effectiveness of the framework, and use 
of scenarios and use of simulations to support problem solving.  
A Likert, continuous scale containing 1 for strongly disagree, 2 for disagree, 3 for 
undecided,  4 for agree, and  5 for strongly agree were used for answering the questions. 
Categorical scales allowing the participants to rank the most useful aspects of the on-line 
learning were also included. Open-ended or text entry questions were also used to allow 
participants to add comments not addressed in the survey questions. There were a total of 
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17 questions. The data was collected only one time after participation on the e-Learning 
program. 
The survey followed a sequence of five steps, (a) Week one, email sent to 
participants announcing the survey’s distribution the following week, (b) Week two, 
email of a link to the survey containing an introduction, and instructions for completion 
within two weeks, (c) Week three, follow-up email reminding participants to complete 
the survey, (d) Week four email, from department heads, reminding the participants to 
complete the survey, (e) Week five, thank you email sent to all participants and stating 
that the survey collection period is now ended (Salant & Dillman, 1994). 
2.5  On-Line Learning Observation 
 Only one physician volunteered to observe her as she completed her program. This 
single session was 37 minutes in length and took place in her office. Overall, the 
physician was making all attempts to skip over any item possible to complete the learning 
in the shortest amount of time possible. The themes from this session includes, Get to the 
Point and Instant Learning. These themes were triangulated along with survey results and 
focus group themes. These details are listed below. 
2.6 Focus Group Analysis 
Seventeen of the same group that participated in the survey also participated in 
the focus groups. There were four focus group sessions in total each session was 1-hour 
in length. Session 1 had 6 participants, session 2 had five participants, session 3 had 4 
participants and session 5 had 2 participants. The themes from these sessions included 
(a), overall reaction to the program, (b) introduction to the program, (c) role-based 
approach, (d) use of audio/pace of program, (e) instructional design, (f) tool utility, (g) 
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use of story, (h) novice perspective, (i) related cases,  and (j) problem- solving. The 
details included in these themes were triangulated along with the survey and learner 
observation data as they supported the answering of the research questions and can be 
found below. 
2.7 Demographics of the Participants 
 The forty-six participants were comprised of 70% Caucasian, an even distribution 
between males and females and the highest participating age group being 46-55.  Slightly 
more physicians than scientists participated. 
 
 
Figure 11.     Race of Participants 
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Figure 12.     Genders of Participants 
 
 
Figure 13.     Survey Participants Results By Age 
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Figure 14.     Survey Participant Results for Roles 
 
2.8 Training and Education Background of Participants 
 Prior to this e-Learning less than half received some type of mentoring for 
problem-solving or decision-making. Both mentoring and observation were the most 
selected as prior training needs in the role of promotional review. It is interesting to 
compare by role the prior training experience. A further analysis between the roles of 
physician and scientist revealed a majority of physicians were more likely to have prior 
mentoring whereas a majority of scientists did not receive any prior training. 
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Figure 15.     Survey Results: Formal Training Experience 
 
 
Figure 16.     Survey Results: Formal Training on Promotional Review 
 
Table 13. Descriptive Statistics for Survey Questions 
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 The following categories emerged from the survey, learner observation and the 
focus groups. Each type of data is presented to support the category listed. 
 2.9.1  Category: Overall Design of the Program 
  2.9.1.1      Survey Results 
 When asked if “ the design of the e-Learning environment including navigation, 
look and feel, tools and resources supported the solving of the problems encountered in 
the learning”, 63% submitted a rating of 4 or agree. Participants were also provided a free 
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text area in the survey to answer or record comments if there was anything that they 
especially liked or disliked about the program. One participant noted that the “the flow, 
interactivity, and use of case scenarios aided in the learning and helped to keep my 
interest.” 
 
  
Figure 17.     Survey Results: Formal Training on Promotional Review 
 
2.9.1.2      Focus Group Results 
 Remarks that were echoed throughout the sessions included that the program was 
valuable, keep their interest, and provided a good model for doing things. Comments 
were made about the aesthetically pleasing interface, appropriate length of time and a 
validation for what was learned. 
 It was interesting to note that when most participants were asked for feedback on 
design they shared thoughts on the navigation. The participants did not like the forced-
linear progression of the program; they wanted to be able to skip from section to section. 
2.9.2     Category: Introduction to the Program 
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 This category only surfaced in the focus group sessions. Even after this was 
addressed during the pilot, the introductory screens were a common complaint. The 
complaint entailed that screens were cumbersome and confusing. Participants used terms 
and phrases such as “drudgery”, “insane amount of clicking”, “I was dying for a simple 
next button.”  
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Figure 18.     Introductory Screens 
 
2.9.3     Category: Ranking Instructional Design Elements 
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 2.9.3.1     Survey Results 
 When asked to rank the most helpful design elements for problem solving both 
roles, scenarios were the first choice, with a close second between related cases, 
scenarios, and simulation and a third place for story. 
 
Figure 19.     Ranking most helpful instructional design elements 
 
2.9.4     Category: Use of Audio/ Pace of Program 
This topic was not asked nor did it appear in the open-ended remarks on the survey. 
 2.9.4.1  Focus Group 
 The participants commented on the importance of being able to advance through 
the audio segments at a rapid pace. They were pleased they could click through the audio 
and not wait for the narrator to read all the text on screen.  
 2.9.4.2  Learner Observation Results 
 The physician’s goal was to complete the program in the shortest amount of time 
possible. At any time, she would make attempts with the audio or screen to click on items 
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to try to advance the program. She remarked how she did not read instructions or pay 
attention to most of the content. 
2.9.5     Category: Role-Based Approach 
 2.9.5.1 Focus Group Results 
 This category only appeared in the focus group sessions. Participants noted that this 
approach, justified their own role and its boundaries in the promotional review process. 
One person noted that this approach translated well into an e-Learning environment. 
2.9.6     Category: Utility of the Tools 
 2.9.6.1 Survey Results 
 Only thirty of the forty-five participants answered the survey question pertaining to 
the ability to select resources and guides as being helpful for constructing knowledge 
needed for problem-solving. Out of those thirty, 57% selected 4 or agree in answering the 
question.  
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Figure 20.     Ranking of tools supportive of knowledge construction 
 When asked to rank the three most helpful tools or resources Reference Center was 
ranked highest with few participants providing any additional ranking of any of the other 
tools. Other tools included a glossary, and a daily planner.  
 
 
 
Figure 21.     Glossary 
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Figure 22.     Ranking of tools supportive of knowledge construction 
 2.9.6.2 Focus Group Results 
 Many participants noted that they did not use any of the tools available because 
they felt they did not need them and/or it was not obvious that tools were available. 
2.10 Category: Use of Story 
 2.10.1 Survey Results 
 Sixty-four percent of participants selected agree on the Likert Scale for the use of 
story involving a new person in being helpful in providing context. In the open-ended 
section of the survey, one participant remarked that the novice perspective may have 
“over-simplified” the learning. Another participant questioned whether “a new person 
would have enough context to ground the learning.” 
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Figure 23.     Survey result: Use of story 
 2.10.2 Focus Group Results 
 Overall, participants remarked how the use of story was supportive of learning and 
brought reality to the learning.  One commented in particular, “I liked the use of 
storytelling because I forgot I was learning.” Another participant disagreed with the use 
of story suggesting to “scale back on the use of story and simulation, I just want to get to 
the information.”  
 Participants mostly had favorable reviews of the novice perspective of the story.  
Some of the participants were actually new to the role of promotional review. They 
commented on the e-Learning as being helpful in clarifying the corresponding SOP.  
Other commented on the fact that it helps a new person relate to learning the new 
process, and it also provided reassurance that “it is ok to not have the foggiest idea of 
what is going on.” Those who were not new to the process provided mixed reviews. Most 
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found it clarifying and a good review, while others noted the difficulty in determining if a 
novice viewpoint was helpful because of their tenure with the process. 
2.11     Related Cases 
 2.11.1     Survey Results 
Participants were asked to rate the cases as they related to their experience in a clinical 
setting as helpful in better identifying the necessary skills to solve problems in the e-
Learning. 60% agreed with the statement.  
 
 
Figure 24.     Survey result: Related Cases 
 2.11.2 Focus Group Results 
The participants echoed the survey result in the focus groups, noting the clinical setting 
for the related cases was helpful. One comment was made by a physician that the P&T 
Committee example was not relevant. 
2.12 Category: Practice Activities 
 There was not a specific questions related to practice activities in the survey. 
 2.1.2.1 Focus Group Results 
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 This category was not a particular focus group question, but emerged as a category 
during the focus groups. The practice activities were well received by the participants as 
an opportunity to exercise their knowledge as well as break-up the content segments. 
Particular points were made on the variety and placement of the activities. One 
participant noted that they “liked the make a decision and get feedback activities- the 
most complicated ones, these were most helpful.” Another noted that he “could answer 
90% of the questions with no problems, sometimes I had to go back and listen the 
scenario again to get it correct.”  
2.13     Category: Problem Solving 
 2.13.1 Survey Results 
 Participants were asked about the relevancy of the problems in the program to 
actual problems that they have encountered. Over sixty percent of the respondents agreed 
that the problems were relevant.  
 
 
Figure 25.     Survey results: Relevancy of scenario problems 
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 They were also asked if they were able to utilize the decision-making process as 
supported in the e-Learning to arrive at the best possible solutions to the problems.  
Almost 60% selected agree in answering the question. It is interesting to note that almost 
30% answered the same question by selecting undecided or three to answer the question.  
This was one of the highest undecided percentages on the survey questions. 
 
Figure 26.     Survey results: Utilizing the decision-making process 
 Finally, the participants were asked if they were able to understand why the 
solutions were the best solutions. Seventy percent agreed that they understood. 
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Figure 27.     Survey result: Understanding of problem solution 
 
2.13.2  Focus Group Results 
 Participants had the opportunity to learn what the wrong solution to the problem 
was as much as arriving at the correct solution. Some asked for more difficult problems 
to solve because of the value in the activity. A reoccurring theme was that the scenarios 
dealing with walk-ons and rejecting pieces were most valuable. Comments by one 
participant noted that the problem-solving activity “just scratched the surface on how 
tough this is.” Another noted that “rejecting pieces- this is the toughest decision.”  It was 
interesting to note the participant’s remarks on how this activity supported them in 
rejecting pieces and gave them permission to do so.  The rejection topic seemed to be a 
very emotional one for the group. 
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Figure 28.     Problem Solving Simulation 
3.0 Summary of the Results 
 Overall the participants responded favorably when asked about how well the 
instructional design of the e-Learning program supported their learning of problem-
solving skills needed for their role in the promotional review process. Throughout the 
survey, participants chose mostly fours or agree on a five-point Likert scale when asked 
about various instructional design elements and if it support their learning of problem-
solving skills. When asked to rank the most helpful design elements for problem solving 
both roles, scenarios were the first choice, with a close second between related cases, 
scenarios, and simulation and a third place for story.  Next, the learning observation 
yielded comments from the physician that spoke to the need for the instructional design 
of the program to meet the needs of time constraints. Finally, the focus group participants 
shared rich, detailed feedback that echoed the survey results with regards to confirming 
that the instructional design of the program seemed to support the learning of problem-
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solving skills. They shared additional comments on the lack of use of the available tools, 
how the role-based and use of particular problems supported and validated their role, and 
how the use of problem-solving activities “just scratched the surface on how tough this 
is.” 
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5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
5.1.     Introduction 
 As an aid to the reader, this final chapter of the dissertation restates the research 
problem and reviews the major methods used in the study. The major sections of this 
chapter summarize the results and discuss their implications. 
 5.1.2      Statement of the problem 
 As explained in Chapter 2, the study reported here was a case study of forty-six 
physician and pharmacist reviewers participating in an e-Learning program analysis 
for training on the promotional materials review process for a pharmaceutical 
company. As, a case study, this research used a mixed-methods approach, with a 
greater emphasis on the qualitative perspective. The attempt was made to create an e-
Learning training program that supported the learning of problem-solving skills used 
through this promotional review process. The case study lasted approximately 13 
months through the analysis, design and development of the e-Learning and then 
concluded with feedback from the participants on the e-Learning program.  
 The case study relied chiefly on a survey, learner observation and focus groups. 
The researcher conducted a seventeen-question on-line survey involving the forty-six 
participants that became immediately available when participants completed the e-
Learning program. One physician volunteered to allow the researcher to observe her 
while she completed the e-Learning program. Four, 1-hour, focus groups were held 
with seventeen of the forty-six e-Learning and survey participants. 
5.2      Discussion of the Conclusions 
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 On the basis of this study alone, it is difficult to be certain about the factors 
accounting for the favorable response to the e-Learning program.  Three major 
conclusions resulted from this study: 
1. The organization lacks a constructivist mindset supporting the self- construction of 
problem-solving skills 
2. When an instructional design approach incorporated scenario, simulation and story, 
the use of story was minimized  
3. User experience with the program relates to the perception of instructional design 
effectiveness 
Each conclusion will be discussed with supporting literature and study results. 
1. The organization lacks a constructivist mindset supporting the self- construction 
of problem-solving skills 
 As an industry facing constant change, pharmaceutical organizations are facing 
numerous challenges that force them to seek alternative ways for achieving success 
(McCormick, 2003; Hayes, 2002). Nicani and Rajamanikan’s (2001), Brown and 
Denning’s (2005) and Jonassen (2000)’s work all speak to the need to learn to manage 
change and solve new problems. Gabriel’s work (2000) highlights that organizations are 
continuing to neglect the use of employee experiences to develop effective frameworks 
supporting the capture and dissemination of knowledge throughout the organization. 
Nicani and Rajamanikan’s (2001) work also suggests that organizations must create a 
culture that fosters learning and knowledge sharing.  This insight seen in this research 
study is in contrast to much research suggesting that organizations must create a culture 
that fosters collective learning and sharing of knowledge.   Specifically, this includes 
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support for constructivism ( Duffy and Jonassen, 1992), social constructivism (Dewey, 
1938) and situated learning (Lave, 1988; Brown et al, 1989) in order to develop problem-
solving skills. Jonassen, Howland, Moore and Marra (2003)’s work supports approaches 
for the learning of problem solving and creating meaningful learning.   
 Although, this is only one isolated case-study within the organization, it seems to 
struggle with this concept of constructivism. It is important to understand the nature of 
pharmaceutical organizations in which there is great need to maintain a certain level of 
ambiguity to safeguard intellectual capital.  This was seen during the story collection 
process in which problem-solving stories were gathered from medical reviewers for use 
within the e-Learning. Many of the stories that demonstrated how different people 
constructed their own approach to solving a particular problem were immediately 
discarded. The researcher knew that a requirement for the program was legal and 
regulatory approval. As a result, stories that did not have a standard approach to solving 
problems that could be easily mapped would most likely not be approved. Each training 
program in the organization is reviewed as though it may be needed in a litigious 
situation and extreme precaution is taken to reduce the risk to the organization. 
 When developing the tools and resources, the features of the tools were limited for 
the same litigious possibility. The original design entailed having a Daily Planner where 
the user could enter in thoughts and important points and/or work through problems as 
they were encountered throughout the program, therefore supporting Jonassen et al’s 
(1999) instructional model. Unfortunately, only a planner that had approved and pre-
populated text was allowed. This greatly limited the learner’s ability to construct their 
own knowledge. Finally, the original proposal for the flow and completion of the 
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program involved the ability to progress through the sections of the e-Learning in any 
manner. The researcher also proposed to suggest that new promotional reviewers 
complete the program since most of the content covered was at an introductory level. 
Supervisors of the potential participants desired to have each person proceed linearly and 
visit each and every screen in order to complete the learning. They also decided to have 
any person reviewing promotional materials and regardless of years of experience to 
complete the e-Learning. These decisions greatly limited the ability for the learners to 
construct their own knowledge and may have also affected the results seen in the survey, 
learner observation and focus group.  
 The use of a constructivist framework can pose potential difficulties for learners. 
This approach requires self-direction on the part of the learner to utilize tools and 
resources as needed to learn. Learners can resist this approach because of the amount of 
effort required (Perkins, 1992). Unfortunately, since constructivism was minimized 
within this e-Learning, this effect was not noted. This insight begs the question for this 
organization, is it worth it to sacrifice learning at the expense of risk aversion?  If this is a 
time of great change, and there is a need to learn more and learn differently, should 
constructivism not be embraced as a means of managing change? 
 Results from the survey, learner observation and focus group provided insights to 
the use of constructivism among the learners. If as an organization, they are lacking a 
constructivist framework, are the learners also lacking this as well?  First, a majority of 
the participants, 37%, fell within the 46-55 age range. It could be assumed that these 
individuals may not have been exposed to a constructivist approaches in former learning 
situations. All the participants are either Doctors of Pharmacy or Medical Doctors, both 
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of whose training does not classically involve learning  from a constructivist approach.  
These healthcare professionals as participants have a very distinctive decision-making 
process that may not involve constructivist methods. 
 A common statement across the focus groups was concerning the need to quickly 
progress through the program. It is possible that without an understanding or value of 
how knowledge is constructed, the completion of the program has more importance. This 
was also confirmed in the learning observation. When the researcher observed a 
physician completing the e-Learning, she was very candid in her comments when she 
shared that she “never reads directions” and it “doesn’t matter if I miss questions” 
because she was “just trying to get through it as quickly as possible.”  
 During the survey when asked about which tools were most used, eighteen people 
did not even answer the question and when asked the same question in the focus groups, 
participants remarked that they did not use the tools or did not even notice them. They 
stated that they felt that the tools were not needed. This may have been the case because 
they did not place an emphasis on the tools to support them in constructing knowledge.  
2. When an instructional design incorporated scenario, simulation and story, the use 
of story was minimized  
 Brown, Denning, Groh, and Prusak (2005) discussed how learning within an 
organization comes from a combination of employees’ previous experience and 
knowledge and situations encountered in the workplace. What organizations are 
continually neglecting is reflection on those work experiences. The process of reflecting 
allows the person to process the information and supports him or her in converting it into 
explicit steps. In order for this to happen, organizations need to unlearn what has not been 
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effective. Laffey et al’s (1997) research suggests that employees need to learn skills on 
how to access and interpret information. Cook and Brown’s (1999) work reveled that 
employees use narrative or story when reflecting back on their work experiences.  
Solving problems involves reflection. Schon’s work (1983) showed the value of 
reflecting in action as a person was solving a problem. What he found was that the 
reflection was in the form of a narrative.  The connection of story as a support for 
problem solving is often seem as a result of rich, qualitative research where researchers  
while studying a group of participants see the use of story emerge when participants 
discuss their problems. Orr’s (1996) research with Xerox photocopy technicians shared 
and diagnosed problems by telling stories. An important finding was that the ability to 
solve problems had great value. Boje (1991) studied a group of employees at an office 
supply firm. He found that stories were a main component of shaping the company 
perception. Polkinghorn (1988) in his research on story found that employees had a 
preference for the use of narrative over facts and figures when information from the 
organization was dispersed. Klein and Calderwood’s (1998) work with stories revealed 
that stories provide the needed context to solve problems. 
The use of story in organizations to solve dilemmas has been researched. Story’s 
use has been seen in identifying cultural norms (Hansen and Kahnweiler, 1993), training 
and orienting new employees (Kleiner and Roth, 1997), and making sense of the 
workplace (Hurt and Metzger (2000).  Nike used stories to gather feedback from 
customers on their products. Verizon used stories during their leadership development 
programs (Hurt and Metzger, 2000). The World Bank Organization used stories to instill 
the concept of Knowledge Management throughout the organization (Denning, 2001). 
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Story has also been proven to be effective because it embodies adult learning principles 
(Hannabus, 2000), active learning (Arnette, 2002), self- development and reflection 
(Cortazzi, 1993) and social constructivism (Dewey, 1938). Organizations have used story 
to share and support learning across the organization (Hannabus, 2000); Weick, 1985, 
Hansen and Kahnweiler, 1993, Gabriel, 2000). Story has been used by such organizations 
such as the United States Government during World War II, and Shell Oil during the 
1973 Oil Embargo (Schwartz, 1996).  
There is little research in the use of story in an on-line environment and even less 
in non-academic settings such as a pharmaceutical organization (Jonassen, Hernandez- 
Serrano, 2002). The research that does exists in mostly on-line screen design research and 
lacks rigor (Murphy and Cifuentes, 2001) consisting of much theoretical and anecdotal 
research instead of primary research (Anglin and Morrison, 200l; Hara and Kling, 1999). 
Swap, Leonard, Shields and Abrams (2001) research on story’s use in learning situations 
questioned where critical skills such as problem solving and other competencies could be 
transferred with the use of story. 
Jonassen et al (1998) calls for the need to support the learner in creating his or her 
own knowledge. This is in comparison to traditional approaches which involve the 
presentation of the information to the learner and having the learner interpret and then 
process the information. Jonassen et al (1998) call for new instructional design models 
incorporating story, simulation and scenarios. If the use of story is effective for framing 
and supporting problem solving, an understanding of how people solve problems and 
how they learn to solve problems is essential.  
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Merrill, a leading expert and researcher in field of instructional design (2001) 
researched and compared instructional design models that included a focus on problem-
solving. He evaluated them according to how well they met his first principles of 
integration of the learning and learner, activation, application and demonstration. He 
evaluated models based on their ability to facilitate learning because such design 
elements are present such as, (a) learners are engaged in solving real-world problems, (b) 
existing knowledge is activated as a foundation for new knowledge, (c) new knowledge is 
demonstrated to the learner, (d) knowledge is applied by the learner, (e) new knowledge 
is integrated into the learner’s world. Of all the models that Merrill (2001) examined, 
Schank et al’s (1999) Goal-based scenario model and Jonassen et al’s (1999) 
constructivist learning environment were best suited for scenario and problem-solving 
based instructional designs. 
When reviewing Schank et al’s (1999) Goal-based scenario model he noted the 
importance of using the scenario to guide the learner to solve the problem. He also noted 
that this was the best model for incorporating scenarios for problem solving. He did 
however note it’s limitations of limited activation and demonstration opportunities for the 
learner.  
The review of Jonassen et al (1999)’s constructivist learning model (CLE) 
resulted in Merrill noting that all four phases were evident and that this model 
demonstrated the complete cycle of problem solving for the learner. This model was 
created for an undergraduate business class where the work was project based. It was 
well received by the students with only recommendations for more clarity in instructions 
during the initiating of the project phase. 
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Merrill did not review any simulation models. A known researcher for 
instructional design models for simulation is Quinn (2005). In this study Quinn’s 
instructional design model for simulation was also used. The ending result was a 
combination of Schank et al’s (1999) goal-based scenario model, Jonassen  et al’s 
constructivist learning environment (CLE) model (1999) and Quinn’s (2005) e-Learning 
simulation model.  An example of this is seen below. 
 When designing the learning environment, the use of story when compared to 
scenarios and simulation was minimal. The only story component was in the introduction 
section of the e-Learning to ground the learner that it was a new person learning the 
process. Some possible reason for this was may have been the perception that the use of 
story creates for an instructional designer. When the researcher reviewed the design the 
approach have having a learner read or listen to a story seemed passive. There was a 
vision of the learner sitting there waiting for the audio to finish or clicking the next button 
to advance the screen. On the contrary, the use of a scenario that illustrated the problem 
and its parts and prompted the user for interaction seemed much more appealing. Even 
more so, the use of a simulation where the learner demonstrated the skill of problem-
solving seemed to be a better instructional strategy. This perception of story guided the 
instructional design of the piece and may have minimized its use. Another reason for the 
minimal use of story may have been the vendor that the researcher partnered with to 
develop the program. 
Performance Development Group (PDG) was the vendor that assisted in the 
design and development of the program. Many of the developers that build e-Learning 
solutions have a strong simulation background. It is possible that the developers 
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interpreted the interactivity design to be more of a simulation environment because it 
seemed closer the popular video game approach. Participants not only, reacted favorably 
to the simulation aspects but also to the use scenario and story. 
 There was one survey question that directly asked about the use of story to provide 
context needed for solving problems. Sixty-four percent of participants selected agree 
when answering the question. This may have been because the story of the novice at the 
beginning of the program did indeed provide the context for what this novice person 
would encounter and therefore what was expected of the learner. The participants were 
also asked to rank the most helpful instructional design elements for solving problems. 
They ranked scenarios first, related cases and simulations tied for second and ranked 
story third. Some reasons for this ranking may have been the minimal use of story only in 
the very beginning. Also, participants in the focus group sessions commented frequently 
on how they enjoyed the opportunity to solve problems within the scenarios. This was not 
an explicit question in the focus groups but a resounding theme that emerged. The focus 
on the problem-solving activities may have lessened the focus on the use of story. 
Participants had the opportunity to learn what the wrong solution to the problem was as 
much as arriving at the correct solution. Some asked for more difficult problems to solve 
because of the value in the activity. A reoccurring theme was that the scenarios dealing 
with walk-ons and rejecting pieces were most valuable. Comments by one participant 
noted that the problem-solving activity “just scratched the surface on how tough this is.” 
Another noted that “rejecting pieces- this is the toughest decision.”  It was interesting to 
note the participant’s remarks on how this activity supported them in rejecting pieces and 
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gave them permission to do so.  The rejection topic seemed to be a very emotional one 
for the group. 
 In the focus groups participants remarked that they “liked the use of a story.” 
During the learner observation the learner expressed the desire to reduce the amount of 
story and “just get to the information” so that program could be completed. This was 
echoed by one participant in the focus group as well. This may be due to the fact that 
completing the program is a higher priority than achieving a certain level of learning. 
3. User experience with the program relates to the perception of instructional design 
effectiveness 
 Research suggests that the way an on-line learning environment is designed can 
greatly influence the learner’s experience. This research study resulted in the 
understanding the user’s experience may relate to the learner perceiving the instructional 
design as effective. 
 Open-ended learning environments (OELEs) are designed with the student at the 
center. The goal of such environments is to support the learner in developing a deeper 
understanding of the information. This design approach situates the information in an 
environment that is supportive of the learner experiencing situations and learning from 
them. This is in contrast to direct environments that push information in the form of 
informational dumps and mastery for a learner results in following a set process or 
procedure (Hannafin and Land, 1997). Understanding the design elements behind the 
needed user support is essential to learner success (Land, 2000). This model does support 
complex learning such as problem solving and provides essential practice for the learner 
to achieve mastery ( Jonassen, 2002). In this model the learner is not only able to practice 
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skills but also able to reflect on choices and decisions because of the visual support from 
graphics and animations that allow real-time replication of the situation (Jonassen, 2002).  
 The instructional design of the program should support the learner in cognitive 
processing and allow the computer to do the information processing (Jonassen, 1998).  
The tools and resources need to be positioned in a framework for how best to use them 
(Land, 2000). Specifically, the use of cognitive tools for mental modeling, visualizing, or 
collaborating should be used (Jonassen, 1996). As mentioned in previous sections, the 
use of a strategy such as simulation, engages learners both mentally and emotionally 
(Quinn, 2005). Murphy et al’s (2001) work in a collaborative on-line environment found 
students heavily relying on the tools and each other to achieve expected outcomes. 
 Researchers of OELEs caution instructional designers about the risks for learners. 
In Land’s (2000) study, the students achieved some unfavorable outcomes. For example, 
some retained the incorrect perception to the problem, failed to reflect on the learning, 
and failed to create explanations for phenomena based facts. Land attributed this to little 
external support for the students and the fact that learners must self-engage in the 
learning.  Murphy et al’s research (2001) in OELEs cautioned that learners directing their 
own learning may be a new skill and that the environment or external support must be in 
place for successful outcomes. The culture of the learning environment must also be 
supportive of moving from teacher- centered to open-ended student centered (Land, 
2000). Laffey et al’s (1998) work on a Project-Based Learnng Support System is an 
example of an OELE. The results from their study revealed that the students felt that the 
tool was easy to use for the science project and they would use it again for another 
project. They did complain of technical problems. When Laffey et al (1998) launched 
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another version with enhanced coaching and scaffolding, this was not noted as an 
enhancement by the students. They also did not use the OELE as a tool for other work 
because the use of tool was not directly tied to a curriculum. 
 Learner’s success in this environment according to Cifuentes et al’s (1997) work is 
the inclusion of collaboration, relevance, learner control, technical preparation and how 
to use the tools and features. Also needed for success is feedback on activities and a 
reduction in ambiguity (McCown, Driscoll, and Roop, 1996). 
 The previous research speaks to the importance of designing the learning 
environment to support the learner in developing deeper, more complex understanding. 
The researcher speculates that when asking the learner’s about the effectiveness of the 
instructional design, learners will rely on their experience within the program, whether 
positive or negative to answer the question, not necessarily evaluating the instructional 
design elements.  
 The results from the survey and focus group when asked about the effectiveness of 
the instructional design were very favorable. The researcher speculates that these 
favorable results relate to the successful learner’s experience within the program. For 
instance, when asked if “ the design of the e-Learning environment including navigation, 
look and feel, tools and resources supported the solving of the problems encountered in 
the learning”, 63% agreed. Participants were also provided a free text area in the survey 
to answer record comments if there was anything that they especially liked or disliked 
about the program. One survey participant noted that the “the flow, interactivity, and use 
of case scenarios aided in the learning and helped to keep my interest.”  The quote from 
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the participant speaks to progressing through the program but does not speak to any of 
the instructional design elements needed to solve the problems.  
 Other reactions to a similar question resulted in remarks that were echoed 
throughout the focus group sessions including that the program was valuable, kept their 
interest, and provided a good model for doing things. Comments were made about the 
aesthetically pleasing interface, appropriate length of time and a validation for what was 
learned. It was interesting to note that when most participants were asked for feedback on 
design they shared thoughts on the navigation. Again, the researcher believes that the 
experience of successfully navigating through the program resulted in a perception of 
being effective.  
 The participants did not like the forced-linear progression of the program; they 
wanted to be able to skip from section to section. This supports Cifeuntes et al’s (1997) 
of the need for learner control in the program. In a similar vein, participants were pleased 
to find that they had control over the audio and could cut it short or progress to the next 
page when they felt they were ready.  The learner observation also supported this need 
for control. The physician that was observed completing the program had a goal to 
complete the program in the shortest amount of time possible. At any time, she would 
make attempts with the audio or screen to click on items to try to advance the program. 
She remarked how she did not read instructions or pay attention to most of the content. 
When control was not given to the learners as in the introduction to the learners, 
complaints were made about the introduction. This category only surfaced in the focus 
group sessions. Even after this was addressed during the pilot, the introductory screens 
were a common complaint. The complaint entailed that screens were cumbersome and 
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confusing. Participants used terms and phrases such as “drudgery”, “insane amount of 
clicking”, and “I was dying for a simple next button.”  
 When asked in the survey about the most helpful design elements for problem 
solving in both roles, scenarios were the first choice, with a close second between related 
cases, scenarios, and simulation and a third for story. The researcher questioned whether 
the participants could decipher between each of these elements or if the ranking was 
related to the fact that the participant enjoyed the scenario activities the most. This may 
also be that an important part of learning in such an environment is the ability to practice. 
The design of this program allowed for the practicing of problem-solving skills 
embedded in a case scenario and then the opportunity to practice a culmination of 
problem-solving skills in a simulation. Learners may have reacted favorably because of 
this ability to engage and practice.  
 Other reasons for the favorable results may have been the work relationship with 
the researcher. The researcher had a previous working relationship with many of the 
participants. It may have been the case that participants completed the program and 
provided favorable results because of the relationship to the researcher.  
 Another reason for favorable outcomes was that this e-Learning program was 
constantly compared to the corresponding Standard Operating Procedures (SOP). Prior to 
this program, participants were asked to read the SOP and take a test which constituted 
the training on the promotional review process. They remarked how this program was 
engaging and helpful in clarifying the SOP. One participant in the focus group remarked 
“I was new [and this] helped after reading the SOP. My head was spinning after reading 
the SOP so this helped to clarify.” 
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 Participants were able to complete all the practice activities successfully and score 
100% on the assessment. Placing the learner at the center and giving them controls for 
their own learning process supports a positive experience with e-Learning. Also, the 
absence of technical problems and an appropriate length of time for completion impacted 
the perception of the effectiveness of the learning. 
5.3     Theoretical implications of the study 
 The combination of Jonassen et al’s (1999) constructivist learning environment 
model, Schank (1999) et al’s goal-based scenarios model and Quinn’s (2005) simulation 
model provided an effective learning environment for solving problems. This further 
supports the learning theory that these independently were proven effective and that when 
combined together and with an introductory story was still as effective in promoting the 
learning of problem solving as seen in the results of the study. 
5.4      Explanation of unanticipated findings 
 The fact that tools were used in a limited manner was surprising especially when 
much of the research stresses the importance of tools. Only thirty of the forty-six 
participants answered the survey question pertaining to the ability to select resources and 
guides as being helpful for constructing knowledge needed for problem-solving. Out of 
those thirty, 56% selected agree in answering the question.   
 When asked to rank the three most helpful tools or resources the Reference Center 
was ranked highest with few participants providing any additional ranking of any other 
tools. Other tools included a glossary, and a daily planner. Many of the focus group 
participants noted that they did not use any of the tools available because they felt they 
did not need them and/or it was not obvious that tools were available. The researcher 
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believes that support for the value and use of the tools was missing in the program 
design. Also, without the ability to manipulate the tools, the tools may have lost some 
value. The icon for accessing the tools may not have been as intuitive as needed for the 
learners. 
 The second unanticipated finding was the support that the learners felt from the 
program in performing the role of a promotional material reviewer. The researcher was 
pleased to hear comments in the focus groups about how the program supported them in 
rejecting pieces not fit for review or declining to participate in the process of review 
when others did not follow the proper process. The use of the supervisor and other 
characters may have also provided coaching and reinforcement needed to be successful in 
this role. 
5.5     Implications for Practice 
 Although a single case study cannot provide a sound basis for instructional design 
approaches utilizing constructivism and supporting the solving of problems, this study 
(and other case studies with similar findings) would suggest that following the research 
recommendations for designing OELEs  and considering the learner’s needs impacts the 
outcome. While the actual design of the program was limited in its use of constructivism, 
story and ill-structured problems, the success of introducing a concept in which 
participants shared stories and learned through social constructivism proved successful. 
The participants were able to complete all the practice activities successfully and score 
100% on the assessment. Engaging the learner, placing the learner at the center and 
giving those controls for their own learning process supports a positive experience with 
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e-Learning. Also, the absence of technical problems and an appropriate length of time for 
completion affect the perception of the effectiveness of the learning. 
5.6      Recommendations for further research 
 Additional research seems needed on the use of instructional design models within 
non-academic organizations and specifically those instructional design models that center 
on problem-solving. As noted above, much of the research on the models and their 
effectiveness comes from academically situated environments. It was assumed for this 
study that students are anyone engaged in the process of learning; however, working 
adults bring a much different set of skills and experience to the learning environment. 
Another interesting future research endeavor would be to isolate story, scenario and 
simulation and look to determine if one is more effective than the other for learning 
problem solving. Finally, as seen in this research study, constructivism’s value was not 
readily apparent. It would be interesting to build awareness and educate the organization 
on the value of constructivism and then create a constructivist learning environment and 
determine if the upfront education of constructivism resulted in different instructional 
design or learning outcomes. 
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APPENDIX A. Story Collection Protocol 
 
Number of Interviewee______________ 
 
Instructions to the interviewer/opening statements: Thank you for taking the time to 
share your story. The purpose of this interview is to gather problems you have encountered in the 
promotional materials review process.  These stories will be used to train other promotional 
reviewers to handle such problems in the best way possible. I am particularly looking for really 
tough problems that may not ever been solved or problems that are very complicated and 
interconnect with many people and aspects.  
 
This interview is confidential; only a number will identify you, if follow-up and clarification is 
needed. Any products, persons or detailed environmental descriptions will be omitted from the 
training to protect your anonymity. 
 
This should take approximately 45 minutes. I would like to audio record this interview to 
help me clarify details when these stories are transferred into the training environment.  
Question Response Comments PARI Technique 
Precursors (relevant factors 
that test for requisite prior 
knowledge) to the Actions with 
an Interpretation of the 
Results from tests of a system 
they are troubleshooting 
What are some the most difficult 
problems that you encounter when 
participating in the promotional 
materials review process?  
For example, think about a time during 
the review of a piece or a CCC 
meeting where you encountered a 
problem and you had to negotiate a 
statement, locate missing information 
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Question Response Comments PARI Technique 
Precursors (relevant factors 
that test for requisite prior 
knowledge) to the Actions with 
an Interpretation of the 
Results from tests of a system 
they are troubleshooting 
or discuss timing or the review 
procedure. 
 
Probe: Tell me about a specific 
instance where you encountered one of 
the problems you just listed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tell me about a time when you 
encountered a problem for which there 
was no solution or no clear solution? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Transition: Now, I’d like you to share some specific stories- if you have them- about certain 
instances 
Tell me about a time when you were 
working with other reviewers and you 
encountered a really tough problem. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Tell me about a time during a Copy 
Clearance Committee (CCC) meeting 
when you encountered a problem. 
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Question Response Comments PARI Technique 
Precursors (relevant factors 
that test for requisite prior 
knowledge) to the Actions with 
an Interpretation of the 
Results from tests of a system 
they are troubleshooting 
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APPENDIX B. Program Scenarios 
 
Scientist Scenario: Walk-On, Walk-Around 
 
Scenario  Title: Walk-On, Walk-Around 
Supporting Theme: Handling requests outside of the outlined process 
Mission Scientists must help Pat who is a new scientist reviewer make good 
decisions during promotional review. 
 
Cover Story React appropriately to walk-ons. Discourage and limit walk-ons and 
walk-arounds. 
Role Scientist, Marketing 
Scenario 
Operations/ 
Engage with a 
Simulation 
1. Mike from Marketing approaches Pat with walk-ons. Pat’s choices 
are: 
(a) Try to get to the pieces, (b) look at them right now, (c) look at 
them tomorrow, (d) direct marketing to the head of CCC, legal 
chair for permission.  
Correct answer: D 
 
 
Scientist Scenario: Language Usage 
 
Scenario  Title: Language Usage 
Supporting Theme: Roles and Responsibilities 
Mission Scientists must help Pat who is a new scientist reviewer make good 
decisions during promotional review. 
 
Cover Story React appropriately within role. Understand role limitations and 
expectations. 
Role Scientist, Marketing 
Scenario 
Operations/ 
Engage with a 
Simulation 
1. Mike from Marketing approaches Pat with a request to review the 
use of language in a particular piece. Pat’s choices are: 
(b) If I have time, I’ll get to them (b) Sure, send them over, (c) I’ll 
look at them but send them through traffic (d) language is 
Editorial’s expertise, call them. 
Correct answer: D 
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Scientist Scenario: Scientific Accuracy 
 
 
Scenario  Title: Scientific Accuracy 
Supporting Theme: Roles and Responsibilities 
Mission Scientists must help Pat who is a new scientist reviewer make good 
decisions during promotional review. 
 
Cover Story React appropriately within role. Understand role limitations and 
expectations. 
Role Scientist, Marketing 
Scenario 
Operations/ 
Engage with a 
Simulation 
1. Mike from Marketing approaches Pat with a question about the 
scientific accuracy of a piece. Pat’s choices are: 
(a) Sure, let me look at them, (b) look at them next week, (c) the 
physician should answer that question for you 
Correct answer: a 
 
Scientist Scenario: Potential Wording Problem 
  
Scenario  Title: Potential Wording Problem 
Supporting Theme: Roles and Responsibilities 
Mission Scientists must help Pat who is a new scientist reviewer make good 
decisions during promotional review. 
 
Cover Story React appropriately within role. Understand role limitations and 
expectations around addressing content issues, specifically when to 
reject and when to fix. 
Role Scientist, Marketing, Editorial, Physician 
Scenario 
Operations/ 
Engage with a 
Simulation 
1. Pat reviews a piece and sees a statement that may prevent the piece 
from getting approved. Pat’s choices are: 
(a) Send the piece back to marketing through interoffice mail with 
her comments, (b) rewrite the piece and forward it to Traffic, 
(c) contact marketing to discuss rejecting the piece 
Correct answer: c 
In this simulation Pat receives feedback from other characters when 
she makes a decision 
Feedback for Choice A:  
Mike, Marketing- upset, they end up missing a deadline 
Ellen, Editorial- ok with decision but suggest to contact marketing 
first 
Carl, Physician- support reasoning but should return it to Traffic and 
discuss with marketing 
Feedback for Choice B:  
Mike, Marketing- happy she rewrote 
Ellen, Editorial- shouldn’t rewrite send it back to marketing via 
Traffic 
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Carl, Physician- Ad Agency should be rewriting material not us 
Feedback for Choice C: 
Mike, Marketing- thankful, he will make changes and resubmit 
Ellen, Editorial- support calling marketing 
Carl, Physician- support decision to reject 
 
Scientist Scenario: One Small Change 
 
Scenario  Title: One Small Change 
Supporting Theme: Handling requests outside of the outlined process 
Mission Scientists must help Pat who is a new scientist reviewer make good 
decisions during promotional review. 
 
Cover Story React appropriately to walk-ons. Discourage and limit walk-ons and 
walk-arounds. 
Role Scientist, Marketing 
Scenario 
Operations/ 
Engage with a 
Simulation 
1. Mike from Marketing approaches Pat with a request to approve a 
small change on a previously approved piece.  Pat’s choices are: 
(a) yes, (b) no (c)  
(b) Correct answer: a 
 
Scientist Scenario: Concept Review Meeting 
 
Scenario  Title: Concept Review Meeting 
Supporting Theme: Successful Meeting Participation 
Mission Scientists must help Pat who is a new scientist reviewer make good 
decisions during promotional review. 
 
Cover Story React appropriately within role. Understand role limitations and 
expectations of others. 
Role Scientist, Marketing, Physician, Supervisor 
Scenario 
Operations/ 
Engage with a 
Simulation 
1. At a new concept review meeting with the marketing team, Carl the 
physician notes that the ad agency used the phrase” more effective” 
and that this phrase can’t be used because we don’t have the data to 
support it. Carl suggests sending it back to Apex., the ad agency. 
Pat’s choices are: 
(a) Support Carl’s decision, (b) offer to change the wording, (c) 
say nothing because she is not sure how to respond 
Feedback for A: 
Mike, Marketing-  not happy worried about meeting deadlines 
Carl, Physician- it’s correct to give Apex more direction 
Sue, Supervisor- this is an option but it will blow the deadline 
Feedback for B: 
Mike, Marketing- Not sure what your concerns are, Apex checked the 
references, no time to waste 
Carl, Physician- Thanks for your support, we can reword this together 
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Sue, Supervisor- Good Compromise, results in accuracy and keeping 
to time lines 
Feedback for C:  
Mike, Marketing- need answer, tight deadline 
Carl, Physician- concerned about the wording 
Sue, Supervisor- suggest to use skills from hospital committee 
experience  to arrive at a solution. 
  
Scientist Scenario: Concept Review Meeting Continued 
 
Scenario  Title: Concept Review Meeting Continued 
Supporting Theme: Successful Meeting Participation 
Mission Scientists must help Pat who is a new scientist reviewer make good 
decisions during promotional review. 
 
Cover Story React appropriately within role. Understand role limitations and 
expectations of others. 
Role Scientist, Marketing, Physician, Supervisor 
Scenario 
Operations/ 
Engage with a 
Simulation 
1. At a new concept review meeting with the marketing team, Mike 
from Marketing is questioned about a heading and replies that the 
heading statement was a direct quote from the author. 
Pat’s choices are: 
(b) If it’s cited, then it’s ok, leave it alone, (b) I’ll find a new 
reference to support the statement, (c) it’s the author’s opinion, 
need to find well-documented facts 
Feedback for A: 
Mike, Marketing-  happy 
Carl, Physician- doesn’t support decision, it’s author’s opinion 
Sue, Supervisor- this is an author’s opinion, we need well documented 
facts 
Feedback for B: 
Mike, Marketing- great! Send over the reference 
Carl, Physician- You can direct to get a better reference but it’s not 
your job to find it and send it over 
Sue, Supervisor- Concur with Carl, ok to suggest better reference but 
not you’re job to get it.  
Feedback for C:  
Mike, Marketing- need a reference, tight deadline 
Carl, Physician- let’s see if we can work on the wording to meet the 
deadline 
Sue, Supervisor- marketing may have gotten frustrated but you did act 
within your role. 
Physician Adaptation to Scenarios: The Rush 
 
Scenario  Title: The Rush 
Supporting Theme: Handling requests outside of the outlined process 
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Mission Physicians must help Chris who is a new physician reviewer make 
good decisions during promotional review. 
 
Cover Story React appropriately to rush jobs. Discourage and limit walk-ons and 
walk-arounds. 
Role Physician, Marketing 
Scenario 
Operations/ 
Engage with a 
Simulation 
1. Denise from Marketing approaches Chris with some rush items to 
be reviewed. Chris’ choices are: 
(c) Try to get to the pieces, (b) Not enough time to review right 
now, what can we do to get it prioritized and give me time (c) 
look at them tomorrow, (d) I’ll review them right now 
Correct answer: B 
 
Physician Adaptation to Scenarios: Pre-Approval 
 
Scenario  Title: Pre-Approval 
Supporting Theme: Roles and Responsibilities 
Mission Physicians must help Chris who is a new physician reviewer make 
good decisions during promotional review. 
 
Cover Story React appropriately within role. Understand role limitations and 
expectations. 
Role Physician, Marketing 
Scenario 
Operations/ 
Engage with a 
Simulation 
1. Denise from Marketing approaches Chris with a request to discuss 
getting pre-approval from the FDA on pieces. Chris’ choices are: 
(d) If I have time, I’ll get to them (b) Sure, send them over, (c) I’ll 
look at them but send them through traffic (d) Regulatory is 
the best consult on this 
(e) Correct answer: D 
 
Physician Adaptation to Scenarios: Appropriate Claims 
 
Scenario  Title: Appropriate Claims 
Supporting Theme: Roles and Responsibilities 
Mission Physicians must help Chris who is a new physcian reviewer make 
good decisions during promotional review. 
 
Cover Story React appropriately within role. Understand role limitations and 
expectations. 
Role Physician, Marketing 
Scenario 
Operations/ 
Engage with a 
Simulation 
1. Denise from Marketing approaches Chris with a question about 
data supporting a claim in the sales aid. Pat’s choices are: 
(b) Sure, let me look at them, (b) try to look at them next week, (c) the 
legal chair should answer that question for you (d) can get to them 
next week 
Correct answer: a 
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Physician Adaptation to Scenarios: The Potential Wording Problem 
 
Scenario  Title: Potential Wording Problem 
Supporting Theme: Roles and Responsibilities 
Mission Physicians must help Chris who is a new physician reviewer make 
good decisions during promotional review. 
 
Cover Story React appropriately within role. Understand role limitations and 
expectations around addressing content issues, specifically when to 
reject and when to fix. 
Role Legal, Marketing, Regulatory, Supervisor 
Scenario 
Operations/ 
Engage with a 
Simulation 
1. Chris reviews a piece and sees a statement that may prevent the 
piece from getting approved. Pat’s choices are: 
(b) Send the piece back to marketing through interoffice mail with 
her comments, (b) rewrite the piece and forward it to Traffic, 
(c) contact marketing to discuss rejecting the piece 
Correct answer: c 
In this simulation Pat receives feedback from other characters when 
she makes a decision 
Feedback for Choice A:  
Denise, Marketing- upset, they end up missing a deadline 
Ed, Supervisor- ok with decision but suggest to contact marketing first 
Paige, Legal- support reasoning but should return it to Traffic and 
discuss with marketing 
Maurice, Regulatory- should send it back 
Feedback for Choice B:  
Denise, Marketing- happy she rewrote 
Ed, Supervisor- shouldn’t rewrite send it back to marketing via Traffic 
Feedback for Choice C: 
Mike, Marketing- thankful, he will make changes and resubmit 
Ed, Supervisor-  support calling marketing 
Maurice, Regulatory- good decision 
 
Physician Adaptation to Scenarios: One small change 
 
Scenario  Title: One Small Change 
Supporting Theme: Handling requests outside of the outlined process 
Mission Physicians must help Chris who is a new physician reviewer make 
good decisions during promotional review. 
 
Cover Story React appropriately to walk-ons. Discourage and limit walk-ons and 
walk-arounds. 
Role Physician, Marketing 
Scenario 
Operations/ 
1. Denise from Marketing approaches Chris with a request to approve 
a small change on a previously approved piece.  Chris’ choices are: 
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Engage with a 
Simulation 
(c) yes, (b) no  
Correct answer: a 
 
Physician Adaptation to Scenarios: Graph change 
 
Scenario  Title: Graph Change 
Supporting Theme: Roles and Responsibilities 
Mission Physicians must help Chris who is a new physician reviewer make 
good decisions during promotional review. 
 
Cover Story React appropriately within role. Understand role limitations and 
expectations. 
Role Physician, Marketing, Supervisor, Regulatory 
Scenario 
Operations/ 
Engage with a 
Simulation 
Chris notices a graph that is slightly different from the reference that 
supports it. Chris decides to fix it himself. Feedback is as follows: 
Maurice, Regulatory- Don’t fix it. The data is against FDA regulations
Mike, Marketing- Thanks, we’re on track. 
Ed-supervisor- You shouldn’t have fixed it, it’s the ad agency’s job to 
provide accurate information. 
 
Physician Adaptation to Scenarios: CCC Review Meeting 
 
Scenario  Title: CCC Review Meeting 
Supporting Theme: Successful Meeting Participation 
Mission Physicians must help Chris who is a new physician reviewer make 
good decisions during promotional review. 
 
Cover Story React appropriately within role. Understand role limitations and 
expectations of others. 
Role Legal, Marketing, Physician, Regulatory 
Scenario 
Operations/ 
Engage with a 
Simulation 
1. At a CCC meeting, Maurice the regulatory representative has a 
concern on page 1 of the new Burnaway ad. He recalls that Jones 
pharmaceuticals received a violated letter from the FDA on a similarly 
worded statement. 
Pat’s choices are: 
(c) Piece is medically accurate, what is it about the claim that’s 
concerning, (b) send it back to the agency to fix, (c) Let’s 
escalate this to CCEC 
Feedback for A: 
Denise, Marketing-  Thanks! 
Maurice, Regulatory- This claim goes beyond our labeled indications 
Paige, Legal- claim is different than Maurice thinks. If you look at it 
with the second indication and warning section, we should be covered 
Feedback for B: 
Denise, Marketing- Not sure what your concerns are, Apex checked 
the references, no time to waste 
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Maurice, Regulatory- we need to discuss this here. 
Paige, Legal- Let’s discuss this and make a decision 
Feedback for C:  
Denise, Marketing- Woah! You are jumping the gun. 
Maurice, Regulatory- we’ll discuss it here and if need be escalate it 
Paige, Legal- not yet, maybe marketing can make changes 
 
  
Physician Adaptation to Scenarios: CCC Review Meeting Continued 
 
Scenario  Title: CCC Meeting Continued 
Supporting Theme: Successful Meeting Participation 
Mission Physicians must help Chris who is a new physician reviewer make 
good decisions during promotional review. 
 
Cover Story React appropriately within role. Understand role limitations and 
expectations of others. 
Role Marketing, Physician, Legal, Regulatory 
Scenario 
Operations/ 
Engage with a 
Simulation 
1. The issue is still unresolved. 
Chris’ choices are: 
(a) Hold from that the piece is medically accurate and suggest no 
further action, (b) suggest piece be appealed to CCEC (c) 
provide additional references that support the claim in 
question. 
Feedback for A: 
Denise, Marketing- we need to resolve this. 
Maurice, Regulatory- This claim goes beyond our labeled indications. 
I won’t sign off 
Paige, Legal- we need to be in compliance 
Feedback for B: 
Denise, Marketing- Really jumping the gun here! 
Maurice, Regulatory- Marketing can change the wording and we 
won’t have to escalate this. 
Paige, Legal- Not yet. Appealing is pre-mature 
Feedback for C:  
Denise, Marketing- thanks I thought the current reference was ok. 
Guess not. 
Maurice, Regulatory- This reference will work for me. 
Paige, Legal- Great, Good thing you know your references. 
 
Scenario: Concept or CCC Meeting 
Prior Knowledge Procedure for a meeting. Roles of each 
person, how to negotiate, how to 
compromise, support one’s arguments 
Actions Needed Within role provide consult as needed 
while negotiating and compromising to 
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meet marketing goals 
Results and Interpretation Arrive at solution that support marketing 
efforts while maintaining medical 
accuracy. 
Goal Approve pieces that are medically and 
scientifically accurate within claims of 
label and that support efforts for patient 
safety. 
Context and Solution See Tables 5 and 6 
Lessons Learned How to balance marketing’s push with 
medical accuracy. Learn to negotiate and 
compromise when needed. 
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APPENDIX C. Survey Questions 
 
Purpose:  The purpose of this survey is to gather feedback on the effectiveness of the program 
design to assist you in solving the problems encountered in this program. 
Duration: This survey should take you approximately 20 minutes. 
This survey is anonymous and your responses will be confidential. 
Thank you for your time. Please contact Gayle Shaw-Hones with any questions. 
 
1. Which best describes your race/ethnicity? Select one only. 
Caucasian 
Latino or Hispanic 
Black, African American 
Asian: (Chinese, Japanese. Vietnamese, Cambodian, Hmong, Laotian, Chinese 
Vietnamese) 
Pacific Islanders (Samoan, Filipino, etc.) 
Native American (American Indian) 
Other (specify) 
2. What is your gender? 
Male 
Female 
3. What is your age range? 
25-35 
36-45 
46-55 
56-65 
4. What is your role in promotional review? Select one only. 
Physician Reviewer 
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Scientist Reviewer 
 
5. What formal training have you received on problem solving or decision-making? 
Instructor- led 
e-Learning 
Mentoring 
Observation 
I have not received any prior training 
6. What formal training have you had in your role in promotional materials review (not 
including this e-Learning)? (Select all that apply). 
Instructor-led 
e-Learning 
Mentoring 
Observation 
I have not received any prior training 
7. The design of the e-Learning environment including navigation, look and feel, tools 
and resources supported the solving of the problems encountered in the learning.  
Strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree, strongly disagree 
8. The cases related to my experience in a clinical setting and helped me to better identify the 
necessary skills to solve problems in the e-Learning. 
Strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree, strongly disagree 
9. The scenarios were relevant to actual problems I have encountered in the promotional materials 
review process. 
Strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree, strongly disagree 
10. Rank the three design elements that most helped you to successfully solve the problems. 
1 is the highest, 3 is the lowest (Select only three) 
Use of Story 
Use of Scenarios 
Use of Simulation 
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Use of Related Cases 
Use of Tools/Resources (e.g. Reference Center documents, planner) 
None were helpful 
11. Rank the three tools/resources that most helped you solve the problems encountered in the e-
Learning.  
1 is the highest, 3 is the lowest (Select only three) 
Glossary 
Reference Center 
Planner 
None were helpful 
12. The use of story involving a new reviewer learning to review promotional materials was 
helpful in providing context for solving the problems encountered. 
Strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree, strongly disagree 
13. The ability to select resources and guides as needed supported me in constructing knowledge 
needed to solve the problems successfully.  
Strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree, strongly disagree 
14. I was able to utilize the decision-making process as supported in the e-Learning to arrive at 
the best possible solutions. 
Strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree, strongly disagree 
15. I was able to use the tools, resources and guides to better help me solve the problems 
encountered in the e-Learning. 
Strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree, strongly agree 
16. I was able to understand why solutions to the problems encountered in the e-Learning were 
the best possible solutions. 
 Strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree, strongly disagree 
17. Is there anything you especially liked or disliked about the program? Please enter your 
comments below. 
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APPENDIX D. Focus Group Protocol 
 
 
Focus Group #1 
Focus Group #2 
Focus Group # 3 
Focus Group #4 
Promotional Review Role: Scientist or Physician 
 
Time of Focus Group __12-1pm_____________ 
 
Place of Focus Group _Wyeth Campus______________ 
 
Date of Focus Group ________________ 
 
Specific location of Focus Group __Conference Room- E building_______________________ 
 
Number of participants___6___5___4___2__________________ 
Instructions to the interviewer/opening statements: Thank you for taking the time to 
participate in this focus group. The purpose of this focus group is to gather your feedback on the 
promotional review role-based e-Learning. I am looking to get specific feedback on the design of 
the program (including look and feel, tools and resources, story, simulation, guides) and if it was 
helpful to you when you solved the problems encountered in the learning. I will also be referring 
to the survey data for those of you that participated in the survey to compare to your feedback 
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today. 
 
Your comments are confidential. You should feel free to voice your opinions and provide candid 
feedback. 
 
This should take approximately 1 hour.  
 
Description Notes Reflective Notes 
Mix of physicians and scientists. Most 
commented on that fact that pizza was 
there for a lunch meeting and were happy 
about it. Scientists arrived on time and 
some physicians arrived a bit late. When 
questions started people had a hard time 
remembering what they did. They were ok 
with responding to general feedback 
questions but could not recall the details 
for some of the particular experience 
questions. 
 
Give me your perspective on the design of 
the e-Learning environment  (Question #7)
(4 modules, new reviewer that shares 
experiences, activities throughout, 
instances where you have to solve 
problems, check your understanding, 
related cases 
Scientist: 
Module 1: Into to Role 
2: Roles of other members 
3: Walk ons and Rejections and your role 
4: Concept review meeting 
Physician: 
Module 1: Into to Role 
2: Appropriate review, Rejections and 
your role 
3: Walk ons 
4: CCC Meeting 
 
 
 
 
 
“ I could answer 90% of the questions with no 
problems, sometimes I had to go back and listen to the 
scenario again to get it correct” [ Referring to practice 
activities throughout the module] 
“ I kept looking for the fast forward button” [ 
referring to the pace of the program and specifically 
the audio] 
“I didn’t even use the tools” [referring to the 
reference center] 
“Overall, easy to follow”, “ environment was 
conducive to learning” 
“ It was pretty to look at”  
“ Can scale back on the use of story and 
simulation, just want to get to the information” 
“I really liked the use of story and simulation 
to help me learn” 
Debate of novice approach versus not a novice 
approach 
“There were words on screen, but then I had 
to click on other things to advance to the next screen” 
[ complaint] 
 
Program was good in that it shows the right 
way to do things. 
The program “models a suggested or ideal 
way of doing things” It would be good to have a place 
to think about the way YOU do things. 
Liked that “ it was the way things should 
happen” Your manager should sit down and explain 
things to you if you are a new person, it’s good for a 
new person to expect this. 
“ It doesn’t replace OJT” It doesn’t tell you 
what to do. 
 
Every role should receive this training. 
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Description Notes Reflective Notes 
Design was only linear, would have better 
liked to have a TOC to jump around. 
Hard to wait for audio track to finish, when I 
was ready to move on.  
Suggest randomizing answers to mix up the 
exercise a bit more. 
Liked the real life cases 
Questioning the use of the term- supervisor- is 
that what we use? 
“ I was new- helped after reading SOP. My 
head was spinning after reading the SOP so this 
helped to clarify. 
The context of a clinical setting [ for related 
cases] was helpful 
SOP has a lot of information- this was 
practical and useful 
“Use of storytelling- liked it because I forgot I 
was learning” 
 
It was a lot more interesting than other 
programs 
Not like reading an SOP, more engaging 
User-friendly 
Straight forward 
Liked buttons 
Liked audio clips as well as being to read the 
text 
Interface 100% more fun 
Liked to have a question every so often- it helped 
me to learn 
Liked to be able to click through the audio 
when you were done and not have to wait for the 
audio to stop. 
Did not use the tools- noticed them but didn’t 
need 
Liked flow of program design 
I’m not a new person- maybe helped because 
training is random for this task 
 
 
SOPs reviews take too long 
Validated what you were learning 
30-45min good length 
Like to go back and refer to something 
Helpful to go back and look at content 
Liked tracking bar at top 
Standard conventions- navigation 
Liked ability to skip through audio 
Related to new person perspective 
Specifics of Wyeth process even in you aren’t 
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Description Notes Reflective Notes 
new are helpful still 
Liked use of graphics and animations 
SOPs and power points not able to learn from- 
just slides 
Example of Socratic rounds- very mentor like 
Roles: 
Appreciate the review of your role like “ I 
shouldn’t comment, that is regulatory’s job” 
I may only contribute 5% to the discussion 
I don’t have to make editorial comments. I 
can focus my expertise- where I have it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tell me about your experience navigating 
through the program? 
 
 
 
Liked the approach of a novice- helpful 
“ Hard to tell how effective this is when you 
have been doing this for 10 years” 
“Where I had to click all over screen to 
advance versus hitting the next button there was 
[confusion] consistency would have been helpful 
“drudgery” to click in all different places 
 
No problems 
Page [ referring to introduction] where there 
were too many things to click on. Like to click on 
only two things. 
Like status bar at top 
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Description Notes Reflective Notes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tell me about your experience from a 
technical standpoint. Did you experience any 
technical difficulties with audio, advancing the 
screen, etc? 
 
 
 
No tech problems. 
 
In Brazil I had trouble with the audio. 
In Reference Center clicked on document and 
it didn’t take you back to where you were in the 
program 
Did not notice tools 
Icons were not obvious 
Would have liked to bookmark reference 
center 
Add acceptable ref for core claims documents 
Would like to have 420 highlighted and have 
links to particular sections 
Wanted to be able to print planner highlights 
Would like to add more scenarios to it over 
time 
 
No technical problems 
 
User friendly no problems 
Valuable not too repetitive 
What tools and resources of the program 
did you use/ not use? 
(Question #13, 15) 
 
 
 
Didn’t need tools 
The planner tool had too much fluff. 
Didn’t use reference center 
Just went though it 
Click on policy- realize all things I didn’t look 
at- just ignore it. (?????) 
 
 
 
Didn’t use tools 
 
Didn’t really use them, didn’t really notice 
them. Should have drawn attention to the tools 
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Description Notes Reflective Notes 
Which practice activities were most helpful to 
you? 
 
Check your understanding- multiple choice 
Drag and drops 
Make a decision and get feedback 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Liked immediate feedback 
Gated learning was tough- want to be able to 
bypass second time around 
Liked mixture of activities 
Multiple choices 
Had to figure out the drag and drop concept 
 
Like the ones with responses – liked to see 
what other consequences even if they were wrong 
look like. Made learning the wrong way more 
valuable. 
Would have liked to have more difficult 
situation- direct people to not really correct answers- 
use the grey areas. 
 
 
 
Liked the mix of questions 
Liked drag and drop- multiple ways to get the 
information 
Closer to reality with the story- closer to real 
life learning 
Liked use of folders- looked real 
No relevance to PT&T committee examples 
 
 
 
Liked the variety 
 Liked Make a decision and get feedback- the most 
complicated ones these were most helpful 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Which problem-solving simulations were most 
helpful to you? 
Walk ons-  
Rejecting pieces 
Appropriate role requests 
CCC Meeting/ Concept review 
 
 
 
Role- translates best into this e-learning 
environment, few dimensions, well- flushed out, saw 
boundries 
Liked the situation 
New person story 
• Entertaining 
• Geared to new people- “lets you know that is 
ok to not have the foggiest idea of what is 
going on” 
Need a review of the CCC meeting 
Walk ons- requires an a more open-ended 
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Description Notes Reflective Notes 
simulation, just scratched the surface on how 
tough this is 
 
Rejecting pieces- this is the toughest decision 
 
Rejecting pieces- is important. Don’t like to 
reject pieces. This is also important for GMC level of 
detail as to how or what to reject. This is giving 
people permission to reject the piece. Helps to 
understand what causes a rejection ie- “ medical 
reference not appropriate” 
Validated and endorsed that rejecting was ok. 
Add- Detail as to why pieces were rejected 
Add- Implications of rejections 
What does sr. mgt want- comply with 
marketing or SOP? 
Regulatory makes comments- oversteps 
bounds of roles. 
Would like to see education of other roles on 
the medical role 
Add- press releases outside of PR policy 
Add- PR most notorious  for bending rules at 
the last minute. 
 
All topics helpful. 
Because I was new- this was helpful and it 
walked me through the process 
Even after 1-2 years, still helpful 
“not often, I finish learning and say that was 
valuable” “ It wasn’t painful” 
 
 
Don’t’ remember to make a comparison 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What did not work well for you? 
 
 
 
 
 
New person may thing that it is too tedious 
and detailed. “I’m not new and was pleasantly 
surprised to learn new stuff.” 
 
 
Nothing 
 
 
 
Nothing 
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Description Notes Reflective Notes 
 
 
 
Suggestions for next version Incorporate Wyeth values and how this 
process models it 
Explain the collective committee role with 
Wyeth’s interest in mind- all have same goal 
Show complexity of the decision and the 
going back and forth 
Bring in RBC- I’m interested in what medical 
thinks of … 
Perception of what CCC meeting is really 
like- did the meeting emulate values? 
Physicians regroup with scientist to give 
comments discussed at CCC meeting 
Things they would add: 
• Information on time frame expectation for 
pieces 
• Work on direct to CCC, Rush, super rush, 
difference between 
• GMC- Work on Editorial and GMC roles 
(check refs, more specific example. More 
details for ref. for scientist “ I wanted to reject 
this”, easier way to get back in and use 
training again” 
Additional references and links: 
• Traffic websites 
• MSO websites 
• Promo services website 
• One stop shopping 
• Appropriate doc for rejecting- GMC 
• Core claims link 
• Use of actual Sr VP- not generic character 
• DIA course as introduction and context 
setting. 
 
Be able to choose new versus experience 
person 
Include updates of 420 
Pre-test, for certification and then go to full 
test 
How to guide a new person through CCC 
Include new electronic review system update 
 
Add editorial role to Physician view 
Scientist- focus on grey areas where rejection 
is not very clear 
Include time frames for reviewing pieces 
Include electronic review- physician 
 
xxxviii 
Description Notes Reflective Notes 
Create training for other roles
 
 
xxxix 
APPENDIX E. Focus Group Themes and Codes 
 
 
Code/Theme Feedback 
Use of audio I kept looking for the fast forward button” [ referring 
to the pace of the program and specifically the audio] 
Hard to wait for audio track to finish, when I was 
ready to move on.  
Liked audio clips as well as being to read the text 
Liked to be able to click through the audio when you 
were done and not have to wait for the audio to stop. 
Utility of tools “I didn’t even use the tools” [referring to the 
reference center] 
Did not use the tools- noticed them but didn’t need 
In Reference Center clicked on document and it 
didn’t take you back to where you were in the program 
Did not notice tools 
Icons were not obvious 
Didn’t need tools 
The planner had too much fluff 
Didn’t use reference center 
Didn’t use tools 
Didn’t really use them, didn’t really notice them. 
Should have drawn attention to the tools 
Would have liked to book mark the reference center 
Icons were not obvious 
Would have liked to bookmark reference center 
Add acceptable ref for core claims documents 
Would like to have 420 highlighted and have links to 
particular sections 
Wanted to be able to print planner highlights 
Overall reaction to program “Overall, easy to follow”, “ environment was 
conducive to learning” 
“ It was pretty to look at”  
It was a lot more interesting than other programs 
Straight forward 
Validated what you were learning 
30-45min good length 
User friendly no problems 
Valuable not too repetitive 
“not often, I finish learning and say that was 
valuable” “ It wasn’t painful” 
Program was good in that it shows the right way to 
do things. 
The program “models a suggested or ideal way of 
doing things” It would be good to have a place to think about 
the way YOU do things. 
 
xl 
Liked that “ it was the way things should happen” 
Your manager should sit down and explain things to you if 
you are a new person, it’s good for a new person to expect 
this. 
“ It doesn’t replace OJT” It doesn’t tell you what to 
do. 
 
Every role should receive this training. 
Interface 100% more fun ( compared to SOPs) 
Use of story Can scale back on the use of story and simulation, 
just want to get to the information” 
“I really liked the use of story and simulation to help 
me learn” 
“Use of storytelling- liked it because I forgot I was 
learning” 
Closer to reality with the story- closer to real life 
learning 
Novice perspective “ I was new- helped after reading SOP. My head was 
spinning after reading the SOP so this helped to clarify. 
I’m not a new person- maybe helped because 
training is random for this task 
Related to new person perspective 
Liked the approach of a novice- helpful 
“ Hard to tell how effective this is when you have 
been doing this for 10 years” 
New person story 
• Entertaining 
• Geared to new people- “lets you know that is ok to 
not have the foggiest idea of what is going on” 
Because I was new- this was helpful and it walked 
me through the process 
Even after 1-2 years, still helpful 
New person may thing that it is too tedious and 
detailed. “I’m not new and was pleasantly surprised to learn 
new stuff.” 
Specifics of Wyeth process even in you aren’t new are 
helpful still 
Introduction screens “There were words on screen, but then I had to click 
on other things to advance to the next screen” [ complaint] 
Where I had to click all over screen to advance 
versus hitting the next button there was [confusion] 
consistency would have been helpful 
“drudgery” to click in all different places 
Liked the use of folders 
Page [ referring to introduction] where there were 
too many things to click on. Like to click on only two things. 
Design of program Design was only linear, would have better liked to 
have a TOC to jump around. 
Liked tracking bar at top 
Questioning the use of the term supervisor 
 
xli 
Practice activities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Suggest randomizing answers to mix up the exercise 
a bit more. 
Liked immediate feedback 
Liked to have a question every so often- it helped me to 
learn 
Liked mixture of activities 
Multiple choices 
Had to figure out the drag and drop concept 
Liked the mix of questions 
Liked drag and drop- multiple ways to get the 
information 
Liked the variety 
 Liked Make a decision and get feedback- the most 
complicated ones these were most helpful 
“ I could answer 90% of the questions with no problems, 
sometimes I had to go back and listen to the scenario again to 
get it correct” [ Referring to practice activities throughout the 
module] 
Related cases The context of a clinical setting [ for related cases] 
was helpful 
No relevance to PT&T committee examples 
SOP versus e-Learning Not like reading an SOP, more engaging 
SOPs reviews take too long 
SOPs and power points not able to learn from- just 
slides 
“ I was new- helped after reading SOP. My head was 
spinning after reading the SOP so this helped to clarify. 
SOP has a lot of information- this was practical and 
useful 
Not like reading an SOP, more engaging 
Problem- solving Like the ones with responses – liked to see what 
other consequences even if they were wrong look like. Made 
learning the wrong way more valuable. 
Would have liked to have more difficult situation- 
direct people to not really correct answers- use the grey 
areas. 
Liked Make a decision and get feedback- the most 
complicated ones these were most helpful 
Walk ons- requires an a more open-ended simulation, 
just scratched the surface on how tough this is 
 
Rejecting pieces- this is the toughest decision 
Rejecting pieces- is important. Don’t like to reject 
pieces. This is also important for GMC level of detail as to 
how or what to reject. This is giving people permission to 
reject the piece. Helps to understand what causes a rejection 
ie- “ medical reference not appropriate” 
Validated and endorsed that rejecting was ok. 
Add- Detail as to why pieces were rejected 
Add- Implications of rejections 
What does sr. mgt want- comply with marketing or 
 
xlii 
SOP? 
Role-based Translates best into this e-learning environment, few 
dimensions, well flushed out, saw boundaries 
Roles: 
Appreciate the review of your role like “ I shouldn’t 
comment, that is regulatory’s job” 
I may only contribute 5% to the discussion 
I don’t have to make editorial comments. I can focus 
my expertise- where I have it. 
Would like to see education of other roles on the 
medical role 
Every role should receive this training 
Use of mentor- Socratic rounds- liked 
Next version Incorporate Wyeth values and how this process 
models it 
Explain the collective committee role with Wyeth’s 
interest in mind- all have same goal 
Show complexity of the decision and the going back 
and forth 
Bring in RBC- I’m interested in what medical thinks 
of … 
Perception of what CCC meeting is really like- did 
the meeting emulate values? 
Physicians regroup with scientist to give comments 
discussed at CCC meeting 
Add- Detail as to why pieces were rejected 
Add- Implications of rejections 
Add- press releases outside of PR policy 
Add- PR most notorious for bending rules at the last 
minute. 
Things they would add: 
• Information on time frame expectation for pieces 
• Work on direct to CCC, Rush, super rush, difference 
between 
• GMC- Work on Editorial and GMC roles (check 
refs, more specific example. More details for ref. for 
scientist “ I wanted to reject this”, easier way to get 
back in and use training again” 
Additional references and links: 
• Traffic websites 
• MSO websites 
• Promo services website 
• One stop shopping 
• Appropriate doc for rejecting- GMC 
• Core claims link 
• Use of actual Sr VP- not generic character 
• DIA course as introduction and context setting. 
 
Be able to choose new versus experience person 
Include updates of 420 
 
xliii 
Pre-test, for certification and then go to full test 
How to guide a new person through CCC 
Include new electronic review system update 
 
Add editorial role to Physician view 
Scientist- focus on grey areas where rejection is not 
very clear 
Include time frames for reviewing pieces 
Include electronic review- physician 
Create training for other roles
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APPENDIX F. Learner Observation Protocol and Results 
 
Number of Interviewee___1___________ 
Time of Observation ___9:35am-10:02am____________ 
Place of Observation__Physician’s office____at Wyeth_________ 
Date of Observation________________ 
Specific location of Observation_________________________ 
Instructions to the interviewer/opening statements: Thank you for taking the time to let me 
observe you as you navigate through the promotional review e-Learning piece. The purpose of 
this observation is to identify a learner’s experience in this environment and to better understand 
what you find helpful or hindering as you complete this learning. I am particularly interested in 
your comments on directions, sequencing, interface, your feeling of comprehension, pacing and 
retention of the learning.  
Please proceed through this e-Learning as you desire; there is no right or wrong way to 
complete this learning activity. I would ask that you think out loud as you click on items and 
progress. I would like to better understand why you selected and chose certain items. 
 
This observation is confidential; only a number will identify you, if follow-up and clarification is needed.  
This should take approximately 1-1.5 hours.  
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Description Notes Reflective Notes 
Head of division, very busy physician. 
She is sitting at desk with back to me and I am 
leaning on my lap to take notes. Her desk is 
covered in papers and files. The phone is ringing 
constantly. She stops twice to call her nanny on 
her blackberry. She remarks “ I am just going to 
go through this like I normally would” 
Introduction: 
Letter should be bullet points- chunked 
Tell me what I need to know and get to the point 
Has trouble finding the next button 
Capitalize word on bullet points- on yellow folder 
 I don’t read instructions when I clicked on help 
When I see the word next I want to click on it- 
text and button at times are different colors can be 
confusing 
Supervisor (Ed) set up screen 
I read the text on the screen before the audio 
completes 
420 Policy screen 
Quickly clicks on policy highlights- 
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Description Notes Reflective Notes 
whispers instructions to her self as to what to do 
Planner exercise 
When clicking on answers- got some wrong 
because “I wasn’t paying attention” missed two 
answers. Immediate feedback helpful 
Check your understanding 
 Missed one- : ok, I see why that was the 
wrong answer 
Planner exercise: 
Selecting correct answers- get feedback and 
missed two 
R&R 
Click on all roles, listened to about half 
Drag and Drop 
Got all correct 
Click on planner 
 Click on Ed- then begin to skip all 
around 
Check understanding 
Suggest to select best answers 
Module 3 
Don’t like peach background 
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Description Notes Reflective Notes 
No FB on check your understanding- did 
not realize that the characters gave FB 
D&D- that was good! ( Got call from 
Nancy on blackberry) 
Walk on- put FB in green correct. Use of 
green consistently throughout the program 
Mod 4 
It’s like a P&T meeting 
CCC Mtg ( got phone call from nanny) 
Rolled over “violation letter” didn’t know 
that you could roll over. When was rolling over 
explained? 
Right answer should be green. 
Check your understanding- select one or 
all- missed two. 
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